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EJROPMN liliRITAGE OF THE HARMONY SOCIETY 
On the 18th of Ju1y toward 8 o'clock in the 
evening I arrived in the v1c1n1 ty o!' Harmony. 
The tower clock struck eight, a pleuing indi-
cation of civilization for a traveler who has 
passed over eight hundred miles w1 thout having 
heard the stroke ot a clock. When I arrived in 
the town 1 t seemed as it I were in the midst of 
Germany. Clothing, language, manners and cus-
toms, all ~ave ranained unchanged w1 th these 
colonists. 
Thia comr.1un1 ty w1 th German cu stoma and tradi tiona as 
described by a traveler in 1819 was the home of the Harmony 
Society whieh resided 1n Harmony, Indiana from 1815 to 
1825. Th.is Society waa not an ordinary community. Here 
under frontier conditions stood a settlement noted for its 
clean and orderly appearance, durable frame and brick 
buildings, well kept gardens, !'ert1le fields of' grain and 
fruit, many and varied industries, and strong religious 
principles. 1h!a unique German colony was achieved through 
communi tartan errort and became one of the most proaperou a 
communitarian aocietiea 1n the United States. 
The members or the Society under the leadership or 
George Rapp emigrated from Germany and .first settled in 
Pennsylvania i'rom 1804 to 1815. It waa 1n Pennsylvania 
that the .followers of George Rapp organized the Harmony 
Society. When the Society wa.s 1'01"'1\led• private ownership 
of property we.a renounced and the wealth of the members 
became the weal th of the Society. This communal 11 ving 
was grounded on religious principles and the tenets and 
teachings of George Rn.pp. Ra.pp's theology which attracted 
over seven hundred .followers did not originate in America 
but evolved .t'rom religious condi tiona in Germany prior to 
their immigration to America. Ono naturally becomes 
curious as to the environment and background of this man 
George Ra9p who became a religious leader or men who were 
willing to leave their homeland, give up their property 
and become obedient to his dictates. 
George Rapp, a six f'oot German with Nordic features, 
waa born in Iptingen, Wurtemberg, on Octobu 26, 1757.2 
His parents were Hens Adam and Rosina Rapp. George Rapp 
had a simple upbringing end a common school education of 
reading, writing, arithmetic and geography. Be learned 
the occupation of hia father, av 1neyard1st, but during 
the winter he was employed as a weaver. In 176) at the 
age of tw~ty-aix he marr1 ed Chr1 stina Benziner and they 
had two children, John and Rosina. In his early life 
George Rapp became religiously inclined and a devoted 
student of the Bible. In time his religious ideas corre-
sponded to the pietist ideology. 
2w1111am Alterd Binds, {pepioan C~ ti ea and 
Co-gplJ'&j;iya ~1pmg ( Chicago: Chari¥ ::ken and 
Company, 1. 9014 1 P• 71. 
In Wurtemberg and other ptlI't& of Germany in the sev-
enteenta and eighteenth centuries there occurred a great 
deal. of' religious turmoil. Tb.ere arose a movement called 
pietism which desired to rei'orm the Lutheran church. The 
object! ve of pietism was to preserve the doctrinal content 
of Martin Luther's theology. However, the pietists felt 
the systanatic theology and philosophy of the Lutheran 
church should be secondary to a more vital religion of 
the heart and life. The pietists opposed the laxity of' 
morale that was existing in Germany at that time. The 
universities of Germany had become bot-beds of vice and 
in.f1del1 ty. The professors did not atreas the c:llff'erencea 
between the philoaophic ideas or Pythagoras, Plato, Homer, 
Aristotle, and Socrates and the religious teachings of 
Moses and the Biblical prophets. "The h1ator1c records 
of the Old Testament were but myths, and the miracles ot the 
New Testament were but exaggerated statanents of natural 
:racts."3 On the Sabbath, balls, theaters, and gambling 
were unchecked by the church. From the church pulpi ta 
"the peasantry received i'requent and labored instruction 
on the raising o~ bees, cattle, and fruit."4 Pietism 
stressed the need £or active reform to a 11£e of devotion, 
repentance, and spiritual conversion. Worship 1n the 
Lutheran church J:lad become a cold formality o:f abstruse 
logic in expounding the gospel. George Rapp accepted. the 
3Aaron Willi ams, Thze Hpon'V ~ci et:y ti Fconpm,:, 
Pgmsylya¢a (Pittsburgh: ~:Haven, 1f3 ),. P• 10. 
4Aaron Williams, Th.e Harmony Soc1,et,:, p. 11. 
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ideas of pietism with the exception that he wanted to 
break away f'rom the Lutheran church; in other words, he 
became a separatist. The dec1a1on of Rapp not to adh8l'e 
to the Lutheran church was ini'luenced in part by the 
writings ot Spener, Bohme, Swedenborg, Jung-Stilling, 
Herder., and Bengel. 
The pietist movanent originated primarily through 
the efforts ot Philipp Jakob Spener ( 163.5-170.$) • Span.er 
was not interested in breaking away from the establish-
ed church, the Lutheran church, but only in reforming 1 t. 
In an effort to study the Bible to gain a more sincere 
end consistent religious experience, Spener organized 
private religious meetings outside the realm or the 
state church. These meetinga were started as early as 
1680 and were called collegia pietatis. The term p1et1stp 
was derived from the people who attended these religious 
meetings. 
Other leaders of the pietist movment were Jakob 
Bohme:> (1743.1819), Emanuel Swedenborg (1688-1772), 
Jung .. Stilling6 { 1740-1817), Johann Gottfried von Herder 
{1744.i803). In Wurtemberg, Johann AJ.brecht Bengel 
(1687-1752) waa the leader of the pietieta. Jakob Bohme 
believed in religious mysticism which was a desire for 
an intimate communion with God. H1ator1cally, religious 
mysticism, Bohme said, i'l'equ ently came into being as a 
.5Bobme is also spelled Bohn or Bebmen. 
6Jung.Stilling is a pseudonym for Johann Heinrich Jung. 
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proteat against mechanica1 and/or anthropomorphic repre-
sentation of God in his relations to man and the world. 
Mysticism atresaed the anotional grat11'1oat1on of an in-
dividual's worship ot the deity. In addition, Bobme 
claimed that the center or the esaenoe o:t man• a aoul came 
trom God and remained until death, unloat and unspoiled. 
It was this part of the soul that God spoke to and to which 
his Light and Grace could appeal. Religion waa not ever-
lasting as .found 1n dogmas and creeds but because o:t re-
ligious exp81"1encea. 
Iimanuel Swedenbo:rg 1 a !deu o:t religion encompaesed 
a philosophy that man first clwel t w1 th1n the Di vine Being 
in a childlike ignorance and innocence. .i::trll in the world 
waa allowed by Providence for the purpose o:t creating 
heaven. The law of l1fe was charity and waa accomplished 
by love to othersJ faith alone would not save a man'a soul. 
All creations had their origina in di vine love and wisdom. 
Th.e Bible waa vri tten as a correspondence trom God to 
man and should be studied to unlock the spiritual teaching 
or Providence. 
From the other three pietists who were in!'l.u ential 
George Rapp also acquired some of hia religious 1deaa. 
Jung-Stilling in his writings emphaaized the importance 0£ 
feeling 1n religion as opposed to rationaliam in the en-
lightment. Johann Herder stated that religion did not 
grow from man• s attempt to explain the un1 verse. The world 
waa the expression o:t God 1s greatness. Within man there 
was an inherent goodness as opposed to sin. The ain of 
-6-
mankind originated fitom 1dlenesa. Sectarian dogmatism 
prevented man from enjoying a true relationabip vi th Goel. 
Johann Bengel believed that the study ot the acr1pturea 
should not be hamper,d bf dogmatical conaiderationa. 
The Lutheran church took a det"1n1te atand in opposing 
.. . . . - . , -
the ideas. of pleti•. If an individual wert _tound guilty 
of attending the coll,s1a p1etat11, he could be imprisoned 
tor three months. When the Lutheram oburch attempted to 
sup!)ress the p1et1at movement. the aeparatiat movement 
came into being. Separatists wanted to _break away en• 
tirely from the Iothel'an church. The aeparatista believed 
that the eatabliahed ohurch was a "Babel. tt "The separa• 
tists of Wurtemberg believed that the true Obr1at1an must 
live a life of self denial and that he mat aurter ridi-
cule and persecution on account of the pur1 ty of bia life. 
They regarded the established clergy ae hypoOl'itiea and 
Phariaeea."7 
In Wurtamberg the separatiata I movement appealed to 
George Rapp. Rapp Viewed the Lutheran church not or God 
but of the devil. Rapp f'elt that the Lutheran oburoh in 
Iptingen did not .follow the teachings ot Obrist. "The 
parsons eat and drink an4 tatten their bellies and do 
not provide for the poor."8 Finally Rapp at the age of 
thirty decided to hold religious meetings 1n hia own home 
7 John A. Bole "The Harmony Societ7J A. Chapter 1n 
German-American euiture H1atoey," Gs,nap. Amgicp &!Rlll, 
New Seri ea, II ( July, 1904) • p. 403. 
8John Samuel Duss. T'9ie pem:;atata; A P9£1§Pf1 Histgn: (Harrisburg, Fcmnaylvaniaa Emll8'Y vania Boole ervioe, 
1943), p. 10. 
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tor his fl'iends and neighbors s1ttce religious nourish-
ment could not be found in the Lutheran church. '!1heae 
separatists asserted their beliet that laymen had the 
right to study and interpret the Bible end to discuss 
the meanings found in the Scriptures. George Rapp and 
his .t'ollowera refused to attend the local church services 
bec8llse one could not worship as the spirit ot God moved 
him. For this r,eaaon they chose to remain in their own 
homes in amall groups where all could talk freely. ~eae 
eepa.ratists bel!ned in the Christian cburch as establish• 
ed according to the principles ot the apostlee and the 
"primitive" Ohristians.9 
The Lutheran church strenuously opposed Rapp 1 a re-
ligious aot1vit1ea. Rapp•s refusal to submit to the 
church• a diaoip11ne which forbade the meetings in hia 
home caused"· h1a w11'e and him to be summoned before the 
Church Convocation in Iptingen for questioning on 
April 15, 1785. lO At this time George Rapp stated that 
he was abstaining t"rom Holy Corrm1nion and vlthdrawing 1'rom 
tlle church permanently,.ll Ile was the.n aslted. why he pe:ttsisted 
in his acti v1 ties and held views opposed to the Luthezwan 
church. Rapp answered, "Because I have found the fountain-
head myself and the substance 1 tselt in Jesus Christ. nl2 
This group ot separt1sta led by George Rapp held that 
9John Samuel Duss, Tne Hl:l'J!!Pm,sts, P• ll.. 
10John A. Bole, "The Harmony Society," P• 66$. 
11John A. Bole, 11 The IIarmon-y Society," p. 666. 
12John Samuel Dues, 11b.e Harmonip~s. P• a. 
... a. 
the pastor of the Iptingen paish, M. Genter, was not a 
man of God and refused to recognize him.13 Rapp and h1a 
followers believed in "the principle or conscience •• that 
each individual had the potential power of communicating 
directly vith God• and theref'ore the purified individual 
was d1 v1nely ordained to judge most things tor himself'• nl4 
The auphaais that the Lutheran church placed on ceremony 
seemed to them idolatry. They believed that to partake 
of baptism and Holy Communion one mat be a true Chriatian, 
freely exercising his will and tai th in God to overcome 
sin. rather than partaking ot theae sacramcts merely to 
observe a ceremony ot the ohui-oh. 'l'hese rel1g1oua views 
toward the state religion in Wurtemberg ware considered 
dangerous and Rapp and his followers were watched closely. 
In time Rapp's religious activities started to at-
tract the attention of people in the nearby villages ot 
W1ernahe1m. CJl.\ttingen, Ehn1ngen, llUfringen, Scbnaid, and 
Winterbach.1S Hia influence with h1a 'followers vu due 
part) to the peasant background they commonly ahared. 
Again George Rapp was cal.led before the off'1o1ala of the 
Lutheran church on January 2.3, 1787 •16 He waa asked to 
discontinue the meetings he held in the home and to 
return to the church. His anawer wu 1.n the negat1 ve and 
l3Jobn A. Bole, "The Harmony Society," p. 6f/J. 
14Jobn Samuel Duaa, 7:ht fleDPP+l1i@, P• 10. 
1%:arl J. Arndt, "George Rapp•s Petition to Thomas 
Jetteraon," :!PS1f1P Gft1P BeyiN, VIII (October, 1940) P• $. 
16Jobn A. Bole, "The Harmonsr Society," P• 667. 
he reaffirmed his decision of 178$ to boycott the church. 
At the same time Christian Hornle, Johannes Rom.le, and 
Michael Conze1mann, followers or Rapp, were questioned by 
the church o.f.t'1c1als and alao denounced the church. 
Aside from defying the state religion, Rapp and hia f'ol• 
lowers refused to send their children to the local achoola 
which were under the control of the looal church. They 
feared that their children would be indoctrinated in re.. 
11g1ous beliefs contrary to the separatist thinking. 
The local officials of Ipt1ngen, who were under the 
influence oi: the Lutheran church, started to 11st the 
names of people attending the meetings at Rapp 1 a home. 
The people were then summoned to the magistrate' a of'tice 
on Monday, and if they would not pay the f'ine, they were 
impriaoned.17 Additional persecution tollowed which 
included the contiacat1on o.f separatist literature and 
the denial of free wood for cooking and heating which waa 
a civil benefit. 'l.1hreats were made to drive Rapp and his 
followers .from their homes if they did not obey the 
Sabbath injunctions of the church• such as the prohibition 
against excursions on the Sabbath. During the morning 
church service on Good Friday, four ot Rapp• s followers 
were :fined for buying a herd of swine and driving them 
through the streets. George Rapp was even imprisoned 
in the tower of Maulborn and in 1799 he was tined for 
l7 Christiana F. Knoedler, tb,e Heopy S~9!ety; A 19th 
cffl~" AmfU.'ican Utggia (New Yorkt antageresa, inc., 
19 • p. 2. 
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splitting wood and d1atill1DJ3 whiskey on Sunday.18 George 
Rapp, however, taught h1a follower• to give strict cbed1-
ence to the civil lava and to pay the required tithes to 
the Lutheran cburoh.19 
Finally the local church author1 ti ea of Ip ting en 
eent a pet1 tion to King Frederick II of Wurtanberg aalting 
f'or the removal ot Rapp and his follower• from the king• 
dom. When the king rece1 ved the petition he uked, " 1 Are 
they good citizens? Do they pay their taxea? 1 Being in• 
formed that they were good and orderly c1t1sena, and that 
they promptly paid their due to both church and atate, 
he tore up the pet1 t1on, saying, •Let them bell eve aa 
they- please.• n20 Al though the king ot Wurtemberg would 
not banish Rapp and h1a followers from the kingdom, other 
conditions arose which made life 1n Iptingen undeairable. 
Added to religioua persecution were the invading armies of' 
Napoleon and the conscription of Germana to bear arms. 
The idea of beuing arma against one•a fellow man was 
unacceptable to Rapp and hi.a followera. 
George Rapp deoided to aeek a new land for his fol• 
lowers in order to eacape oontinuecl relig1oua persecution 
and the etrecta of Hapoleon1 a desire to rule lilrope. Other 
separatist groupa were leaving Wurtemberg to settle in 
18Jobn Samel lluaa, !l&• Hv,popi1t1, P• 10. 
l9al\t Hu,vmv Sgsd,,tx a.A P,MJ1.YWA (Philadelphiai 
Federal Writer•' Project of the orks Progreaa Adminiatration 
for the Connonvealth of' Pennsylvania, 1937), P• 6. 
20w1111am Alf'l'ed Hinda, Amer\flB ~n1t1~ ~ PA• 
°ijarative Oplon1ea ( Obicagos Gbar es ~err an ompanJ, 
l 08), p. 71. 
,. 
Russia, Hungary, and America. Rapp'• first attempt was 
to secure a tract or land 11'1 Louisiana_ from the French 
-government. Before arrangements could be made, llapoleon 
b.ad sold Loui•iana to the United States. But Rapp's 
:interest ln the new world was continued when Dutch merchants 
advised him to investigate the northern states of the United 
States. 21 It vaa in this region that other German 1mm1• 
grants had aettled: the Mennon1 tea, Amiah, Dunkarda, 
Moravians, and the Schwenkfeldera. 
Before George Rapp set sail tor America in 18oJ, he 
sold his property in Iptingen tor around eight hundred 
dollara. 22 Rapp'• tvo companions on his voy-age to America 
were John Rapp, hia son, and Dr. F:,_.ederick Conrad Haller. 
At .Amsterdam, Holland, the three men boarded the Cantgp on 
July 31, 18o3, and arrived in Philadelphia on October 7, 
1Bo3. 23 After arriving in the United State• they searched 
for and purchased a suitable tract ot la.mi in Pennsylvania 
where they could establish a colony with approximately 
seven hundred people. Before George Rapp le.ft Germany• he 
placed Frederick Reichert in charge ot the followers. 
ily placing Frederick Reichert in charge of the mi-
gration friom Germany George Rapp knew that he had a man 
whom he could depend upon and trust. Frederiek Reichert 
was born on Ap.ril 121 l 775t and hi a trade in Germany was a 
21.icari J. Arndt, "George Rapp's Petition to Thomas 
Je.tferaon," P• S. 
22.nie Harmopy spgietv 1n PennavJ.vama, P• 6. 
230hriat1ana F. Knoedler, Tbe Hpon.v Soqieb:, P• 6. 
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stone-cutter and an archi tcct. 24 F:redericlc Reichert, who 
later became George Rapp 1 s adopted son in 1805 and changed 
his last name to Rapp• had the responsibility ot overseeing 
and making all the arranganonts for tne immigration ot Rapp•a 
• followers to .America. At this time Frederick i1as in oharge 
of about three hundred families who recognized George Rapp 
as their religious leader. After the .followers of Rapp 
had left Wurtanberg to aettlo 1n Pennsylvania, ICing 
Frederick II issued a decree forbidding .f\lrther emigration 
from bia kingdom until 1815.2.5 
240hr1atiana F. Knoedler, th• Hmppt Sgp1et;:v. P• 32. 
2Srtar1 J. R. Arndt, "World War II and the Ruaaian Co-
Rellg1on1ata ot the Harmon1sts," 8H!£1pan GRJRID R,nw, 
XV (February, 1949), P• 10. 
FORMATION OF THE HARMONY SOCIEl'Y IN PElmSll,VANIA 
When George Rapp, John Rapp, and Dr. Haller arrived in 
America, they set out to explore and purchase land in order 
to establish a settlement for the rollovers vho would arrive 
in the future. After investigating lands in Ohio, Penn-
sylvania, MMtyland, and along the rivers or the Susquehanna, 
Conestoga, Potomac, and even on Lake I!rie, George Rapp 
f'irat attempted to purchase land in Obio.1 It was situ• 
ated thirty miles north of the Ohio River and nearly eight 
miles west of Pi ttaburgh. Before Rapp coo ld aoquire the 
land fran the United States government, another individual 
bought 1 t. George Rapp thai decided to buy land 1n 
Pennsylvania. Hia acquisition of four thousand and 
nve hundred acrea of land waa in the southwestern 
2 part of futler county on the Oonoqueneaaing Credt. It 
was located twelve miles ti-om Beaver, Pennsylvania, which 
was on the Ohio River and twenty-six miles north of Pitts-
burgh. This land had originally been set aside by the 
state of' Pennsylvania as the Revolutionary Soldiers De-
preciation Lands and was later purchased. by Robert Morris. 
In 18o2 Dettmar William Frederie Basse, a German Baron• had 
1 John Samuel Dues. The Harmonist1. P• 14. 
purchased the land from the Philadelphia Land Company 
which was controlled by Robert Morris.) Basse then sold 
the .four thousand and five hundred acres to George Rapp 
tor two and a halt dollars an acre.4 It was here that the 
Harmony Society was ~ormed and resided until 1815 when 
they moved to Indiana. 
After purchasing the land, George Rapp wrote to 
Frederick Reichert in Ipt1ngen stating, "Here is a very 
rich land. There ia practically no real poverty. Man 
is tree to go wherever he desires. ilv'en the taxes amount 
to practically nothing. All the people are good toward 
each otherJ one must a.dm1re their .friendliness. I shall 
never return to Germany lf rrry citizenship still continue, 
I will give 1 t up. I am already a o1 tizen here. n5 
Bef'ore Frederick Reichert had completed the arranganenta 
tor the anigration ot Rapp' s t'ollowers to .America, he 
received another letter from George Rapp who stated, "You 
must not urge anyone to come -- 1 t is a long and perilous 
journey. n6 Frederick Reichert showed good foresight in 
supervising the emigration by encouraging people of wealth 
who could help financially in establishing the colony, 
and also individuals With skill who would help to build 
loettmar Pasaavant, "Romantic Story of Ba:ron Basse, 
Founder of Zelienople," Western Pennsylvania Historica1 
Magazine, V!II (January, 192$}, P• 1.5. 
401arence Eclwin Oarter, editor, Tpe Te;rr1to,t1al lUS:I 
of the United States, VII, 331. . 
5 John Samuel Dusa, 1'he. Harmonists, P• 1.$. 
6John Samuel Duss, t.b,e Hpmonists, P• 16. 
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the settlement and make it as nearly as possible eco-
nomically sel~•suff1cient. 
George Rapp was at Bel.timore when the f'i;r,st ship, 
the :&Jrora, arrived on July 4, 1804, bringing three 
hundred of his :f.'ollowers. In August. 18o4, the second 
ship" the At1antic, arrived at Philadelphia with Frederick 
Heiehert leading the two hundred and sixty followers. 
The last group arr1 ved on the ship Mqagaretta at Phi la• 
delphia in September, 1804, under the leadership of Dr. 
Haller. 7 Most of Dr. Haller's r:roup decided to settle 
in Lycoming County, Pennsylvania, at his settlemmt, 
Blooming Grove, seven miles north of Williamsport, rather 
tha.n with Rapp 1 s group in I3utler County. 8 The reason 
that not all of the emigrants decided to follow George 
Rapp was due to disagreements over religious questions 
end some felt that Dr. Haller, who had more education 
than Rapp, would be a better leader than a man with a 
peasant background. Thia separation among the migrants 
was val.uable since those who elected to follow George 
Rapp were eonac1ent1oua followers of his way of l.ife. 
Since 1 t was late summer when all of Rapp• s :followers 
al'rived in America, it waa decided to select forty tam111es9 
7Jolm A. Bole, "The Hal'Illony Society," p. ho6. Christiana 
F. Knoedler states 1n The Harmof S9g4ety, P• 6 that the 
Atlant12 arrived on September 1 with two hundred and sixty. 
nine persons and the Maragaretta (or the Mlll'garet) arrived 
on September 19 with two hundred and seventy persons. 
~
0
~cf;:::etr~~~~ Rfr.,~~.!?£'~8~~1~1.~~ 17. 
9crir1stiana F. Knoedler in The Harmoey Spciet'.V p. 6 
states that there were eighty people who went wi trteorge 
Ra.pp to llutler County. 
led by George Rapp, John Rapp, and Fredel'ick Reichert, to 
proceed to Butler County and to commence work on the 
settlement which they- would call Harmony.10 Before the 
vanguard lett :tor Butler County, the reia1n1ng people were 
scattered throughout Pennsylvania and Maryland to work on 
farms. The Quakers gave assistance to many ot them, Also 
the German Society of Philadelphia otfel'ed its help and 
gave George Rapp two hundred dollars to aid his group in 
establishing themselves in western Pennaylvania,11 
Arter forty :families had started the construction 
ot Harmony, fifty more r amili es journeyed to Harmony in 
the spring of' 1805. By the summe?' of 180$ the Harmonists12 
had constructed "forty-six log-houses, eighteen feet by 
hur • lar 
forty families who 
Hereafter c1 ted as 
America. 
11 F.rna Risch, "Immigrant Aid Societies Before 1820, 11 
PeijJY1Jftp;J@. hBf&&1ne Pf W,atgry and Biogr,hJ, LX (January, 
193 , P• 27. nan interview with George app in 1831 by 
Sandor Farkas de Bolon• a HungSl'ian traveler who visited 
beonomy, the third home of the Harmony Society, George Rapp 
ato.ted: "It would have been almost 1mpoas1ble to execute 
our intentions had Baltimore and Philadelphia not helped us 
with 2,000 dollars, and had I not received 800 dollars for 
my sermons from the German compatriots in Philadelphia." 
Karl J. Arndt. "The Hungarian Travelers Visit Economy," 
Pennsylyffi~ Hlslline 91' j{istory and Biggraphy, LXXIX (lprii~ 19 ), p. 201. 
Since George Rapp 1 s settlement \-J"as ca1led Harmony, the 
people wore called Harmor..ists. However, in Indiana the 
followers of George Rapp were commonly called Rappites. 
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twenty-fourJ a large barnJ and a gr1at-m111• to which a 
race waa dug ot nearl7 three quarters ot a mile in 
length. nlJ When the H8l'mony Society was formed vith tbe 
adoption of the Articles of Aeaoo1at1on on February 15, 1805 . 
thare were approximately one hundred and twenty-five 
families or about aeven hundred and fifty man., women, and 
children at Harmony.14 
The Harmony Society officially cue into e:d.atence 
with the acceptanoe of the Articlea ot Aaaociation on 
February 1.5, 1ao.51S Thia agreement which consisted ot 
slx article• was signed by the members of the Society ancl 
became the conatitut1on of the Soo:tety. The Art1olea were 
in two major d1via1ona 1n which each party pledged him-
self, in essence, to the followings 
The Subscribes pledged thanaelveat 
1. To give absolutely all their property to 
George Rapp and his associates. 
2. To obey the rules and regulations of the 
community and to work for its welfare. 
3. It they should desire to withdraw from the 
Society, not to danand any reward for labor 
or aervioea. 
13oe,1'13,PJ Pp11u: 1n !'MU P£,t1ce Agpppg the Peop1e fi--···~I ay and mer, · · , P• 2. •eatt er cit u ohn Melish, Trava1p ?;lirpugh tht J1p1ted Stat11. 
14Charl•• l'ordhot:t, a'Q1 caaam,atte S091g1ea fi t&;J.• 
United Stateag ~ ttr191t v£ffi "1c,fba9yat1pnew Yorks 
Hillary House Pu isbera, m1te4, 19 , p. n. This was 
r1rat publlahecl 1n 187.5. 
lSsee Appendix number one tor the copy of the Articles 
ot Asaooiation. 
In return, George Rapp and his associates 
pledged themael ves: 
1. To aupply the subscribers with all the 
necessaries of lite, both in health and 
sickness, an4 after their death, to pro-
vide for their f m111 es. 
2. In oaae of withdrawal., to return to them 
the value of the property contributed, 
without 1ntereat, and to give a donation 16 in money, to such as contributed nothing. 
In short the Harmony Society became a communitarian colony 
where all requirements of life and operations of the 
Society were shared jointly by all members. It became a 
co-operative effort tor the benefit or all involved. By 
becomin3 a member of the Harmony Society an individual 
gave all h1a WOl'ldly possessions, ca.ah and personal property. 
as a gift to the Society to be used tor the benefit of the 
community. The officers of the Sooiet,- had tall authority 
to use the contributions ot the membera in any way to aid 
and promote the interests of the Society. 'lhe members 
were :required to give their full co-operation and obedi• 
ence to the o1't1c1ala and perform services of any nature 
that would enhance the operation and welfare ot the 
Society. The m8Db8l'a who had children were expected to 
instruct their offspring to do the same. In return the 
Society provided for the manbers the necessaries f'or life, 
such as food, lodging, clothing, medical care, education, 
and religious training. In acld1t1on, when the manbers ot 
the Society became too old to eontr1bute to its operation, 
they were cared tor. Thia also applied to the ohildren of 
parents who would 41e. 
l6Jobn A. Bole, "The Harmony Society," pp. 278-279. 
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\vhat were the reasons that prompted George Rapp and his 
tollowera to establish a commun1 tarl.an society? The idea 
for the f'ol'lllation of the Hamony Society originated in part 
from the prinoiplea of the "primitive• Obl'iatiana as found in 
the pasaagea of the Bible. It is fllom the following Bibli• 
cal paaaagea that the Harmon1ata just1t1ecl the abolishment of 
private property and the adoption of the principle of com-
muni ty ownership of property.17 
And all that bf~ieved were together, and had 
things comaon. 
And aold their poasesaiona and goods, 8!f parted 
them to all men, u every man had need. 
And the multitude of than that believed were of 
one heart and of one soulJ neither aa1d any of 
them that ought of the things which he posseMed 
was his own; but they had all things common. 
Net ther waa there any among than that lacked.: 
for as many aa were possessors ot lands or houaea 
sold them, and ~ought the prices of the things 
that were sold, 
And laid them down at the apostles• teet I and 
distribution wa12made unto every man according 




The idea of a community patterned after the early Christians 
was prevalent among the German separatists. "It is probable 
that they ( the Harmonists) had determined 1n Qermany to 
establish a community of goods. in accordance with their 
understanding of' the social theory of Jesus. 1123 The re-
ligions nature or the Harmony Society was clearly set forth 
in the :f'ollowing: 
Whereas, by the favor of Divine Providence 
an Association or commu?lity has been formed by 
George Rapp and many others. upon the basis of 
Christian f'ellowah1p. the principles of which• 
bclng faithfully derived .from the sacred Scrip-
tures, include the government or the patri-
archal age, united to the Community of property, 
adopted 1n the days o~ the apostle•• and where-
in the simple object sought is to approximate• 
ao .fare a• human imperfectiona of God, by the 
exercise of thoae a.t'fections and the practice 
of those virtues which are essential to the 
happiness of man in time and throughout etei.--
n1 ty • .i::4 
Aside from religious objectives sought through a 
commun1 tartan organization, there waa an economic reason 
for the formation of the Harmony Society. fhe coat in 
establishing the Harmony Society in Pennsylvania amounted 
to about twenty thousand dollars for purchasing livestock, 
implements, supplies, and partial payment tor the land.2.S 
At the time or the formation of the Soc1 ety, 11 about ten 
tam111 es, including some of the moat wealthy among th•, 
2
.3Charlea ?iordho1':t, The Cqggpzniat1c Soq1et1 !I of the 
United. States, P• 71. 
quota~:r:~t~1~!m:,:~ ~;s"=~:;~1:f'th~.~~~1.!'11:r 
Association. 
25John Melish, Trave1a Thrgugh the JJJiited Statea, P• 9. 
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became dissatisfied with the SQcialietio viewa of the 
majority, to the grief ot their bretbl'en, and to the 
great pecuniary loss of the Soo1ety.n26 Another problem 
facing the H81'1Doniata was the lack of' credit. The Society 
had been retuaed credit in Pi ttaburgh on the report that 
there was discord among the manbera and the possibility 
that they would break up. "When credit failed - and this 
waa not seldom in the early days -- a good many people 
went hungry. For a time the daily l'ation had been cut to 
one apoont'ul ot nour per capita. In August, 180!,, George 
Rapp wrote to Frederick, t For eight days we have had no 
bread and very 11 ttle nour, but are not suffering be-
cause ot various cookablea from the garden.• n27 Faced 
with the problems of the lack of' :tunda and credit, the 
Harmoniata also had the d1t1'1culty ot clearing the land 
and making their colony sel:t•autfi.cient in its first years. 
Some of the members who were not wealthy had to pay their 
transportation loans. Being cognizant ot these economic 
challenges and mot1vate4 by the communal principles of 
the "primitive" Christiana, the Harmoniata undertook the 
formation ot a commun1 tarian society on February 15, 1805. 
In examining the Articles of Association there were 
some features which stand out. First, there waa no re-
f'erenoe to any religious tenet. This, in itself, helped 
to prevent an.y disagreanent among the members and removed 
26Aaron Williams, The Hgmpp7 Spc1et,:, P• !,O. 
27 John Samuel Duas, i'he Hgmpniats, P• 21. 
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any problems of a religious nature in signing the communal 
agreement. Second, the members of the Society were to 
submit to the l'Ulea and regulations ot: the community. The 
meaning of this waa that strict obedience had to be given 
to George Rapp as the leader of the Harmony Society. Third, 
the name of the Society being "Harmony" waa symbolic of the 
cardinal objective of the Society. In other words, the 
spirit of harmony among the members of the cODlnUni ty was 
to be the rule or their daily life. Fourth, by all of the 
members signing the Articles of Association there would be 
no disagreanent aa to the operation and m1•underetand1ng 
as to the purpose or the Harmony Society. Fifth, the 
adoption ot the Articles or Association waa not for the 
present time but served. as a permanent basic document of' 
the Harmony Society. Thereafter, February 15 became a 
holiday in the Harmony Society and was known u 
"Harmoniefeat," a day for celebration of the date of 
o~gan1zat1on. 28 
On the same date aa the organization or the Society 
the off'1c1ala or the Society were elected. George Rapp 
was elected leader of the Society and became known as 
Father Rapp. At this time Frederick Reichert was adopted 
by George Rapp as his son and Frederick changed his last 
name to Rapp. George Rapp desired the adoption as did the 
members or the Society. While George Rapp was the leader 
and the spiritual head or the Society. Freder1«:1k Rapp waa 
28Christiana F. Knoedler, The HVJDfB1X Society. p. 7. 
in charge o.f the economic activities and external affairs 
of the Society. 29 On the same occasion there was the 
selection ot auper1ntendenta of the various branches (also 
called depart.manta) of act1 vi ty in the community. The com-
muni ty waa divided. into departments oonaiating of a part1• 
cular trade or service. At the head of eaoh dep8l'tment 
was a auperintendent who waa responsible for all the 
worlters, money, and materials pertaining to h11 department.JO 
In order to see that the Society's.laws and.regulations 
were enforced a Board or ~dera was elected. The elders 
in actuality never exercised a great deal of authority as 
long as Father Rapp was alive. The Board of Elders d.14, 
however, at times, give aaa1stanoe to Father .Rapp in ad• 
jud.1cat1ng complaint• that would arise in the ool'IIIIUnity.31 
After the .formation ot the Harmony Society, the Har-
monists set to work to build their settlanent at Harmony, 
Pennsylvania. The town of Harmony "occupied a gentle 
hillock circled trom the northeast throu3h the north and 
the vest to the aoutbweat by the Connoquenessing Creek and 
surrounded on the remaining aidea by higher ground. A 
portion of the town occupied a part of the self area to the 
northeast or the creek .from the main settlement. n,32 Due to 
29John Samuel Duaa, ~· Hqmgn1ata. p. 19 • 
.30John Samuel Duas, 3:l\• liJY:mfi!t•, p. 20. 
31John Samuel Duaa, The Hpopiats, P• 20. 
32Jobn William Larner, Jr., "Hails and Sundrie Med!-
cinea," W!lern Pm1xJ.!1P;\I Jl,1.atpfiga1 IMUi,ne, XLV (June, 19 , P• 12 • · · · · · 
Frederick' a background as an architect in Germany, he was 
responsible tor moet ot the design and construction ot 
Harmony. The streets were laid out at right angles end most 
ct the buildings "fronted directly on the street. n33 There 
waa a square in the village which was aeventy-n ve by one· 
hundred feet. Three streets ran north and south and thl'ee 
ran east and weat. The width of' the main street was fifty 
feet and the others were thirty-two feet. The town was 
subdivided into • quarter acre 1.otsvith eaoh family having 
one lot.34 In planning the village all "potentially 
noxious items auch aa stables. brewe1es, soap-makers• 
shops, diat11lera, dyers• shopa, and p1g-at1ea were kindly 
placed on the perimeter of the town. 11 3S Year by year the 
IIarmoniat' a commum. ty expanded and assumed an important .. 
role in the economy or the r eglon. 
During the yeal' of 1805 the Humoniata had planted one 
hundlted and fifty acres of corn, forty acres of potatoes, 
and 1'1:f'teen acres were set aside for a meadow.36 In addi-
tion to the construction of forty-six houses, a barn. and 
a grist mill, they built a church, school house, and some 
workshops.37 
33John William Larner, Jr., "Nails an" Sundr1e Medi-
cines, 0 p. 132 • 
.34Jobn Melish, Tfllf11 1l}rough tqt United States, P• 8 • 
.3SJohn William Larner, Jr., "Nails and Su~rie Medi-
cines," P• 12.$. 
l 6John Mellah, ?fay9la 3:wGPSh the Vmt,O Sfcatg, P• 1. 
37charlee Nordhoff, The Oommup1atic 8pg1et11t Pt tbe 
United S~atea, P• 71• 
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In 1806, th8".f cleared an additional three hundred and 
fifty-eight acres of land in which three hund!'ed acres o:t 
co:Ml were planted s.nd the remaining acres 111ere left for a 
meadow.38 Construction continued with the building of' "an 
inn, partly of stone, thirty-two feet by forty-two, end two 
stories high. n.39 In addition, a wooden barn, one hundred 
feet :tn length, tannery, oil m111,4° and a blue dyer's shop 
were built}µ 
It was in 1806 that George Rapp and his associates 
decided to send a petition to the United States Congress 
to obtain a grant of thirty thousand acrea of land 1n the 
Territory of Indiana. 42 The proposed terms of payment .tor 
the land consisted of three installments. Every fourth 
year tor twelve years a payment was to be made and on or 
about the fourth yeal" a payment of twelve or fifteen 
thousand dollars was to be rendered. The reason'5g1ven by 
<.o,U\,e..: 
the Harmony Society waa: the land and climate in Pennsyl• 
vania were not suitable .for vineyards and the d1.ff1culty 
tlHf'J had in paying .for their land in Pennsylvania. 43 The 
petition was signed by George Rapp and two hundr €d and one 
38John Melish, Travels Through the United SJ;at913, P• 2. 
39Jobn Melish, T£aveia Tgroµgh the United States, PP• 1-2. 
40The seeds of: white poppies were used to make sweet oil. 
41John Bradbury, Tr§Yels •D th.ft Interior Qf AmeriQA, 
p. 315. 
42see Appendix number two .for the eopy o.f George Rapp• s 
Petition to Congress. 
43c1arence Edwin Carter, editor, The Territ9.Eia.l Papers 
or the United St~tes, VII, 331. 
men of the Society. George Rapp was present when the 
petition was read in the Senate on January 6, 1806.44 On 
January 8, 1806, Father Rapp described the s1 tuation con• 
cerning the petition. 
I am as 1f lost among these ]nglish people, 
but they have much r~~pect for me. I have many 
friends •••• Hoffman~ is very active and takes 
much trouble. He 1s untiring in winning friends 
for our case. I was in Congress with Hottman 
when our memorial was read in the upper house, 
and when the president asked all whether 1 t 
should be accpted all voted 1yea. 1 At once 
three men were chosen to put the matter 1n order 
and to bring 1 t before the lower house. How is 
will fare there I do not know yet. There will 
be a tight but it will not be lost. I will 
probably have tp 6be here three weeks before I 
receive notice.ti 
However, Father Rapp, unaccustomed to the processes ot 
American government, was in error when he stated that the 
bill was ready to be presented to the lower house. It was 
not until January 29 1 1806, that the Senate passed the bill 
anpowering George Rapp to purchase land int he Territory ot 
Indiana. It waa not until the above date that the House ot 
Representatives received the bill. 47 But by the time that 
4llicar1 J. Arndt. "George Rapp's Petition to Thomas 
Jefferson," The $ger1can German RevJaew, VIII (October, 
1940>, P· a. 
4~e man by the name of Hoffman whom George Rapp 
refers to is most likely Peter Ho:ff'man. Peter Hoffman 
was an assistant to Albert Gallatin, the S6cretary of the 
Treasury at that time. 
4l\car1 J. Arndt, "George Rapp'a Petition to Thomas 
Jefferson," P• 8. 
411tar1 J. Arndt, "George Rapp'a Petition to Thomas 
Jefferson," P• 9. 
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the House of' Repreeentat1ves started debate on the measure, 
George Rapp had departed for Harmo~. In the debate that 
followed. ,the opponents objected to granting land to 1n-
d1 viduala who were of foreign birth in that 1t might eatab• 
11sh precedent which would "encourage a maas mcodua .to the 
United Sta.tea . of the down-trodden throughout airope. n48 The 
proponents felt that it would be advantageous to the in• 
terest oi" the United States to ha.Ye a group ot industrious 
people develop thia sparsely settled region of the nation. 
Also their settlement "would enhance the value of the public 
land around it.n49 It was not until February 18, 1806, that 
the House of .Representatives voted on the bill. Th•• was 
a tie vote on forty-silt "yeas" and forty-a1x "nays" with 
Speaker Nathaniel Macon casting the deciding vote.in the 
negative.SO Although the Harmoniata were unaucceaatul 1n 
securing lan4 in the Territory of Indiana 1n 1806, they did. 
however, acquire land there in 1814. 
After the defeat of the Ha:'l'mon1at•s petition in Oongreaa 
in 1806, the Sooiety experienced. a fortunate addition to 
their community. Peter Schreiber and his five sons and :four 
daughters entered the Society. He bad sold his farm ot one 
thousand aorea 1n Ohio and from this sale donated approximately 
48it.ar1 J. Arndt• "George Rapp's Petition to Thomas 
Jefferson," p. 9. 
49«:.ari J • .Arndt, "George Rapp•a Petition to Thomas 
Jefferson," P• 9. 
SC>icar1 J• Arndt• "George Rapp' 1 Petition to Thomas 
Jefferson, 11 P• 3S. 
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eight thousand dollars to the Society's treasury.51 This 
additional money helped to meet the expenses of the Society,. 
At a later date, two or Peter Schreiber 1s sons, Lewis and 
John, became superintendents in the commun1 ty with the 
former in charge of the cotton factory and the latter in 
charge of the Harmony inn.52 Since it was necessary for the 
innkeeper to speak linglish in dea11ng with the customers, John 
Schreiber waa appointed to this position. 
In 1807, the community saw the addition of several 
buildin3s, including a brick store-houae, a saw mill, a.nd a 
brewery. Of the four hundred acres or land that were 
cleared in this year, four acres were set aside for a vine-
yard. The Harmonista were able to produce a surplus or six 
hundred bushels of c;rain for sale. From their distillery 
they were also e.ble to sell three t 1:ousand gallons of whiskey • .53 
It was during the year of 1807 that "a much deeper 
religious feeling than usual pervaded the Society. They 
called it a 1 .fresh revival o:f religion,' such as had given 
rise to their first movanent in Germany. ,.54 It was during 
this time that celibacy was adopted by the Society.55 
Before celibacy was adopted by the Society, Father Rapp 
5lJohn A. Bole, "The Harmony Society." p. 281. 
52Jolm A. Bole. "The Harmony Society." P• 282. 
5JJohn Melish, Travels Through the United States, P• 2. 
54Aaron Williams• The Harmony Society. P• 56. 
55see Chapter Four for the discussion of celibacy by 
the Harmony Soc1 ety. 
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had performed the marriage ceremony for his aon. John 
Rapp. From tbia marriage a daughter by the name ot Gertrude 
was born in the year celibacy waa adopted.S6 
In 1aoa. the Harmoniata erected a brick church to re-
place the frame church built in 1805. They- also addec! 
several houaea and stables. A bridge two hundred and 
twenty f'eet long was constructed across Connoquenessing 
Creek. More land waa cleared :ror crops and paature.S7 
By 1809, the Harmony Society was able to build a 
tullingmill, another oil mill• a second grist mill, and a 
large brick warehouse. Beneath the warehouse which waa 
torty-alx by th1rty-aix feet was a wine cellar. The Har• 
moniata also oonatructed a aecond brick warehouse ot the 
same dimensions. 'to inci-eaae their agricultural ouput 
more land was oleared.sa Their agricultural produce con-
siatecl on tan thousand buahela of potatoes, six thouaancl 
ti ve hundred buahela of rye, t'our thouaand pounda ot tlax 
and hemp, one b.undr ed bu ahels ot' barl f11 tor making beer, 
and t11'ty gallons or sweet 011.59 The Soo1et,- had a 
surplus ot agricultural products and 11014 "tbl'ee thousand 
S6Agnea M. Hayes Gormly• "lt.conomy - A Unique Oommuni t7 •" 
weatfsA Pep1x112 a H11teri12a1 Muu1p1, I < .ru17. 1918 >, Kaci:;;, P• 44t%:: ~i:-::::1~:t:::·b~~n't: ffltif.PX 
5? John Bradbury, Trave:y 1p the Intgip£ ot ggiga, 
P• 31S. 
S8 John Melish. Travels Tbfough the pnited Stat•,, 
p. 2. 
59 Jobn Bradbury• Travels 1n the Ia:tt£ipr ot ... ,,,, 
p. )1.$. 
bushels ot corn, one thousand bushels of wheat; and they 
distilled one thousand s1x hundred bushels of eye. 11 60 
11Durine thia year (1809) also they made their first piece 
of woolen cloth from yarn spun by hand, which was regarded 
as a great step toward independence. n61 It was 1n 1809 
that the Harmon1ata purchased one hundred Mer1on ewes f'rom 
a Hr. Hopkins for one hundred dollars a head. Thia was 
the r,.rat time that Merion sheep were introduced in tbia 
region of Pennsylvania. 62 The purchase price oft en thou-
sand dollars for one hundred sheep points out that the 
Harmonia ts were accumulating weal th and their interest 1n 
quality livestock wu keen. 
Five years arter the Harmony Society was established, 
"they began the manufacturing or broadcloth, from the wool 
or their Merino sheepJ :f'ixed up a carding machine, two 
spinning Jenni.ea, and built a factory for twenty looms.n6) 
At this time, 1810, the population of Harmony contained 
one hundred and forty families or approximately between 
seven hundl'ed and eight hundred people. During this yea 
they constructed one hundred and thirty homes. 64 They had 
two thousand acres or land under cultivation and a large 
number of the finest ab.eep and cattle in the area. !L'hrough 
60Jobn Melish. Traye1a hgµgh the Pr4!ilA Statg, P• 3. 
61Aaron Williams, ta, liKW9DY Spqiety, p • .54. 
62Aaron Williama, 'J.'b.e Ha£1Pppv Socieh. PP• 54•$5. 
63John Bradbury, Travels 1n tp.e 1nts191 o, Amgiqa, 
p. 31.5. 
64Chr1at1ana F. Knoedler. :th• Hqmpny Spq1ttx, p. 11. 
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hard work and excellent management they were able to supply 
all of their wants and have a surplus 1n each department 
which they ottered. for sale. In their community they had 
11 their own tradesmen of all the necessary varietieaJ car-
periters, blackamitb.8, tailors, wagon makers, coopers, shoe 
makers; hatters, masons, wheelwrighta, aaddlera, &c., &:c., 
'Who served not only their o,m community, but also the sur• 
rounding country• all their work being moat honestly and 
faithfully done. n6S In 1810 a traveler who viated the 
Harmony Society wrote the t'ollowing descriptions 
We are struck w1 th surprise and admiration 
at the astonishing progress in improvements and 
the establiabment of manu.tactur1es which thia 
little republic haa made in the period of 1'1ve 
years. They have indeed made the 'wilderness 
to blossom as the rose.• They- have done more 
essential 15ood tor this country 1n the short 
perioc:l ot five years, than the same number of 
families scattered about the country have done 
in fifty• And tbia $r1aes fltOJl.i their unity and 
brotherly love, and added to their uni:tol'Dl and 
persevering industry, They know no mercenary 
view, no self interest, except that which adds 
to th~ inte1:est and happiness of tb.e whole 
community. ob 
In 1811, the value of Harmony Society waa estimated at 
t110 hundred and twenty thousand dollara in the following 
categories a 
9,000 aorea of land, with im-
provanants 
Stock of proviaiona tor one 
year tor 800 people 
Stock of goods, spirits, manu• 
racturea, leather, imple-




65Aaron Williams, The Ilarmgpy Sqq1etv, P• $4• 
66Aaron Williama, The Harmony Society, PP• 54•55. 
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Dwelllng•hOU sea 
Milla, machinery, and public 
bu1ld.1nga 
HOl'sea, cattle, hogs• and 
poultry · 
A thousand aheep, one third or 
them Merinoea of which one 







In 1812, a tragedy occurred in the Society. John 
Rapp, the son of Father Rapn, died at the age ot twenty-
nine. 6e John Rapp• a death was due to an injury he re-
cei ved in 1810 when helping to store grain 1n a warehouse. 
He had strained bis cheat and contracted a ease of in• 
curable consumption. After his death an autopsy was per-
formed and they discovered that a large portion of bis 
chest was filled w1 th water and one section of hia lungs 
was destroyed.69 Thia account disproves the rumor that 
3-eorge Rapp anasculated his aon caua1ng hi.a death when he 
refused to practice celibacy and separat6 from his w:tte. 
In 1812, John F. Schermerhorn and Sa.l";luel J. :Mills made 
a missionary tour through the region ot Harmony, Pennsyl-
vania. One of their objectives waa to make inquiries into 
the religious and moral state of aftairs of the regions that 
they visited.. Al.though they did not go to Harmony, they d1d 
record the opinions of the public toward the Harmonists. 
67 John Bradbury, Trge1a in the Iptp1Ql' g( Ameripa, 
PP• 315•316. 
68chr1atiana F. Knoedler, Tb;• Uermeny Societx, P• 11. 
69Aaron Williama, The HarmOQX ~pcie;ty, P• 32a 
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'l'here 1a in Butler or Beaver a society 
ot Germans, who have all things common, and 
are remarkable tor their industry, sobriety, 
and order. They have a preacher of their 
connections w1 th them, a man advanced 1n life, 
and very zeal.ous in directing their attention 
to divine things, tor which purpose they meet 
daily. What la the name, or what are the pe-
culiar sentiments of this society, I know not. 70 
Thia account pointed out the success ot the Harmony Society 
in a short period ot time, seven years. It also showed that 
the Harmoniats were not interested in proselytizing their 
religious oonvictiona since these beliefs were not known to 
the public. 
The Harmonista developed not only their agriculture 
but also their manufacturing and trade. It was Frederick' a 
idea to have diversification. During the time of the War 
of 1812 when there was an embargo on foreign commerce, the 
Harmony Society waa able to sell unwashed Merino wool for 
two dollars a pound. Their manufactured broadcloth sold ror 
twelve dollars a yard.71 From their industries they were 
able to sell, ahoea, hats, leather goods, beer, whisky, 
wine, soap, dye•, and agricultural products. i1ney had mar-
kets in Pittsburgh, Philadelphia, and other cities in the 
1:.aat. In their store at Harmony, "they keep an assortment 
of dry-goods and groceries, which they get pr1no1pa1ly from 
Philadelphia; and, aa they disposed ot them at a moderate 
s.s. 
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profit, they have an extensive sale in the country. n72 
The weal th of the Harmony Soc! ety waa 1ncreaa1ng from their 
economic punuita. However, in 1813, a favorable settle-
ment ot some of the member• s property claims in Germany, 
increased the Society's wealth by tive thousand five 
hundred and fifty-six dollars.73 
In 1814, the Harmony Society started making plans to 
sell their settlement and move to Indiana. 'l'he decision to 
move to Indiana waa made most likely in the winter of 1813-
1814. 74 There were several reasons why the Harmonists de-
cided to abandon Harmony, PennaylYania. For the purpose of 
trade, Harmony was not idea11y located.. It was twelve miles 
east of Beaver, Pennsylvania, which was located on the Ohio 
River. To overcome thia transportation problem the Harmon1sta 
had built a warehouse at Beaver for storing goods for ship-
ment. However, it was still coatly to transport merchandise 
over twelve miles or rough road to the Ohio River f'or 
shipping. By not being located on a sizeable stream or 
river, the Harmonists were not able to utilize water power 
tor their industries. The prices tor their products had de-
clined. A boat load of' goods had been shipped to P1ttaburgh 
in July, 1813, and had to be sold f'ar "below the expected. 
price."75 "As yea:r by year the surplus products of' the 
72 Jobn Meli ah, Tray els Tbroug}l th• United States, P• 7 • 
73John A. Bole, "The Harmony Society.n p. 281. 
74John c. Andl'easohn, "Twenty Additional Rappl te Manu-
scripts," Indiana Magazine gt History, XLIV (March, 1948), P• 83. 
7SJohn c. Andreasohn, "Twenty Additional Rapp1te Manu-
scripts," P• 86. 
community increased, and greater trade fac111t1ee were re-
quired the location proved more and more inadequate."76 
Also the climate and soil in Pennsylvania proved to be un-
desirable for growing vineyards. In addition, although 
their settlement had expanded to nine thousand acres, they 
needed more land since they expected other separatists from 
Wurtanberg to join them. 77 This additional land they could 
not acquire in their area at a reasonable price. 
In April, 1814, Father Rapp, Jobn·L. Baker, and Ludwig 
Schreiber set out to find a new location for the Harmony 
Sooiety. 76 The points in considering a new location were: 
the necessity of being near a river that waa navigable and 
su1 table for erecting a water m111J good soil and climate 
for growing agr1cultura1 products, particularly grapes; good 
markets for surplus products. "On May 10, 1814, Father Rapp 
wrote f'rom Vincennes stating that they had found the best 
land along the Wabash and that they had already purchased a. 
large section and were arranging fol' the purchase or more. n79 
Here in the Territory or Indiana on the east side of the 
Wabash River, sixty-five miles from its mouth and forty-five 
miles south of Vincennes, the Harmoniats would build their 
second community which would alao be called Harmony. 
76John Samuel Dusa, ~! Harmpnists, P• 34. 
77Ke.rl J. R. Arndt, "George Rapp Discovers the Wabash," 
Western PeppefYID\I H11t2riqlll. 1Sagaz1ne, XXVI (September• 
December, 19 . • p. 110. 
78r-car1 J. R. Al'ndt, "George Rapp Discovers the Wabash, tt 
P• 110. 
7%ar1 J. R. Arndt, "George Rapp Discovers the Wabash," 
p. 111. 
In selecting this location, Father Rapp had one draw-
back; the water level ot the Wabash River did not have much 
of a drop and the water-driven works would have to be con-
structed a mile and a half from the town. With this in mind 
he instructed Frederick in his letter to secure a steam 
engine for the £actories which would be erected.Bo In the 
same letter, Father Rapp described the new location: 
The place is 2S miles i'l'om the mouth of 
the Wabash and 12 miles from the place where 
the Ohio makes 1 ta first curve from the mouth. 
l'he city w111 be located about around the 
canal, a quarter mile :t"rom the river on a plain 
as 1 cvel aa the floor of a room, about a quart-
er mile from the hill, which is well aui ted tor 
a vineyard. Thie hill is worth more then the 
land beoauae it contains many stones for build• 
1ng, and otherwise one cannot find one .fif'ty 
miles around. The r1 ver is full ot t1ah and 
when the water talla many barrels .tull are caught 
by people who know the places and who come from 
a distance or forty or fifty miles. In short, the 
place has all the advsntagea which a man could 
wish 1'or8it a steam engine truces the place of t11e defects. 
When Father Rapp returned to Penns7lvanta, he left 
Balter and Schreiber in Indiana to look after the property 
which they had purchased and to make arrangements for the 
group of llal'moniata who would arrive shortly to start the 
construction ot the new community. Another reason that the 
two men remained was due to the squatters who were angry over 
the purchase or the land causing the1r l'emoval. 82 On h1• 
So.ltarl J. R. Arndt, "G·eorge Rapp Discovers the Wahs.ah," 
P• 112. 
61Kar1 J. R. Arndt, "George Rapp Disoovers the Wabash.," 
P• 112. ~-.:· 
82Kar1 J. R. Arndt, "~eorge Rapp Discovers the Wabash," 
p. 111. 
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return an advertisement was placed in the Pittsburgh 
Gazette offering Harmony, Pennsylvania• for aale. This ad .... 
vertisement gave an ex.cellent description of Harmony in 1814. 
TUI. TOWN OF 
HARMONY, 
With all its Improvanents~ and about 9000 Acres 
of LAND adjoining--on which are THRbE VILLAGJ:S, 
in the tenure ot G.OORGL RAPP ~'D ASSOCIATl:S 
IS OFFERJID FOR SALE 
IfARMONY--Ia situated on either banka of the 
Conoqueneasing, Butler County, Pennsylvania, 
25 miles west of north 1'1'om Pittsburgh, and 
11 miles from the Ohio river, and conta1ne 
about 130 buildings and lots of ground, a 
number of which are briclc, aome frame, and 
thereat log. The principal builclings are, 
the tavern house, of stone and brick, 54 by 
32 teet, containing 12 convenient apartments, 
with kitchen, oellar, garden, and good stabl• 
ingJ a store house of briok ~2 by 32 teet, 
with an arohed CellarJ a brick house for 
apimii~ and weaving, $6 by 40 feet, with 
a cellar under the whole; a brick house 
opposite the Tavern, 44 by 33 feet, with 
an arched Cellar••• Brick house on the 
adjoining Lot, 4$ by 30 teet, with a 
Cellar--a Brick House oppoai te the Store, 
44 by 30 1'eet, a cellar under the whole--
a Br1ok Bouse tor Carcling and Spinning, 
$0 by 40 feet, with a Cellar-a large 
commodious Brick House tor shearing and 
finishing Cloth••& Brick House calculated 
in the beet manner for Dying••two Brick 
Houaea, 40 by 30 feet eaoh-•a Dwelling 
House, Brick and Frame, So by .30 feet, 
a Brick Church 75 by 4S feet. Besides 
several other Brick and frame dwelling 
Houaea, there are a number of' Buildings for 
different usea. 
A Frame Granal"J', 80 by 40 f'eet, with 4 tloora and maobinttl'y, well adapted to the 
deaign ot the building. 
Two Diatilleriea, one Brick, the otner 
Stone, each calculated to distill by ateam 
18 bushels of grain per dry. 
Two Grist Milla, one first rate, on 
Big ConoquaJ.easing, with one set ot burrs, 
the other a pair of' common stonea--a 
li\llling 11111, and convenient rooms for two 
sets ot Wool Carding Machines, attached 
to it. The other CJr!.st hill is s1 tuated 
on a run with two pair of common atonea..,-
M. Oil Mill on Little Conoqu en es sing, to-
geth81' with a Fulling and Hemp M111, and 
one set of cotton carding machinea--Two 
saw mill•••& large convenient Tanya.rd, 
with suitable improvements,••& Brickyard--
Potash Faotory...Jiope Walk••.drewery--a 
Smith Shop with 4 nearths-•a Nail Factory--
Buildings suited to almost every branch of 
Mechanism, and the Town well supplied with 
water, haVing 10 Welle with Pumpa, be-
sides 3 springs. 
There 1s :Ln the Town ot Harmony 4 
large Barns w1 th Stables underneath, and 
on the Premises 7 large Sheep Stables, 
that will hold 3000 Sheep. 
Adjacent to Harmony, and on the Pre-
mises, are Three Villages. The first is 
Ramsdale, b.alt a mile north, containing 
about 20 Log Buildings, with convenient 
Barna and Stables. ~e second is i(1enau, 
one mile and· half' east, containing about 
the same number or Houees, Bal'na, and 
Stables. The third is 01lbronn, two miles 
north, 8 or 10 houaea with Barna and 
Stables beaidea several other a1ng1e Farms 
with necessary Buildings and v~ handsome 
Improvements. 
!rhere is or the whole quantity ot Land 
about 3000 acres remarkably well improved, 
and durably fenced; at least $00 acres for 
which al'e Meadow, and of the first quality. 
There are two principal Orohuda, con• 
taining about 2000 bearing Apple ~rees, 
besides small ones in different puts or 
the tarma. 
iwo vineyards, one of' 10, the othe or 
$ acres, have given sufficient proof of the 
eucceaaea in the cultivation of vines; they 
are made attel' th.e ~ropean manner, at a 
vaat expence of labor, with parapet wall• 
and stone stepa conduot1ng to an eminence 
overlooking the town or HU'lllony and·1ta 
surrounding Improvanenta. 
'rhere hu been supported from the 1:m-
provEIDenta and produce of Harmony annually 
3000 aheep, 600 horned cattle and a number 
of horaea, beaidea the grain to reed the 
diatilleriea, and still artording large 
supplies to the country. 
There are quarries of good Limestone. 
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building stone and sto:ne coal- and good 
timber for building and other uses abounding 
throughout the impro~ed land. 
The Soil••the most extensive part of it 
is of the .first qu al:L ty, on which are a 
number of good sugar camps, the situation 
level and rounding so as to form an agree-
able variety of surface. 
The man of capital who may wish to pur• 
cha.s e will, upon viewing Harmony and its im-
provements. at onoa discover that he cannot 
be better suited for the purpose of farming, 
manufacturing• and ever-y- branch ot mechanism. 
Should no person or persons be inclined 
to purohaae the whole property on or before 
the let day of October next, it will be then 
divided and sold in such lots and parcels a8 
may suit purchasers. 
The titles to all the above described 
property are indiapu table. Possession will 
be delivered on the lat ot April next, and 
the terms made known by application to the 
subscriber residing at Harmony, Butl8l' 
County. 
The first person to show any interest in purchasing 
Harmony was a Mr. Horatio G. Spafford or Albany, New York · 
in July. 1814. Mr. Spafford was acting as an agent for a 
group or his ~1enda in New York. Frederick informed him 
that he would sell Harmony for two hundred thousand dollars. 
The payments could be made in four installments, f'itty 
thousand dollars on April, 1615, and the remaining balance 
in the next three years. 84 However, Mr. Spatf'ord was not 
interested in buying the property at that price. Again in 
July a Mr. R. H. Belme or Sm! thertield, North Carolina, made 
an inquiry. In .August a Mr. Daniel Reigart also made e.n 
B3pittli>JJ£gh Gazjyte, June 17, 1814, P• ). 
8
~arl J. R. Arndt, "George Rapp Discovers the Wabash," 
P• 114. 
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1nquiry. But nothing came of these two inquires. 8.5 After 
some time it became apparent to Frederick that it would be 
difficult to sell Harmony. :Mr. Heckewelder, the agent to:.a 
a Mr. Nlcholous A'..raemer who lived nearby, made an inquiry 
in August. Being anxious to sell Harmony. Frederick lowered 
the price to one hundred and thirty.five thousand dollars 
w1 th terma of one .fourth in cash and th• balance to be paid 
in four years or leas ten per cent of the one hundred and 
thirty-.ti ve thousand dollars it the entire amount wel'e paid 
in cash at the time of the purchaae.66 ·tt waa at this time 
that Frederick told Mr. Godfl'ey Haga, a friend of Mr. Heoke-
welder, that the Harmony Society had made a profit in the 
last yeu which waa equal to the purchase price. 87 
Still unable to ae11 the cOIDIDI.Ulity. Frederick engaged 
the firm of Baldwin and Cormwell of P1 ttaburgh to aid him 
in selling Harmony. 88 It was not until May 6• 181.5, that 
Harmony waa tinally sold to Abraham Zeigler, a Mennonite 
from Lehigh County in Pennsylvania for one hundred thouaan4 
dollars. 89 The remaining articles that had not been tak:an 
8!kar1 J. R. Arndt, "George Rapp Discovers the Wabash," 
p. 115. 
8l:xar1 J. R • .Arndt1 "George Happ DiacovBl'a the Wabash," 
P• 115. 
87Karl J. R. Arndt, "George Rapp Discovers the Wabash," 
P• 116. 
86 J~b.n c. AndZ'essoh..'"l, "Twenty Additional Rappi te Manu-
scripts, P• 87. 
89"Harmony1 Pennsylvania and the Harmonites from the 
Historical liotea of Azathur J. Stewart, M. D.," MBS in Lilly 
Libl."'ary., Indiana lJniversity, Bloomington, Indiana, P• 10. 
to Indiana were purchased by Zeigler .for one thousand and 
six hundred dollars. 90 The terms were twenty thousand 
dollars payable on April 4, 1816, and ten thousand dollars 
each year until the balance was paid. 91 Frederick did not 
ask for a down payment since the Society had twelve thou• 
sand dollars in the bank and he "figured the profit on the 
sale at eight thousand dolllll's. n92 However, Zeigler was 
only able to pay half' of the purchase price when the mort ... 
gage was settled in 1836. 93 
The only piece or property that the Harmonists retained 
was the graveyard east of the village. In this graveyard 
were one hundred members ot the Society who had. died between 
1806 and 181S.94 Before the Harmon!sts left tor Indiana, 
they placed a layer ot broken stones two feet in depth over 
each grave and built a wooden fence around the cemetery. 95 
By July 1, 1815, all o.f the Harmoniats had arrived in 
Harmony, Indiana. 96 Within a period of ten years a group of 
9~arl J. R. Arndt, "George Rapp Discovers the Wabash," 
p. 116. 
91John H. Wilson, The ~1stpr1c Town qt Hampny, P• 14. 
92Kar1 J. R. Arndt, noeorge Rapp Discovers the Wabash," 
p. 116. 
93John Samuel Duss, ~e Renipniats, P• 40. 
94Cb.riat1ana P. Knoedler, The Harmony Society, P• ll. 
95Jobn H. Wilson. The J!iator!c Town gt tt,rrnony, P• 16. 
96r.fuere waa..t_ however, one of the Harmonista that did not 
go to Indiana. H1a name waa Johan Laudenachlager. The fi-
nancial accounts or Abraham Ziegler shows that he charged 
Laudenschlager• a obligations against George Rapp. The last 
1 tan was Laudenachlager • s coffin for aix dollars. Arthur J. 
Stewart, MSS, p. 11. 
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nearly seven hundred German immigrants :f'1tom tne lt1ngdom of 
Wurtr:mberg had built a settlement in a wilderness that be• 
came the showplace of western Pennsylvania. 'l'hey at&J:'ted 
w1 th a tract of .four thousand five hundred. acres of land 
and had been able to double 1 ta a1z•, At first they exper1• 
enced deprivations but in the end they were tree from want 
and had become economically self-autf1c1ent. The Articles or 
Association which were signed in 180S remained the consti-
tution ot the Society unamended. With the wealth they had 
accumulated they purchased thirty thousand acres of land in 
Indiana and began to build a comnmni ty that aul'J)assed their 
firat settlanent. 
l:STABLISHM.EJ1T OP THE HARMONY SOO!El'Y !Ii INDIABA 
The Harmoniste left Pennsylvania for a wilderness 
region on the banka of the Wabash River in the Territory ot 
Indiana where they built a community cal.led Harmony, known 
as the "Wonder ot the West." It was here that the Society 
found rich soil and good climactic oondit1ona for their crops, 
materials of lumber, atone, and cla:y tor bricks, aoceasible 
water transportation, and available water power for a mill. 
In time a durable and pleasant looking village of some sevEI\ 
hundred Germans tranepoaed a wilderness region into a thri v-
ing industrial and agricultural oaaia on the htontier. 
John L • .Baker, Father Rapp's assistant who helped him 
in selecting the location tor the Harmony Society in Indiana, 
wrote the following description of the property 1n 18llp 
The property is covered vi th heavy timber --
oomprlaing oaka, beeches. aan, three kinds of nut 
trees, three to four feet in diameter w1 th trunka 
fifty to aixty feet high -- aplend1d material 
!'or all kinda of cabinet work. Gum trees, hack• 
berry, sycamore, persimmons, wild cherries, 
apples and plums, alao wild grapes or enormous 
diameter and height, all of which latter bear 
:fruit. 
There are also a large number of maple 
and sugar treea, from which great quantities 
ot brown sugar oan be made in the spring. 
Saasaf'raa treea from two to three 1'eet in dia• 
meter and a kind ot poplar; these have a very 
solid wood for boards, while in the lowlands 
one finds very lal"'ge cypreasea good for arti-
cles made by the cooper and tor shingles. 
The forest 1s f'ull or deer, antelope, bears, 
wolves, ground-hogs, hares. wildcats, squirrels, 
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snakes and wilt\ turkeys besides there are many 
kinds of birda. 
John L. Baker and Ludwig Schr1 eber, who rmained in 
Indiana when Father Rapp returned to Harmony, Pennsylvania• 
were responsible tor making the necessary arrangements tor 
the arrival or the .tirat detachment or Harmonia ta on July 11, 
1814.2 Before Father Rapp returned to Pennsylvania, he made 
application to purchase 961.92 acrea of land from the United 
States government land office at Vincennes on May 9, 1814. 
In the aame year, between July 18 and July 30, Baker alao 
made application in the name of "George Rapp and hie Associ-
ates" to purchase 3,710.96 acres or land.3 The purchase 
price of gov81"mnent land waa tvo dollars an aore.4 By the time 
the first boatload of one hundred l!armonista had arrived in 
Indiana in the summer or 1814, George Rapp and his Associates 
had made application to purchase 4,672.88 acres of land pri-
marily in Posey County, Indiana, from the federal govarment.S 
1Jobn Samuel Duaa, Gears• Rapp en4 JU.• Aaapq1atg, PP• 
11-12. 
'w1111am Hall, "From Iihgland to I1l1no1a in 1821, The 
Journal of William Hall," edited by Jay Monaghan, Jpur~tt ot 
the I1l1ng1a State Hister1cll, SocJety, XXXIX ( June, 19 1 
P• S.S. 
loov9'PPent Ori~~neJ 1,itn Bpplc, Recorder• a O.tfioe, Posey 
County• Indiana, P• • 
4wea1f.1,{YP a. l!:1111-fal. AdJG'UIG'. ( V1ncamaa l , February 
13, 1819, , o. 1, P• • 
SCharlea Nordhoff atates in DI• OpP19Ppiatiq Sgq1et1ea At 
United States, p. 74, that the rtrat gi-oup of Hal'mon1ata left 
.for Indiana in June, 1814. In The~ Societ:,v if P~Yl-~ compiled by the Federal Wr1 terirojeot, p. , ecirge 
l'tip'i,led the n.rat party or one hundred men to Indiana. How-
ever, 1n "'rhe Arrival of the Rappitu at Hew Harmony," edited 
by John o. Andreaaohn, XLII (Decembe, 1946), Ipd.1ana Magaine 
The land which the Harmony Sooiety desired and which 
later became Harmony, Indiana, waa located in Poaey County 
which was created by the Territorial Leglalature of Indiana 
from the counties of Gibson and Warrick in September of 181.4. 6 
On December 18, 181S, an act was passed by the Territorial 
Legislature which enlarged Posey County by reducing the size 
of Gibson County. The reason tor thia additional area to 
Posey County was due in part to the 1nfluenoe of the Harmony 
Society who owned moat of their land 1n Posey- County. 7 On 
Janu&17 1, 1817, more land was again added to Posey Oounty 
from Gibson County. 8 However, on January 8, 1818, Posey 
County lost some of its land on the eaatern boundary when 
Vanderburgh County waa created. Thereafter Posey County 
of Histor'1' p. 39S1 George Rapp was still in Harmony, Pennsyl-
vania on uly 2, ltsl4. The letters of E.clward Travers Cox in 
11A Visit to New Harmon-y in 1883, 11 XX.XV (June, 1939), Indiana 
Magaf3pe of Hiatorx. P• 185, atatea that "the first detach• 
rnent of Harmonia ts arrived at MeFoden • s Landing, on the Ohio 
Rive;r, 1814." McFoden.1 a Landing was located at the present 
site of Mt. Vernon, Indiana, fifteen. miles soutb of Harmony. 
Cox a1ao atatea that tbe first detachment cona1at1ng or twe or 
three hundred persona built a wagon road from McFoden I a Landing 
to Harmony. Thia aspect of the arrival of the Harmoniate in 
Indiana ia very vague, but nevertheless, it ia the writer•a 
opinion that the t1rat group left Pennsylvania in June and 
George Rapp led the aecond group to Harmony sometime between 
July and October of 181.4. 
6John c. Leffel, JU.story gt ~RID t!Ptx, In,ana { Chicago: 
Standard Publishing Company, 1913 , P• • Posey ount7 waa 
named atter Thomas Poaey who was the last governor of the Ter .. 
r1 tory of Indiana. Be had been appointed in March. 1813, by 
President Hadiaon. At the age of aixty-eight he died on March 
19, 1818. William Wesley- Woo1en• B1ffl!P~9M: and ,•toriqal 
Sketches ot Early- Indiana (Indianapo •• 8llllJOnd & ompany• 
1883), PP• 21. 2S, 27. . 
7Hist°fiX gf Ppa~ zr.pty, Ift4J IDI• ( Chicago& Goodspeed 
Publishing ompany, l 8 , p. 32 • 
8 History pf Posey; County;, Indiana, P• 329. 
contained 268,ooo acres or four hundred and twenty square 
miles.9 The Posey County seat was first located at Blackford 
which wae established on January 10, 1815. On May 6, 1817. 
the county seat was moved to Springfield where 1 t remained 
until it was .finally moved to Mt. Vernon 1n 1825 which is the 
present county seat of Posey County.lo 
It was here in Posey County that the Harmony Society pur• 
chased 25,904.18 acres of land between 1814 and 1824. or this 
amount 23,964.24 acres were purchased from the United States 
government at two dollars an acre which oost $47,928.48.11 Most 
of the land that was purchased in Posey County was in Harmony, 
Bethel, and Point Townships.12 Additional land was acquired in 
Gibson end Pike Counties 1n Indiana and in White County in 
Illinois •13 The total amount of land purchased by the Harmony 
Society was 29,045 acres at a cost of $70,210.44.14 The land 
agents who aided George Rapp in purchasing the land were hling 
and Badollet of Vincennes.15 
9John c. Leffel. History 2t Posey County, Indian,. p. 64. 
lOHistory of P9pey Cognty, Ind11Q!, P• .33.5. 
to 0r~~~:rn!e~~:;.~ro~;r::,1,o!;;.~~n~;!11n~r~~~p~~~~e 
bi' the 25,904.18 acres purchased 2,579.94 acres were purchased 
in the name of Frederick Rapp with the remaining 23,324.24 acres 
in the name of George Rapp. See Appendix number three for a 
chart or the land purchases of the Rappites in Posey County, 
Indiana. 
12History of Posey County, Indiana, p. 380. 
l3Eltrieda Lang. "The Inhe.bi tan.ts of New Harmony According 
to the Federal Census of 18.$0," Ind1gpf Magazin~ pf Histoi:z, 
XLII (December, 1946), p. 361. 
14John A. Bole, "Harmony Society.'' p. 412. 
l5 ~plm c. Andressohn, "Twenty Additional Rappi te Manu-
scripts, p. 88. 
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With the aoqu1sition of land and after some of the 
Harmon1atal6 had arrived in Indiana, Frederick Rapp sent 
some suppliea to them in the first part or November, 1814. 
In a letter wrl tten by Frederiak Happ to George Rapp (written 
in three parts, October 30. 31. and Novanber 1) there was a 
list o:f ~oods s ant.17 The articles included: flour, potatoes, 
sauerkraut, seeds, wine, hides, cloth, ovens, kettlea, coffee, 
calendars, and sawmill p8l'ts. In the same letter Frederick 
Rapp wrotes rt1 have g1 ven J. L. Baker a package containing 
~1200 in notes, which he will deliver to you. I have al.so 
given him an extra $200 for traveling expenses. nl8 Appar-
ently J. L • .Baker ( John Baker) had returned from Indiana to 
Pennsylvania to be in charge of the shipment of supplies to 
Indiana. The two hundred dollars tor traveling expenses in-
dicated that several other manbers of the Society were jour-
neying w1 th Baker to Indiana. In the same letter Frederick 
also stated: "W1 th the next group o.f persons will be sent 1000 
fl'Ui t trees and al.so all the poplars whioh we have here. nl9 
On DecE:mber 17, 1814, Dr. Johann Christoph Mtiller, 
Rosina Rapp, and Romelius Baker wrote to Father Rapp in 
1 6rriie members of the Harmony Society in Pennsylvania 
were called Harmonia ta but they are generally called Rappi tea 
in Indiana. 
1 7see Appendix number four tor a complete list of the 
goods sent to Harmony, Indiana in Rovember, 1814. 
18John c. Andreasohn• "The Arrival of the Rappites at 
New Harmo111, n Ipd1ana Maga51ne of Hiat9U, XLII (December, 
1946), P• 403. 
l9John c. Andreasobn, "The Arrival of the Rappites at 
New Harmony," P• 403. 
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Harmony, Indiana. 20 In the first part of this three part 
letter, Dr. Mt.fllw suggested to Father Rapp that the pay-
ment for the land should be made in state warrants_ 0 because 
these, so fa:r aa the government is concerned, always retain 
a constant value. n2l 9y following tnia advice the Society 
could save their silver end gold. From the second part of 
the letter, written by Rosina Rapp, Father Rapp's daughter, 
1 t is learned that Father Rapp' s wire. Christiana Rapp, waa 
still in Harmony, Pennsylvania and that Gertrude Rapp, Father 
Rapp 1 s granddaughter, was in Harmony, Indiana. The third 
part or last section of the letter was written by Romelius 
L. Baker22 to Frederick Rapp. Apparently Fl'ederick: Rapp 
went to Indiana in 1814 before he completed the sa.le of 
Harmony, Pennsylvania 1n May, 1815 and lef't with the last 
detachment to Indiana in June of 1815. !n the last part of 
the letter 1 t oan be deduced that the remaining menbers in Penn-
sylvania were anxious to reunite with their brethren 1n Incliana.23 
By the time the last segment of Rappites &\"rived in 
20Dr. Mft'llw was the Society's medical doctor. He was 
born in Wurtemberg, Germany, on May 15, 1779. In October of 
181.3, he became a o1t1sen o:r the United States. Dr. Mu-:t..ler 
withdrew from the Harmony Society sometime atter 1831. John 
William Larner, Jr.• "Nails and Sundrie Medicines, 11 p. 218. 
The letter that Dr. MUl.ler sent to George Rapp was addressed. 
to the hnersonville Poat Off'ice in Gibson Oounty, Indiana; 
this was before the Rappl tea had a post office in Harmony, 
Indiana. John c. Anderssohn, "The Aztri val of the Rappi tea at 
New Harmony," p. 405. 
21John c. And.l'easobn, "The Arrival of the Rappites at New 
Harmony.'' P• 406. 
22Romelius L. Baiter was a brother to John L. Baker. Both 
Bakers were important people in the business affairs of the 
S0ciet7 and assistants to Frederick Rapp. 
23John o. Andreasohn, "The Arrival of the Rappitea at New 
Harmony.rep. 409. 
Indiana. the ea1~11er groups had started the construction ot 
their new community. Their attention was first directed to 
the building or houses. It was during the first year of 
establishing this settlement that r.1any o.t' them contracted 
malaria which was commonly called ague or fever on the fl'on-
ti er. This occurred when they began to cultivate the bottom 
lands in the Wabash River valley. 24 Since there were several 
marshy areas near Harmony, the malal"ia.bearin~ mosquitoes 
had :rertile ground for brcedinr:;. Before the marshy areas 
were <h'ained, many ot the Rapp:i_ tes died. In 1814, f'orty-
n1ne people died and in 1815 there were seventy deaths.25 By 
1815 the medical expenses of the Society had nearly doubled 
i'rom the six hundred and st::venty-five dollars spent in 1813 
to combat the ma18.l'1a epidemic. 26 Although Dr. Mf.fl.101' was 
not in Indiana in 1814, he, howeverr, wrote in his letter 
to George Rapp on December 17, 1814, a remedy for the 
disease. 'rhe medical advice was directed to William, an 
assistant to Dr. Mtfl.ler, who was in Indiana. "Hydrochloric 
acid 1s an excellent remedy in the treatment of 1t (mal.aria) 
i.t' used soon enough and after the patients have been purged 
and given laxatives. 1• 27 Additional me4ic1nes used by Dr. 
24Jul1a Henderson Leverinr~•4'-ttor1c ImU,M,a (New York: 
G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1910), P• 2 • 
25John William Larner, Jr., "Nails and Sundrie Medi-
cines," P• 225. 
26John W1ll.1am Larner, Jr., "Uaila and Sumirie Medi-
cines," P• 221. 
27 John c. Andreasohn, 11The Arrival of the Rappi tea at 
New Harmony," P• 403. 
liullcr to i'ight the maJ.aria epidemic were "Cinchona, or 
Pe11t1v!an bark, and most of the known purgatives, El'!letics, 
and da.phoretic·s. n28 It is interesting to note that one of 
the rflnsons why Frederic:r Rapp sent all the poplars which he 
had at Ho.rmony, Pennsylvania, to Harroony, Indiana, was to 
elln!.nate the ma1eria epidem:1.c. In his letter of October 
.30, 1814, to George Rapp he stated: "I trust the stroets 
are la.id out sufficientl:v wide for a row of poplars on each 
sideJ this is said to be an excellent specific against fever. nZ9 
Despite tho obstacles and problans oaused by the maiar,.a 
epidaaic, work still continued and by the time Fi•ederic'k Rapp 
arrived with tho last group of settlers in July, 181.5, the 
Rappites had made recognizable progress toward the establish-
ment of Harmony, Indiana. Attar Frederickts arrival in 
Indiana, he wrote in a letter on July 7, 181.5, h1s impressions 
of the new settlement. 
I found my father and all my friends well 
and satisf1 ed with the ohange they made. Finding 
the land excellent and beautitul. They have done 
immense work, all'eady 125 acres are in corn eight 
to ten feet high. Harvest begen the lest week in 
June. ~fueat and rye proved very good. It appears 
tha.t this country in a few years, in regard to 
cult1 vat!on of small grain and commerce will be• 
come one of the most important parts of the 
union.••• The climate is somewh.ate warmer here 
than in Butler County, yet 1a 1a not so extra-
ordinary hot as the people there think.... The 
water is v.-y- good. Our vineyard and orchard 
28John William Larner, Jr., "Hails and Sundl'ie Medi• 
cines, 11 p. 22.,. Although quinine was not known until 1820. 
the use of P~uvian bark contained the raw substance used in 
making quinine. 
29John o. Andreaaohn, "The Arrival ot the Rappi tes at 
New Harmony," P• 403. 
.. 
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srow wonderfully, and give hopes that this 
country ia well calculated for than.JO 
The town of Harmony itself was located approximately 
one-fourth of a mile from the Wabash River. In order to have 
an all season approach to the river, a road was built with 
enough grade to be passable in times when the river over-
flowed.31 As in their previous settlement, the streets in 
Harmony were laid out at right angles. Th8l'e were tour 
streets running north and south and six streets running east 
and west.32 West Street waa the first street running north 
and south from the river. The next street east oft he river 
was Main Street. The south end of Main Street connected 
with a wagon road that led to Mt. Vernon t11"teen miles south 
of Harmony on the Ohio River. At the north end or Main Street 
was another wagon road which led to a rerey landing across 
the ri ver.33 Running parallel to and east of Main Street 
was Brewery and East Streets in consecutive order. The 
30John Samuel Dusa, George Rapp and His A§spciatea, 
PP• 13•14. 
3lJoel w. Hiatt, editor, "Diary ot William Owen," !Jw!.-
ana Histor,cal Sgcirn Rublicatig,i IV• Mo. 1 (Indiana• . 
polis: Bo be-Merrill CompRny• 190 , p. 72. Hereafter cited 
as "Diary of William Owen." 
32New-HS:Womr Gazette ( New HarmoDY"., Indiana), October 15, 
182.$, P• 22.eeAppendix number i'ive f'or town map of Harmony, 
Indiana during the time of' the Rapp1tea. 
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principal street runnins east and west was Church Streot 
which connected with a wagon road running east to Princeton 
and Lvansville. The two streets north of Church Street 
were Granary and Horth and the three streets south were 
Tavern, Steam Mill, and South.34 All of the streets were 
lined with lomb81'dy poplars. but as the trees died, they 
were replaced with mulberry trees. "A town being thus 
planted with trees, has a very picturesque effect from a 
distance, it appearing to stand in a grove, beside the plea-
sant use of affording shade and shelter when walking about 
it."35 
The land surrounding the town and used for agriculture 
consisted of "a variety of soils, i'l'om the richest alluvion 
intervale, or bottomJ to the third rate clay, sand, and red 
loam. n36 The bottom land of the Wabash valley was used by 
the Rappites to grow corn, wheat, oats, and rye. This bottom 
land contained a "d1versi.f1ed alluvion, in which sand and 
red loam, with a deep superstratum of vegetable mould, pre-
dominated., and 1s well adapted to great diversity of pro-
duction. n37 Th.e town ot Harmony was located "on a high second 
34015" and Resp!;:'~,~ v:!if Ci;;# ~~I in Harlow Lindley, itor, Indi e by ~y~ p. 539. 
Hereafter cited as 18.l'Y an~ ecolle~ons of 1ctor Colip 
Duclos. 
3Sw1111sm Herbert, A Visit tp t Q8 Colo11 of Harmony, 
Indiana in the United St tee of 1 in arlow Lindley, 
edi to1· • s e e p. 329. Here-
after cit 1am Herbert, A isit to the C9lony ot 
Harmony;. 
36i,'f•llarms!m: °ttfir (New Harmony, Indiana), October 60 
1825, I, o. 2, pp.•l • 
.371lfi•H~pny Gazette ( New Harmony, Indiana), October 8, 
1825, pp. 14-1. 
intervale, or bottom, and is separated from the r1ver by a 
belt ot low lan4a.n38 The bottom land waa bounded on the 
aouth md east by a ridge of small Icnolla ·or hills which 
terminated with the upland areaJ the northern and western 
boundary was the Wabaah River. A mile southwest ot the village 
on the Wabash River the Rappitea also owned an alluvial 18• 
land ot three thousand acrea. The island on the east aide 
was separated .from the mainland by a bayou two m1lea long. 
This was commonly oalled the "cut•ot:t" and due to a drop !.n 
the river 1t at.forded an uaeable site for oonatruoting a mill 
dri van by water power. T'ae 1aland was uae4 aa a cattle and. 
horse paature.39 
After all of the Rapp1 tes had arrived 1n Indiana, pur• 
chased land, and recovered trom the malaria ep1danic, they 
proceeded to construct a village wh1eh was an unique uample 
of colleot1ve human frlldeavor. On Deoember 23, 181.$, hederick 
Rapp wrote a letter to John Wooda40 commenting on their settle-
ment 1n Indiana. 
Thia climate aeema to be very au1 table 
!'or raising wine, and we ahall atri ve to supply 
the western world with this artiole 1n a few 
years, and so we do not regret in any way the 
change which we have made. Aa our principles 
are both 1n a religious and political way to 
serve man, we have more opportunity here than 
38xewiJ!!lf.PT Ga11tte {Nev Harmony, Indiana), October 8, 
l82S, PP• •l • 
39Naif•ff.PX Ga1ttt1 (New Harmony, Indiana), October 8, 
182S., PP• -1. 
4°Jobn Woods was a Congressman from the c11strict ot 
Harmony, P ennayl van1a. 
we had in Pamsyl'Yania to make a wild cwntey, 
fertile fields and gardens ot pleaaul'e.q.a. 
In another letter 111'1 tten by Frederick Rapp to John 
Purviance, on .lt"'ebruary 2, 1816, he discuaaed further the 
location ot the Harmony Societ:r in Indiana. 
Our land is the best he (I have) seen in 
America• in quality and situation. Haa all kinda 
of useful timber, abounds in tine springs, free 
stone for buildings, fine clay ror bricks and ex-
cellait tor pottery. Six miles from here on our 
land is good iron ore, where a :furnace may be built, 
good navigation at all seaaons. Thia v111 be in a 
rew yeara the most fiouriahing county in the Uni tad 
States, not only 1n agriculture, but also in commerce 
and domestic m&Dltacturer. The country is being 
settled rapidly. The climate good. The highest 
tanperature 1n aummer was 96°, the lowest in winter 
ao. 
We enjoy on an average better health than 
in Pennsylvania, many of us had the ague and tever 
last tall, but that may be attributed to change 
or c11mate. Men or learning an4 good moral char• 
act er are very deairable in tb1a country, that the 
old natives might be brought to better order 
t~ough them. We have made a pretty good begin-
ning to a new settlement, and 1 t 1a admired by 
everybody, what the industry of a nation wh1oh 
11 vea in peace and union can do 1.n a short time. 
They have for three month& hired ls.O to .. 50 
hands in cle81"1ng land, and pay them t6 to i8 an 
acre. They have 8oo acres under fence; nery fami-
ly has a good log t:LGRse. 'lb~ will build better 
hou a ea thia aummer~·qc:: 
The "better houses" mentioned b7 Frederick Rapp, were in-
deed e:Kamplee of 1ngenu1 ty and skill. Several of the homea 
built by the Rappi tes are et:tll standing u monuments to their 
cra1"tsmanah1p. They incorporated prefabrication and insulation 
in their buildings. Although these ideaa are prevalent and 
41Jobn A. Bole, "Harmony Society," pp. 41$-416. 
42Jobn A. Bole, "Hax-mony Society," pp. 414•415. 
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common today, they were most unusual and unique in Indiana 
at that time and serve as further testimonials ot their skills. 
In the construction of Harmony; Indiana, the Rappites 
1tept several factors 1n mind such as health, safety, and 
standal'dization ot building materials and methods. When the 
Rappites arrived in Indiana, one of their first construction 
projects was the building of homes. Before the houses were 
erected, they built a sawmill and brickkilna. However, 
before the Rappitea could build their own sawmill at the 
"cut•oi't11 , they- purchased sawed lumber .from a Mr. Shad.rack 
Stalling and a Mr. Rabb.43 The br1ck!k1lns were located two 
bloclts south of South Street on the east side of the wagon 
road to Mt. Vernon.44 The Rappites were able to construct 
their houses and other buildings with a great deal of speed 
since they had several standardized plane for house construction. 
'llhe parts for a house "were prefabricated, marked with appro• 
priate roman numeral end stored in a central repository. "45 
11 Timbers, planking, and lathing were mus-produced at the saw-
mill according to standard patterns. In this way the saw 
blades were not constantly being re-set to cut a variety ot 
widths and thicknesses."46 The first houses that were built 
43nA Visit to New Harmony 1n 1883, Letters of l!.dward 
Travers Cox," Ind119a Mage.sis• of History, XXXV (June, 1939), 
P• 185. 
44D1ary and Rego1iectigna ot v1ct9r co11n pgcios, P• s42. 
Indi~!~on N:a1u:;.~; ,~t~!:Xc~~i:e::i i~5~j, M;: ~~on, 
46John William Larner, Jr., "Ntdla and Sundrie Medi-
cines, 0 p. 1)4. 
were log cabins erected at the bael,c or each lot since they 
intended to build frame and brick houses at the i'ront ot 
each lot when time permitted. Because the Rappites left a 
sufficient amount or apace, the log cabins ~id not have to 
be moved and were thai used tor storage or cow sheds. 47 The 
houses were commonly placed on corner lots and wore usually 
two-storied with the gable toward the atrcet.48 Ee.ch house 
was set back a few 1."eet from the street on a lot, which was 
a quarter ot an acre, had a yard with "shrubbery, and a 
latticed fence in front. n49 In addition, each house had a 
"well cultivated garden, abundantly supplied with vegetables, 
and ornamented with flowers.">O The garden not onl:r provided 
vegetables for the family but increased the distance between 
each house in order to reduce any fire hazard. Usually there 
were a few truit trees in ea.ch garden. 
47w1111am Newnham Blaney, ~ ~Qn ~oJJ.gh tbt 
on1 ted Sta.tea An4 OfPt41 Dur1nsJiiiievi; 1822;1a23 in 
ftirlow Lindley, editor, Ipdiana II Seen by £Vly Tra-1,w, 
p. 286 •. Hereafter cited as Willioi Newnham rllaney, ~-~~ 
cursion 'l'p;rough the United States. 
48Lettere oLJilJ.1111 Pel.wlm Wt1ti~ ;S.IL1..8~2 11!,d 1626 in 
Harlow Lindley, eciitor,§4ini.li SeiC£Jiiiy Travelers, 
P• 378 • Hereafter cited as f.i.etters of i111am Pelham. 
49Henry Rowe Schoolcraft, Tr1ye],s +D the C&tr@l Ppl't1ons 
of the MiJsiapippi xa11,x; Oompr1t1oo Obaer:u,ttons QA ijas M:neral, Geosrapm,, .tnterpe] .Bgoprqes, .. and AbQI'1g1Qal fopu-l,1ti9A (New York: Collins and Hannary, 1825}, P• 11>3. 
50Richa.rd Flower, ~L~e~t~~~~I.J~~~~~iA16..~~.=..r.~~~ 
Co B A 
The Rappi te homes were noted for being very sturdy be-
cause in the construction of the houses "mortise-and-tenon 
joints were used :i.n connecting a1l timbers. These joints 
were secured with pegs made from ba.1te4 green wood. The 
idea was that as the timbers began to dry they would also 
shrink, but the baked pegs would absorb moisture and expand, 
thus creating a veey snuc; joint. n5]. Large stones were used 
fo~ foundations and were a1so placed under the joists that 
sup:·,ortecl uprlght timbers. Thie redt1ced timber rot and ter• 
mite destruotion.52 For insulation aix inches 01' mud a11d 
straw were placed underneath the floors which were ton~e and 
3roove • .5.3 The chimney i'ootings 'Were "separate .from those or 
the walls, thus d1Rcouraging differential settlement• caused 
by an uneven loading ot the f'ounda.tions. ".$4 The chimney was 
placed in the cent~ of the house allowing 1 t to accomt:iodate 
more then one room. The chimney emerged at the ridge line in 
the root and thus eliminated the problem$ ot nashin3s which 
oeuld ?OSeibly cause leada.55 
"Dutch biscuits" and a spec:td kind of brick wore used 
by tho Rappites for insulatinri; their houses. A nduteh 
51 John William Larner, Jr., "Nails and Sundrie Medi-
cines, 11 PP• 13411!"135. 
52 John William Larner, Jr., "Nails and Sundrie Medi-
c!nes," p. 134. 
53John William Larner, Jr., "Nails and Sundr1e Medi-
cines," P• 1.35. 
54Don Blair, !he Ng Harmony Storz. P• 22. 
55John William Larner, Jr., "Nails and Sundrie Medi-
cines, r• P• 1.35. 
b1scui t" was made by wrappin3 a mi~ture of straw and mud 
around e. piece of wood usua.11_y one inch thick and !"our inches 
wide. These were then plaeed between the ceiling of the 
first noor and the second noor. This then held the heat 
and reduced the noise f'rom the second story. They were also 
'\1sed in the attic to prevent heat trans.fw throur_;h the 
root"• .,.Sb T::1e special kind of !:iriclt used for insule.tion was 
porous since 1 t was not as compact or b!J.ked as lone as reg;u-
lar bricks. 'l"he insulat:1'.ng brick was then placed inside the 
interior and exterior walls.57 3y placing the brick inside 
the walls the Rappi tes provided a. fire wall betwem the 
various rooms. A hickory lathin-s was used to hold about one 
and one-ha1.f inches or mud and straw plaster to the intettior 
walls.58 
In the fi'ame houses, poplar and walnut were used for con• 
struction since they had close grains which prevented possible 
insect infiltration.59 The frame houses had a clapboard 
s:!.din".~ which was painted wh1 te. Near the entrance ot each 
house, the Rappi tes grew a plant called tansy whlch repelled 
household pests such as n:tes and moths. 60 In addition, all 
the walls in the house were coated with lime to inhibit 
household insects such "as ants and/or eoclt:roaches since the 
.Sf>r>on Blair, Th~ New Hangom Story, p. 25. 
57Don Blair, Tbe New HarmQPY Story, P• 25. 
58John William Larner, Jr., "Nails and 8undrie Medi-
o.inea, 11 P• 13.5. 
59Don Blair, T}l.e New Harmon.y Story, P• 2$. 
60 John William Larner, Jr., "Nails and Sund?'i e Medi-
cines," P• 214. 
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lime caused these pests to su:ff'er caustic burns on their 
legs. n6l The Rappl tes utilized mussel shells to ma!ce the 
lime. which was also used in mortar and plaster. 62 To venti-
late the houses the Rappites placed the wlndows directly 
opposite each other. When they built basements, they dug 
them with horse drawn shovels. Flagstones wore then t>laced 
against the walls and on the f'loors. 63 In order to reduce 
moisture commonly .found in basements, a system was devised 
which provided for a "tunnel about eighteen inches square 
sloping f"rom the outside wall to floor of the cellar, the 
heavier cool air settled down the tunnel and displaces the 
warmed, hence lighter air and .forcing it out of' the house by 
way of a window located on the opposite side."64 Usually 
there waa only one entrance to the houae which was at the 
rear. In order for each house to have an adequate wnter 
supply public wells with pumps were located at va.r1oua 
intervals along the street. (By placing the wells al.on~ the 
streets they provided a water supply for the town fire eng1ne 
which was an eighteen man power pumper. )65 At the rear of 
each lot was a privy. Beneath the privy was a brick vault 
61John William Larner, Jr., "Nails and Sundrie Medi• 
clnes," p. 214. 
62 Don Blair, The New lillJDQAY Storx, P• 25. 
63John William Larner, Jr., "Nails and Sundrie Medi-
cines," P• 134. 
~on .dlair, The New Harmon;x: Storz, P• 23. 
65John William Larner, Jr., 11Naila and Sundrie Medi-
cines," P• 137. 
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tdth an earthen floor and at .frequent intervals slaked lime 
was ceposi ted to reduce the odor and insects.66 
In add! tion to building practical, heal th~·, sturdy homes, 
they also tried to make their houses attraetive. Ferdinand 
Ernst, a German traveler who visited Harmony in 1819, commented 
on the Rapp1te homes by stating that they were "very pretty 
dwelling houses."67 Another traveler, Adl&I'd Welby who visited 
Harmony in the same year, remarlted that the homes of the Rap-
pi tcs had "an air of great comfort. n68 
Although celibacy had been adopted, the .f'a."tlily still re-
mained together and occupied individual houses. The family 
beoame more of a house unit. The f'am1ly names became less 
important and members were addressed as "brother and sister." 
\-lhen parents died, their children became members or other 
families; this also applied to older people when they were 
unable to take care ot themselves. "Thus over a period of 
years the real family merged with, or was scattered throughout, 
the community. 11 69 "Ee.ch household carried on its mm acti• 
vities, such as making its butter and cheee~, baking its own 
bread, tending its own cow and eh1ckens and caring for 1 ts 
66John William Larner, Jr., "Nails and Sundrie Medi-
cines," p. 138. 
67Ferdinand Ernst, Observations M&de Upon a Journca;, 
MSS, P• 47. 
6BAdlal'd Welby, Visit to ~h ~is~·~~-l.fl~ 1n Reubon Gold Thwaites, editor, rJ este nvels: 17h8 .. 
l.fill6.. (XXXII Vols.; Cleveland: hur • lark ompany, 
~, XII, 262. Heres.rte?' cited as Adlard Welby, Visit to 
North America.. 
69John Samuel Duse, The Harmoniata, P• 29. 
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own ga.rden."70 There were public ovens and each household 
could only use them at ce!'tain hours on e.n aasi.gned day. 71 
Each household had a cow that was taken to the pasture each 
morning and returned each night.72 The milk that was not 
used by the household was collected each mornine; and evening 
by the milkman. He then took it tt"> the community cheese 
factory to be made into cheese which was sold by the com .. 
munity. On the milk wagon community bulletins, which took 
the place of a daily newspaper, wel'e posted. "If the com-
munity waa to go a haying or a-reaping• corn husking, 
berryin~, applep!ck1ng or what not• the bulletin gave notice 
in advance. For instance: •To-morrow (Wednesday) hay 1a to 
be made at ChinneyfieldJ eveeybody shall come and meet at 
7 o' cloclc at the saw-mill; bring your rakes and mid-day 
meal. ,n73 
'.l1he living quarters for the single adult males and 
females of the community were doPm1tor1es. There were tour 
brick dormitories which provided places tor a1xty to eighty 
people. 74 The dormitories were called by numbers, one through 
four. Number One was two-stor.led and located on the northeast 
70The Harmop..y Society in fm:lll§Jl.Y@D1A, P• 31. 
71John Samuel Duaa, George Rapp and Hia !Y!IPPiateg. P• 47. 
72i,uaa Pym Fordham, P6'l's":: H~attilf~ l:eti'2 
~gin1a. Mffi1e9'1, Pr:imsvr,1iii,._o~_j: ___ , ____ !5_.s 
d o~ a Rffj~fflge 1:ntbe ilinoiawritfiE;rL edited by 
Frederick st n Ogg (Clevelands Arthur • u1.ark: Company, 
190 6) , p. 207. Her eaf't er cit eel as Eli as Pym Fordham, 
Personal Barratiye ot Travels. 
73John Samuel Dues, George Rapp tpd !U,a Agaociates, P• .$0. 
74John Samuel Dusa, The Harmoniats, P• 40. 
corner oi' West and Steam Mill streets. It contained si;::teen 
large rooms. Number Two75 was throe stories high with the 
upper story formed by the mansard roof. It was located on 
tho east of Main Street between Church and Brewery streets. 
The la.at dormitory was Number Four which was also two-
stori ed. It was located on the north side of Church Street 
between Brewery and East Streets. All or the dorm1 tori es 
were .forty by seventy feet. 76 A hallway ran down the center 
of each one with the rooms for women on one aide and the rooms 
for r.1en on the other side. In each room there was an indi-
rtdual stove for heating. 77 East ot !lumber Two was a com-
munl ty kitchen ror the residents of the four dormitories.78 
Across .fltom Number Two on the northwest corner of Church 
and Ma:tn streets was Father Rapp' s house. When Willi.am 
Cobbett, an Ehgliah traveler, visited Harmony in 1818, he 
described Father Rapp's home as resembling a b1ahop 1 s palace. 79 
75 According to William Owen in 1824, forty people only 
lived in this dormitory. After the Rapp1tes le.ft Indiana and 
during the time ot Owen's colony this building was the first 
free public school in America. ~is building is still standing 
today. 
7Eu1ary and Reco11ect1ons or Viator ColiD Dyc1os, P• 540. 
77Donald McDonald, "The Diaries; 1824-1826," edited by 
Caroline Dale Snedekfft Indiffif :!storic'a SppJ,gt;y: f~triq&,t1,,. 
XIV, No. 2 (Ind1anapol1tu Bobbs err-111 ompany, 19 , P• 2 • 
Hereafter cited as Donald McDonald, u'l'he Diaries, 1824.1826.'1 
78Di!-ex tmd Repo111ptipns or v1ctp; CqJ.ip Puclop, P• 540. 
79w1111am Cobbett, A Yyra' Res1df;;ce in the Upited ~-
'2t Arn,r;lgs, in Harlow Lindley, ed1.tor, nd1na as s,em by I lY 
'l'raye1'i,s, p. 518. Hereafter cited as \:1111 am Cobbett, A 
Y&Af§' esidenee ip. the IJn1teg, Sta;tes. In 1879 Rapp 1s home was 
partially destroyed by tire but was rebuilt and is presently 
standing. Dr. J. Scbnecltt The History g;[ Ii°' Har'F. Indiana ( liJv'ansv1lle, Indiana: Courier Company, iB90 , p. • 
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William N. Blaney, a traveler, described the same house as 
ttvery large and handsome, and would be esteemed a good 
house in any part or :airope. n80 Another traveler, William 
Herbert who visited Harmony in 1822 stated that the home of 
Father Rapp 111s a large square mansion of brick, having a 
good gal'den and suitable outhouses attached."81 The tront 
of the house faced Main Street with seven windows on the 
lower floor a.a well as in the upper story .. 82 On the west 
side or the house there we.a a one-storied. ell. It had a 
sandstone foundation about tour feet high. On the east and 
south sides of the house was a large porch. The hallways 
inside the house ran east and west. 83 The house was "sur-
rounded with shrubbery and pleasure grounds, but rather dis-
tinguished for capaciouaneas than taate.u84 1'he cellar of 
the house was used for storing wine and eider.8.5 Most likely 
George Rapp had an interest in science for be had an obser-
vatory on top of his house.86 Also on top ot the house were 
two lightning rods.87 
80w1111am Newnham Blaney-, As lJRSgµrs1on ThrgµP..h the 
Unites,, St1te1 and Canada, P• 287. 
61 
w1111am Herbert, A v1p1t to the Cglon,: of Hermony, P• .329. 
82Letters of Wi111am Pelham, P• .378. 
83o1,ry and Rec911ect12ns 2t Vict2t 0011n pµ,121, P• 540. 
84Henry Rowe Schoolcraft, Travels in the Central, Portions 
of the M1as1ssippie v,JJey, P• 110. 
BS"I>iary of William Owen," p. 77. 
Bf... , 
-William Tell Harris, ~R~~.a..~1it.2..::::1~~~~~1;;...:~;:.w.s.:1~ 
the U t St te f e 
Londont Printed tor 
P• 13$. 
87Bernhard Karl, Di.ie of Saxe-We1m81' ~aenach, ~fY~I 
Through North Americg., 18~5-J..§22 in Walter Havighurst, editor, 
-~-
At the rear of Father Rapp's house was an extensive 
Barden in design with a variety of plants and shrube. Henry 
R. Schoolcra1't who visited Harmony in 1821 described 1' .. ather 
Rapp• s garden in the following manner: 
He (Father Rapp) invited us to walk .out 
and view the garden and crounds, which are ex-
tensive, and laid out with comparative taste. 
A profusion of fruit trees, flowers, fu~d shrub-
bery, both indigenous and exotic, is a char• 
acterist1c feature. We here saw the fig, lemon, 
and orange, flourishing in the open air, al• 
though it 1a necessary to nourish them in a hot-
house, during the greatest put of the year. In 
a central area of the garden, a circul819 hil-
lock, formed chiefly of petrifactions and in• 
crustations 1'rom a neighbouring spring, a!'fords 
an agreeable contrast with th• nowering shrubs, 
by which 1 t 1s surrmounted. ntH:s 
It was also in this garden that Father Rapp' e greenhouse 
was located. It was about "20 x 20 feet, supported on rollers 
with lower roundat1on timbers twice the width or the house. 
ea lb.ese rails on which the grooved rollers travell~ al• 
eJ 
loWH!B the building to be moved back and forth. In each aide 
of the house was a liberal aupply of glass windows, and the 
room was heated with the old style of tinplate stoves. n89 
Inside the greenhouse were planted various kinds of tropical 
fruits., flowers, ferns, and herbs which were used for medical 
purposes. 
On the same grounds where Father Rapp' s house was located 
and at the rear of the house was a rock slab of limestone 
L9Pd ot theekYng Bprizons ( Uew York: Cow8.l'd..MeCann, Incor-
porated, 19 , p. 232. Hereafter cited as rlernhard Kul, 
Traye1, Tbrgpgh Kprth Ameriga. 
88acmry Rowe Schoolcraft, Trave1a 1p the CentrlJ. fgrtions 
of the Mississippi! Val.l@Y, P• !70. 
8901!lx and Reco11ect1ons or Victor co1i.; DucJ.os, P· 542. 
conposi tion or a grayish-blue oolor containin,-; recognizable 
impressions or human feet. This piece of limestone rock has 
o.ften been referred to by various wr:t ters as the 11 Angel 
Stonen or nGa.briel ta Rock. n90 The measurements of the lime-
stone slab which was brolten into two pieces was eir:;ht b~r .five 
feet and eight inches thick. 91 Frederick Rapp found tlle 
stone near St. Louis and had Mr. John Jones, a stone-mason, 
cut the stone which he then had transported to Harmony. 92 
This type or limestone formation with impressions of human 
feet was cotrtnon around St. Louis. Ferdinand littnst in 1819 
commented on the limestone .formations around st. Louis by 
stating: "In the rocks are f'ound most remarkable impressions ••• 
for example per.feet lmpreasions of feet, hands, bows, and 
arrows of' the Indians, so that one is inclined to believe this 
stone was in earlier times such a sort mass that it could 
receive impressions, whereupon then these hard masses of 
90Due to the various anecdotes that were circulated 
concerning th• limestone slab with the impressions of human 
feet, 1t was called "Gabriel's Rock" or the Angel Stone." 
The most popular anecdote was that in order tor Father Rapp 
to increase his power over his followers he told them that 
the Angel Gabriel had visited him to give him instructions 
f'r:om God. To make the people believe thia he played on 
their superstitions by telling than that the footprints on 
the limestone slab were those of the Angel Gabriel, 0 ••• who 
had alighted on earth to warn manlc1nd that the destruction 
or the world was near at hand. n Dr. J. Schneck, The Hiptor:y 
or New }i,rmony, In<U:M&, P• s. 
91 
Edward E. Moore, A Ce~tua o, InsUeoe (New York: 
American Book Company, 1910, footnote 1, P• 270. 
9
~enry Rowe Schoolcraft, Tra_yel1 !D the Ccntra1 fgr-
tions ot the Mf.saig11pn1 Val,ley, P• 17 • 
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stone have been formed by nature and time. n93 This lime-
stone slab at Harmony caused a great deal of sci entif'ic 
inquiry. In 1819, when s. n. Long's expedition visited 
Harmony, l::dwin James, a botanist and geologlst, wrote a 
descr~ptive account. 
There is now in the !)ossession of Mr. Rapp, 
o.f the Society of the Harmonit~s, a stone, which 
has upon its sur.face raarks that appear to llave 
been :rorI:Jed by the naked feet of some human 
being, who was stand1.ns upon it while in a plas-
tic state; also an irregular line, apparently 
traced by a stic!t or wand, held in the hand of 
the same person. Thie stone was tak:en from the 
slope or the immediate bank of the Mississippi 
below the range of the p~riodical floods. To 
us there seems nothing inexplicable or diffi-
cult to understand its appearance. 
Nothing ia more probable, than that im-
pressions of human feet made upon that thin 
stratum of mud, which was deposited on the 
shelvings oi' the rock. and le.ft naked by the 
retiring or the waters, may, by the induration 
of the mud. have been pi'eserved. and at length 
have acquired the limestone. This supposition 
will be somewhat oonfiI'med, if we examine the 
mud and lime deposited. by the water 0£ the Mis-
sissippi, which will be found to consist of such 
an intimate mixture of clay and lime, as under 
i'avourable circumstances would very readily 
become indurated. We are not conf'ident that 
the impressions above mentioned have originated 
in the manner here supposed, but we cannot by 
any means adopt the opinion or some, who have 
considered them as contemporaneous to those casts 
of submarine animals, which occupy so great a 
part of the body of the limestone. We have no 
hesitation in sayine, that whatever those im-
pressions may bet if they were produced as they 
appear to have been by the agency or human feet. 
they belong to a period frot more recent, than 
that o~ the depositiop of limestone on whose sur-
f'ace they are found. '14 
In 1821 Henl'y R. Schoolcraft, an ethnologist, visited 
Harmony and also wrote another descriptive account. 
The impressions are, to all appearance, 
those of a man, standing in an erect posture, with 
the left foot a little advanced and the heels 
drawn in. The distance between the heels, by 
accurate measurEaents, is six and a quarter inches, 
and between the axtrerni tioa or the toes, thirteen 
and a half. But, by a close inspection, it will 
be perceived, that these are not the impressions 
of feet accustomed to the .European shoe; the toe 
being much spread., and the .foot flattened, in the 
manner that is observed in persons unaccustomed 
to the close shoe. The probability, therefore, 
of their having been imparted by some 1nd1 vidual 
of a race or men, who were strangers to the art 
of tannin~ skins, and at a period much anterior 
to that to which any traditions of the present 
race ot Indians reaches, derives additional 
weight from this peculiar shape of' the feet. 
In other respects, the impressions are 
strikingly natural, exhibiting the muscular marks 
of' the foot with great precision and faithfulness 
to nature. Tl'>..ia circumstance weakens very much, 
the supposi t1on that they may, possibly• be specimens 
of' antique sculpture, executed by a former race 
of men inhabiting this continent. Neither history 
nor tradition has preserved the slightest traces of 
such a people. For it must be recollected, that, 
as yet, we have no evidence that the people who 
erected our stupendous western tumu11 possessed 
any knowledge of masonary, te.:r less of sculpture, 
or that they had even invented a chissel, a knife, 
or an axe, other than those of porphyry, horn• 
stone or obsidian. 
nie average length of the human foot in the 
male subject may, perhaps, be assumed at ten inches. 
The length of each foot, in our subject. is ten 
and a quarter inches; the breadth, t eken across the 
toes, at right angles to the former line, four inches; 
but the greatest spread of the toes is four and a 
half inches which diminishes to two and a halt at 
the beel. f>1reetly before the prints, and approaching 
within a few inches of the left foot, is a well• 
impressed and deep mark., having some resemblance to 
a scroll, whose greatest length is two feet seven , 
inches, and greatest breadth twelve and a halr inches.95 
1~48-16~ (XXXII Vols.; Cleveland: Arthur H. Clarl: Company, 1 05), v, 109-110. 
95Henry Rowe Schoolcraft, Travel~ in the pentril, Portions 
of the Miss1ssip~)1 Vallex., PP• 174-17 • 
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0r,poaing opinions to the aboYe accounts by ~nst, James 
and Schoolcraft were contained in a letter written by T~1omas 
H. Benton, senator from Missouri, to !Ienry R. Schoolcraft 
on April 29 • 1822. Referrin'::; to the human foot111ce im-
pressions in the limestone formation he wrotes 
I do not think them "impressions," but the 
work of hands, and refer their existence to the 
age of the mounds upon the American bottom. and 
above the town of St. Louis. My reasons for 
this opinion are: •• 1. '1.'~e hardness of the rock. 
2 1111 The want of traclts leading to and from them. 
3. The difficulty of supposing a change so in-
stantaneous and apropos, as must have taken place 
in the formation or the rook, it impressed when 
soft en~igh to receive such deep and distinct 
tracks. 
In addition, Robert Owen I s son, David Dale Owen, a geologist 
for the state of Indiana and a scientist of reputation, held 
that the n11mestone formation belonged to the Paleozaie 
age ... an age beyond an reasonable possibility of human habi-
tation upon the earth. The footprints end scroll had been 
carved artificially, doubtless by the Indians in compara-
tively recent times."97 
Across from the grounds of Father Rapp's house on the 
south side of Church Street between West and Main Streets 
were located the two Rappite churches, one frame and the other 
brick. The white frame church was built durin~ 1815. It 
was one of the first large buildings in Harmony being seventy-
fi vc feet long and 1"1f'ty wide. 98 On each side of the church 
96.Henry Rowe Schoolcraft, T;raye~ 1n tg.e Central ?ortions 
or the M1as1ss1pp1 vg.11ey, PP• 111-1 • 
97 :Edward E. Moore, A Century ot, Indiana, footnom,l, p. 270. 
98c1:ir1atiana F. Knoedl.er, Thf J:Ivmon_y Society. P• 16. 
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were six large arched windows and at each end tl1.e:re uere 
two other windows. In the gables of the two-storled church 
were round windows. On the east end of the roof was a 
bel.fry twenty by twenty .feet and twenty feet high with two 
large slanted windows on each side. Inside the belfry was 
a large and a small bell. Above the belflty was a cone 
shaped clock room with he..~agonal sides which contained the 
clock mechanism about six feet square and in heighth. On 
the northeast and southeast sides of the cloelt room were 
two cloclc faces eight .feet in diameter. On each hour the 
clock struck the large bell and on the quartor hour the 
smaller bell rang. At a distance of seven miles one could 
hear the sound of the two bella.99 
The frame church later became too small 1'or the community 
and in 1822 a larger two-storied church was constructed of 
brielc and shaped in the f'orm of a Maltese cross directly 
west of the old ehureh.lOO Another reason why the Rapp!tes 
decided to build a new church was that the old church of' 
wood was too uncomf'ortable during the hot summer months.101 
In each of the four wings of the church there was an en-
trance. Above the north aoor, made of oherey wood .. and the 
main entrance, was a pediment on which was carved a rose 
99n1arz.and Reco11ei;t1ons of Victor co1in.Puo1os, P• s41. 
lOO According to legend the design of the new church was 
conceived by It1ather Rapp f'rom a divine revelation he had. 
George Flower, History of the l/Qg11§i Settlf!,ent in £:9:WN:'9-1! County, I11ingis,. Chicago Historical oclety s Collections, I 
(Chicago: Fergus Printing Company, 1882), P• 280. 
101w1111am Herbert, A v1a1 t to fue Colony of J-Iarmqmr, 
p. 335. 
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enoircled by a wreath and the date or 1822. Also carved on 
the pediment was an inscription, Micah 4:8. The Bible verse 
read: "unto thee shall come the golden rose, the first 
dominion." The carvings on the pediment were done by Fred-
erick Rapp.102 The Biblical reference to the golden rose 
was the symbol of the Harmony Society and a golden rose was 
stamped on the p~oducts sold by the Society. 
The.re is a lack of clarity as to the actual dimensions 
of the church. When Harmony was sold, the advertisement 
liated the church a.a one hundred and twenty.five .feet by one 
hundred and thirty teet.103 George Plower who was the agent 
for the Rapp1 tea when they sold Harmony stated that the dis• 
tance between the east and west doors aa well as between the 
north and south doors was one hundred and twenty reet.l04 
102Dr. J. Schneck, The History ot New Harmony, IRSUana, 
p. $. When the Rappite brick church waa razed, the north 
door and pediment were saved and it may be seen today as the 
west door of the Harmony public grade achool. 
l0.3"Particulars of the Settlement and Town of Harmony• 
State ot Indiana, North America," MSS, M~.croi'ilm Copy, 
Indiana State Historical Society Library, Indianapolis. 
l04oeorge Flower, HiatorygSf the lbglish Settlgng iD 
.Edwards County, I1l1no1t P• 2 • Other accounts state the 
following dimensions: e width of' the Church from east to 
west waa one hundred and thirty feet and the length north 
and south was one hundred and twenty feet. Dr. J. Schneck, 
The Hi.sto17: o~ New Harmony, Indiana p. 4. Ee.ch of the i"our 
wings were fi ty by twenty five .feet with the center of 
the church being eighty by eighty feet. Christiana F. 
Knoedler, The Harmony Society, p. 17. All. four wings were 
forty by forty teet and the center or the Church was eighty 
by eighti feet. l!award Travers Cox, "A Visit to Nev Harmony 
in 1883, p. 186. The width ot each wing waa fifty feet and 
the center or the Church was about seventy feet each way. 
Diary and Reco11ect1pna 2t v1qtor cei.n puc;a.oa, P• 541. 
Eac~1 of the .four wines was two stories but the center section 
or nave ws.s only one story which extended twenty•e1ght feet 
above the .four wings and had a. bee-hive dome w1 th a lookout 
at the top.10.5 The dome was encircled with a banister forming 
a balcony which was used e.t times as a bsndstand.106 The 
dome was supported by t-::1enty-eight pillus made fitom walnut, 
cherry• and sassafras which formed arcades to each wins.107 
The pillars were six feet in circumference and twenty-five 
feet high which "stood on a large mou1ded base of the same 
wood, about forty feet in height from the foundation. 11108 A 
short bridge connected the upper story of the east wing with 
the uppe1~ story of the old frame church.109 The rooms in 
the upper story of both churches were used for storine the 
manufactured products as well as the grain of the community.110 
The cellar of the brick church was used for storing wine, beer, 
whiskey, and cider. One of' the rooms in the upper story ot 
the new church was never completely finished when the Rappites 
left Harmony in 1825.lll George Flower in 1824 stated that 
l05Ch:r1stiana F. Knoedler, The Harmon:, Socie!-v, p. 17 and 
Edward '11ra.vers Cox, "A Vis:t t to New Harmony in 18 3," p. 186. 
106n1ary Md Recollections 2& v1ctsw Oolip Dpclos, P· 541. 
107 George .Flower, History~t the Fggllsh Settlem_m:t in 
Edwards County, IJ,J,:1pg1a, p. 2 • 
10801arz and Reoo11ections ot VictQt Col.in Duclos, P• 541. 
l09Edward Travers Cox, "A Visit to New Harmony in 1883," 
p. 186. 
110w1111em Herbert, A vis1t to the Colony of Harmony, P• 335. 
111Donald McDonald, "The Diaries, 1824.1826," p. 247. 
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the Rappi te church was a "surprisingly large building for this 
new country."112 William Herbert, an :English traveler who 
visited Harmony in the latter part of 1822, described his im-
pressions of the new Rappite ehurch when he wrote: "I could 
scarcely imagine myself to be in the woods of Indiana, on the 
borders of the Wabash, while pacing the lenG resounding 
aisles, and surveying the stately colonades of this church."113 
East of the two churches was a square and on the south 
side of the square was the eommuni ty tavern or inn. William 
H. Blaney commented on the Rappite tavern as being so "clean, 
comfortable, and well arranged, thut I was quite delighted."114 
The tavern was a two-storied .frame structure thirty by sixty 
~eet and fronted on Main Street.115 In front of the tavern 
was a painted sign which read "Private Entertainment." Since 
the Rappites forbade disorderly conduct and drunltenness in 
their tavern .. the sign enabled them to enf'orce this regulation 
by expelling patrons who were guilty of such action.116 Elias 
F. Fordham .. a traveler who visited Harmony in 1817.t stated 
.. 
112George Flower, Histoq ot tae l.pgllsh Settlement in 
Edwards County, Illinois, p. 80. ·· 
ll3w1111am Herbert. A Visit to the Colony of' Harmony, 
P• 335. 
lJ.4W1111am Newnham Blaney, An bccurs1on Tb;ough the United 
States and C!Qada, P• 287. 
115n1arz and Rec~ect1gp1 of v~ctor Co11~ Dµ~lgg, p. 539. 
According to Williamaux who visited Harmonyn 1 19, he de-
scribed the tavern as being built ot brick. William Faux, 
Memorable Da s in Ameri 181 -1820 in Reubon Gold Thwaites, 
tor. te - 8 {XXXII Vols.; Cleve-
land: iu'thur • ark ompany, 190 • 249. Herea.tter 
oi ted as William Faux, Memorable Daya in America.. 
11611Dia.ry of William Owen;" p. 71. 
that the conduct in the tavern was "the most orderly and 
cleanly manner that a tavern can be in America, where men 
spit every where, and• almost on everything."117 Instead of 
the usual cuspidors, the cuspidors found 1n the tavern and 
other buildings were made or cedar and a1ao contained chips 
of cedar, The cedar chips absorbed the spittle, and other 
obnoxious odors were eliminated by the cedar scent. Twice 
a year in order to keep the tavern clean, the Rappites 
scrubbed the 1'1oora with sand, then used a lye soap mixture 
to wash the tloors.118 The sleeping rooms of the inn were 
furnished simply with a chair and four beda.119 William 
Cobbett, who was a patron in 1818, described the tavern as 
"a good comfortable house, well kept by decent people, and the 
master himself, (innkeeper) who is very intelligent and ob• 
liging, is one of the very t'ew at Harmony who can speak 
En~l119h111"120 
Across from the tavern on the corner of Main and Tavern 
atreets waa the Rapp1te store. In their store they sold 
manufactured products and agricultural produce from the com-
munity. They also sold goods• such as spices. which they 
purchased in eastern cities. The Rappites enjoyed a good 
business since "the neighbouring settlers :for many miles 
round resort to this, not only on account of the excellence. 
ll7EJ.ias Pym Fordham• Personal. Narrative pf t'fayelp, P• 206 
ll8 John William Lal'nor, Jr., 11 Nails and Sundr1 e Medi-
cines, 11 p. 214. 
119William Paux, Memorable Da:ys in America, P• 248. 
120Will1am Cobbett, A Year's Residence in the United 
States, p. 515. 
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but also the cheapness or the cooda. nl21 However., all 
goods had to be paid for in cash since no eredit was allowed. 
The many articles that were sold in the Rappite store 
were produoed in the many and varied industries of the Hor• 
mony Society. The industries or factories were seattored 
throu 5hout the to'Wn. Under the leadersl"'.J.p of F'redericl.c Rapp 
the Ha...~ony Society sought to increase 1 ts welath through 
industrial development. By having a diversified economy of 
manufactur1nq and agriculture they could become relatively 
self-sufficient and more able to avoid the consequences ot a 
fluctuatinG farm or industrial market. The basis of their 
manufacturing was to use the surplus agricultural products 
suoh o.s wool, cotton, tlax, hemp, and grains. All the mem-
bers of the community were assigned to certain trades such 
as working in the dye house, distillery, flour mill, tailor 
shop, and other industries. At the head 0£ each trade was a 
foreman who managed. the work. Whenever an outsider wanted 
~;o have his wheat milled into flour, the foreman ma.de the 
charges end gave a rec€ipt to the customer. The money was 
then turned over to Frederick Rapp who had charge of a.11 the 
financial affairs of the Society. 
One of the most important industries was the making of 
cloth. The wool was obtained from their own sheep which ap• 
prox.imated two thousand in 1820; many of these sheep wore 
l 21w1111am Newnham Blaney,. A,p. l,;curs1op. Through the 
un1 ted States w4 caqaga, p. 2tJ7. 
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Merinoes.122 In shearing the sheep both men and women did 
the ·Horlt and the average fleece weighed about four pounds.123 
In addition to wool production the Rappites grew cotton 
which averaged eight hundred to one thousand pounds per 
acre.124 The Society had a cotton gin where they processed 
not only their own cotton but cotton r aised by their neighbors. 
The cotton gin had .forty saws and was driven by oxen walking 
on a tread m111.125 The machinEry in the linen, cotton, and 
woolen factories which made cloth were powered by a steam 
engine of sixty horse pot-1er.126 (A steam engine in a frontier 
region was quite umisual. It showed the interest which the 
Harmony Society had in developing their induatries to their 
.fullest capab1lit1ea.) 
In the manufacturing of cloth they had a fulling house,127 
four power looms, spinning machine, and a machine for cutting 
ne.p. Most of their machinery was made of wood.128 They 
15, 
Owen," P• 133. 
Owen,n p. 124. 
88. 
l27In a fulling house the cloth is 
by moistening, heating, and pressing. 
128 
"Diary ot William Owen," p. 75. 
Indiana), October 
cleaned and thicltened 
could mruce four pairs of stockings per day from coarse mater-
ial and one and one•half pairs from fine materia.1.129 For 
dyeing the cloth~ the Rappites had their own dye house made 
of brick and produced their own dyes. By using the root or 
the madder plant they produced a red dye. Inside the dye 
house they had several copper vessels that contained between 
fif'teen hundred and two t:1ousand gallons.13° They also made 
hats from fur, wool, and straw. William N. Blaney commented 
on their clothing industry by stating: "Their bro11d cloth 
is very good; and their flannel of so excellent a quality, 
many of the l!nglish settlers at Albion say, that it is superior 
to the best Welsh flannel they brought out with them. n131 
Another important industry was the making of wine, 
cider, beer, and whiskey. For the making o:f wine and cider 
the Rapp:i tes had their oltm v1ney8.l'ds and orchards. In the 
press house was a large wooden screw attached to a stone six 
feet in diameter and twelve inches thick for extracting the 
jn1ces from the apples and grapes in making cider ®d wlna.l.32 
The grapes were picked in the fall for mak1ng wine. · In a 
letter written by Romelius L. Baker to Mr. H. hidy, editor of 
the Illinois Gazette of Shawneeto·wn, he discussed the making 
or wine at Harmony. 
12911D1ary of William Owen," p. 109. 
130New-HfoSS?fY Gazette (New Harmony, Indiana), October 
22, 1825, I, o. , P• Jo. 
l3lWill1am Newnham dlaney An l/g9ursion Tb.roup ..h the 
United States and Canada, P• 2~7. 
132n1ax::z and Rego11ect1ons or v19ter Colin Duc1os, P· 542. 
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Then they (grapes) are bruised end put 
in tubs, untill the juice has settled to the 
bottom end the reoremcnts to the top, which 
separation will take place in warm weather in 
two or three days, then the juice is tapd (sic) 
of£, and the recrements pressed out, and put in 
Bbls not bungd (sic) up tied untill the wine 
has undergone 1 ts f'ermentation, and then it is 
1.'i t for use, but the older the better. Nothing 
requires more patience and longer perseverance, 
and if' success.rul, nothing produces, not pays, 133 
better tor Labour than the cultivation of wine. 
From their brewery they made Bamberg beer.134 In order 
to have an adequate amount or water in making f'ive hundred 
gallons of beer each day, the Rappites placed a dog inside 
a tread wheel about twelve f'eet high which .furnished the 
power to pump the water.135 Water used for the distillery 
was also pumped the same way. 'l'hey could produce twelve 
gallons of whiskey in about six h.oura.136 Two mil.es south-
east of town on Gresham's Creek they had another distillel"Y' 
which was smaller but could produce twenty gallons of whiskey 
daily.137 
The many other industries operated. by the Rappites in-
cluded chandlers who made a thousand candles a day; rope-
maiters who manufactured six thousand pounds of rope in a 
1
.3%etter from Romelius L. Baker, Harmony, Indiana to 
Henry :Eady, Shawneetown, Illinois, February 8, 1820. M~s. 
Henry Eddy Papers, Illinois State Historical Library, Spring-
field, Illinois. Hereafter cited as letter .trom Romelius L. 
Baker to Henry Fddy. 
MSS, 
l.34Ferd1nand ~nst, Observation; Made Upop a Journey, 
p. 4.3. 
135Diary NM\ Reco11tst1ona or victor Co11n PYclos, p. 543. 
l36John Samuel Duss, The lil£Plqpi8t§, P• 47. 
l.37 "Diary of William Owen." P• l.06. 
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season from nax and hemp; blacksmiths who made scythes, 
axes, cutlery, and products from tin with their six .forges; 
tanners who made leather tor shoes, saddles, and harnesses; 
and carpenters who made wagon wheels and wagons. In addition, 
they also had a brass foundry. Most o.f the various small 
industries were housed 1n 103 cabins. 
Aside from the many factories were the various mills 
and a threshing machine. This threshing machine which was 
built by the Rapp1 tes was an important advancement in seps.-
ratinc; small grains. The old method of s eparatin~~ the kernels 
from the cut grain by having cattle and horses walk on it 
was slow and unclean. Due to the mechanical ability of the 
Rappi tes their threshing machine saved them three-quarters 
of the usual time and was more sanitary. The threshing 
machine was operated by twenty people and eight horses which 
could thresh twenty bushels of wheat in an hour. Ferdinand 
a.-nst described the mechanical operation of the threshing 
machine in 1819 in the following account. 
The rod which the horses turn first sets 
in motion a drum - almost like that in which 
we wash potatoes - and this drum does the 
threshing. Then 1 t turns two cylinders against 
each other. like our potato mill. The cylinders 
leave a space of an inch and a halt between 
them which opening is turned towards a table 
upon which a person spreads out the grain• a 
moderate sized armi'ul at a time• the heads being 
always turned toward the machine. The c:ylinders 
quickly draw in the grain and the drum immedi-
ately beats it out clean. The atraw appears 
not to pass into the drum but to fall down be-
tween it and the cylinders where it is forced 
out behind b~~ ,the wind• which serves for cleaning 
out the grain, and by an arranganent which works 
like our pitchfork. The clean grain is :received in 
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:t'ront and at thf3g1de the chaff and cheat, each 
one separately. 
The wheat was then taken to one or the two grist m1lla 
to be milled into nour. About a mile southwest or town 
at the neut-off'" was one of the gl"1St mills. A dam was 
placed across the bayou and a wooden three.storied mill 
was construoted.139 The m1.ll contained two stones for 
flour and one stone for corn mill. From one bushel of wheat 
they could mill .forty pounds of fl.our end frorn one bushel of 
~ 
corn they could mill forty-four pounds of corn.4..140 In a 
period of twenty-tour hours the Rappl tes were able to mill 
fif'ty-six barrels of' !"lour.141 The other grist mill was lo• 
cated in the village and was run by steam power. The Society 
did custom milling for the surrounding neighborhood. 
In order to have lubrication tor their machinery, the 
Rapp1tes erected two water driven oil mills about two miles 
southeast of town on Gresham's Creek.142 Oil was made from 
linseed, hemp, walnuts, .flax, rape, poppy seeds, and pumpltin 
seeds. They also discovered that oil could be extracted 
from well dried peach l-:ernels. ttupon tlle first trial they 
(Rappites) pressed out seven pecks of' such kernels, five 
gallons of' excellent 011.nl43 
138Ferd1nand Et-nst, Observations Made Upon a Journu, 
MSS, PP• 44•45. 
l39nona1.d McDonald, "The Diaries, 1824-1826," p. 249. 
14°w1111am Hall, "Prom l:hgland to Illinois in 1821, ,t p. ;4. 
14l"Diary or William Owen," p. 77. 
l42I.dward Travers Cox, "A Visit to New Harmony in 1883," 
P• 186. 
14.3weptern Sun ( Vincennes, Indiana), October 30, 1824, 
p. 3. 
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The Rappl tes were not only interested in manu!'acturing 
but also in agriculture. By the time the Rappites left Ind1• 
ana they had three thousand acres under eultivation.144 The 
various .fields were divided oft with either board or rail 
fences and lanes were arranged. for the passage of livestoclt 
to the pasture acrea.145 In cultivating the land the Rappites 
let half' of their land lay tallow for half a year.146 They 
used two bushels of wheat seed to plant one acre or wheat.147 
The farm lands of the Society were described as "cultivated 
like a garden."148 The crop yields were ~rive bushels 
of corn per acre while their neighbors averaged only fifteen 
bushels of wheat per acre and forty bushels or corn per 
acre.149 Other crops grown were cotton, oats, rape, flax, 
hemp, hops, and barley. 
The number or people involved in the harvesting or the 
crops usually was between one hundred and fifty to two hundred 
people which included both men and women.150 In the village 
lJili"Particulars of the Settlanent and 1'own of Harmony." 
l4SHenry Rowe Schoolcraft, Trave1s in the Central Po;:tiops 
of the Mj,aaiasippi Vf1l!Y, P• 164. 
146Perd1nand qnat, Obstrva,t5.oJue Jiad@ Uppn a Jgµrnv, 
MSS, p. 46. 
147w1111am Faux, Memgrab1e Days 1p America, p. 248. 
l46John Mel.ish, A G§Clgraphi,qp1 D~~~~"ff ~ ~e~@O Statef in Harlow Lindley, editor,iiC= i 1rajfLB1, P• 272. Hereafter c1 ted as John elish, A Geo .. 
sraph1ca1 pescription ot tai• United states. 
l49nDiary of William Owen," P• 88. 
lSOThe married women were excused from the harvest work 
1n the morning in order to do their culinary duties. Henry 
Rowe Sohoolcratt, t'..£p;e;J,! in the Cstral, PgrtipJ2p of the Misa1,a1pp• va11,x, p. 11. 
square the harvesters assembled with their sickles and ra!tes 
around four o'clock in the morning. Then they marched to the 
fields led by a band. The band played music at regular in• 
terval.s while the worlters harvested the gtaain. "At 6 A.M. a 
light breakfast would be brought to than, and another meal 
at 10 A.M. and still another at .3 P .M. In this way a .field 
of wheat of seventy acres or more would be cut and shocked 
by 6 o'clock in the afternoon. nl5l When the harvest was 
completed, the band led the workers back: to town. The band 
served as a stimulant for the workers and encouraged them to 
continue their tasks thus decreasing or eliminating indolence 
and laxity. As the worlters went to and from the .fields 
"the men marched first, the i-.omen next, and the rear rank 
composed o.f young women, w:t th each a neat ornament of striped 
cedar wood on their head, formed one of the prettiest pro~ 
cessions I ever witnessed. nl52 
For storing the surplus of their crops the Rappites 
built two large e;ranaries, one frame and the other brick, 
with thl"ee stories, and dimensions o~ sixty by forty feet.153 
In storing sacks of grain in the upper stories the Rapp1tes 
used a luge tread wheel with a man walltine 1.nside.154 The 
one granary which waa made of briclt end stone was also built 
like a fort. It stood on the south side of Granary Street 
between West and Main streets. The first story was made of 
freestone taltan fi'om a quarry near the cut .. off and was two 
feet thick. On the east and west side of the building were 
six portholes and on the north end south ( the n-ont and rear 
ot the granary) were two portholes. These portholes could 
be closed with wooden abutters on the inside and with iron 
bars on the outside. Th.ere were three entrances to the 
building, on the east, west, and north side. The walls of 
the two upper stories were made of br1ck. The first and 
second floors were covered with nine inch square tiles and 
the third t'loor was wood. The roof wae hipped and covered 
with seven by twelve inch tiles.15.$ The construction 
materials used in this building which was a granary as well 
a fort made 1 t almost sa.f'e from 1'1re. The reason for such a 
buildinc was to provide p1•oteetion against any possible 
Indian attack. But a strongm, reason lay 1n the poss1b111ty 
of an attack by river pirates that were 1-tnown to exist on 
the Ohio River which was only one hundred m1lea away. 
Another racet of the Rappite agricultural activities 
was their vineyards and orchards. \.11en the Soeietv left .. 
Indiana., the'J had three vineyards consisting of twelve acres• 
154 Henry Rowe Schoolcraft., ~aye1s in the ,Ctp,tral. Po;-tigp§ 
ot the M1ssiaa1pp1 Valley, P• l • , 
1~5 
... Dia;a eo4 Rego11ect1gps of v1,tor Qolin Duclos,. P• 542. 
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Two of the vineyards were located on the hills south of the 
town and one on a pla1n.1S6 John Woods who visited Harmony 
in 1820 described the vineyards. 
I took a look at their vineyards; part or 
the vines were trained on frames, and part 
tied up to small polesJ there was a good show 
of' grapes on many of them. The vineyards are 
on a steep hill, and planted round the hill, 
so as to have several different aapecta. Trees 
are laid to keep the earth from washing down. 
The paihl between the trees are sown w1 th blue-
grass • . 5-, 
In the same letter of Romeliua L. Baker to Mr. H • .l!ady cited 
earlier he also discussed the growing of gapes at Harmony • 
••• I must inform, that the 01.!mat &c. of 
this Country is better suited to the vine, than 
that of Harmon! e in Penna, a still more Southern 
Latitude would be more congenial• provided the 
good soil is deep and strong to keep moist in 
long dry seasons, a loose thin sandy ground will 
not do, even With us here. The present extent 
of ouI' Vineyard ia about ten acres, and the 
greater part of the vines are too young to bear• 
and many were imported from Germany• France, 
Spain, Italie &c. whereof' the proper mode o~ 
managing in this Climat and soil, has not been 
discovered yet, only tow or t bree kinds have 
been productive with us, and bore abundantly 
this two years past, though being mixed with 
other vines on the same ground, we cannot g1 ve 
an accurate estimation of' the production per 
acre the time is too short for a certain Re-
sult, it requires four yea.l's from the planting 
of' Slips untill they bear grape. The proper 
trimming and cultivating of vines 1s impossible 
to describe, the necessary method is d1frerent 
with most every kind of vine, soil and o11mat, 
and can only be discovered by a well experi-
enced Person, by making many and often t l'Ui t• 
leas experiments for several years, allthough 
the vinee may grow and bear some grape, yet never or 
seldom produce that abundant Crop, which we have 
l56w1111am Hall, "From Ebgland to Illinois 1n 1821." 
P• .54. 
l57John WooAa, Two Yeara', Reatpep.99 in I11inoia, P• 316. 
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lmown in Germany, where the proper cultivation, 
soil, and climat had been found ouisao per-
tect1on tor every kind of vine •••• 
Not tar from the vineyards. south and weat of the town 
were thirty five acres of peach, apple, pear, plum, and cherry 
orchards. Also in the town there was a smal.l orchard, halt 
a block in aize, on the north side of Granary Street between 
Main and Brewery streets. "Great pains seem to have been 
taken by Mr. Rapp, to introduce the best varieties ot apples, 
pears, peaches, plums, etc. nl.$9 
Another horticultural activity ot the Rapp1tes was a 
botanical garden CJ:>nsisting of ti ve acres south of the town. 
On the outer edges of this garden were planted dwarf trui t 
trees and vegetables. Toward the center of the garden were 
planted tlowering shrubs and various medical he.rbs.1 60 In 
the center of the garden was a small circular temple con• 
structed of wooden bloclts about twelve inches long w1 th a 
point at one end giving the exterior sides a rude appear-
a.nce.161 Growing on the sides of the tanple were grapes 
and flowering vines. The inte:t'ior of' the temple was neatly 
tinish.ed. Radiating from this building at a distance ot one 
hundred and forty :teet in diameter was a labyrinth.162 The 
l58tetter 1":rom Romeliua L. Baker to Henry :Eddy. 
l59i>lew-Hfl'qm; Gazette (New Harmony, Indiana), October 
8, 1825, P• l~ 
l6oR1chard Flower, Lett1r11 tr.om Jeexinston apd the, 
Illinois, Thwaites, X, P• 100. 
1
~1ary and Recolleptiops ot V1ctPF co11nPua1os, P• 543. 
162New-H,rmony Gazette (New H8l'mony, Indiana), October 
15, 1825• P• 22. 
,....,.,.., 
-o.'.;) ... 
labyrinth consisted of nnumberou s circui ti ous l'Jallcs enclosed 
by high b eeeh hodges and bordered w1 th .flowery shrubbery, but 
arranged with scch intricacy, that, without some Daedalus to 
furn! sh a clue, one might wander for hours, and !'ail to reach 
the building in the centre. n163 
There were two purposes for this botanical garden with 
the lubyrinth. First, 1 t supplied the necessary medical 
herbs .for the Society's doctor. Second, the garoen was 
embleme.tieal or the spirit of Harmony. The ditf'iculty in 
finding one• s way throur:h the labyrinth to the temple repre-
sented man•s toil to achieve a state of peace and happiness. 
"Thus George Rapp had sou~ht to shadow forth to his followers 
the peace and social harmony. The perplexing approach, the 
rough exterior ot the shrine, and the elegance displayed 
within were to serve e.s t;rpes of toil and suffering, succeeded 
by happy repose. nl64 
Within a few :,;-ears Harmony proved to be economically 
proi'i table. The products which the Rappi tes :,old we1"e known 
to be of a good quality. In addition, they had a reputation 
for honesty which contributed to their oommercial prosperity. 
The Harmony Society employed business a3ents to handle their 
products in the followinc towns: :Uew Orleans, James Olde 
and Company; Pittsburgh, Abashai Way and Company; Louisville, 
Mr. Phillips; St. Louis, l<"'rederick Dent; Vincennes, J. D. Hay; 
16
.3Robert Owen, *l'fie~dinp; Mv Way (New York: G. w. 
Carleton and Company, l 7 .>, p. 243. 
1
~obert Owen, Thr91ding My Way, p. 24.3. 
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Shawneetown, John Caldwell; Albion, Moses Smith.16$ wben 
the Rappites sent a boatload of merchandise to Pittsburgh or 
to New Orleans, they received in return merchandise such as 
gun powder, co£fee, and window glaas which they sold at their 
community store. The Harmony Society then advertised these 
products in newspapers in surrounding towns, for example in 
the I111no1a Ga1ett1 at Shawneetolian, Illinois, the Republican 
at l!.dwardaville, I1l1no1a, and the Western Syn at Vincennes, 
Indiana. The following are advertisements which appeared 
in the Weatern Sun that were ei t11er inserted by Frederick 
Rapp or J. D. Hay. 
NEW GOODS 
The Harmonie society have just received trom 
Philadelphia and Baltimore, a gGnera1 assortment ot 
MlBCHANDI SE, 
ot every description, consisting of 
DRY GOODS, 
Well adapted for all seasons, 
an extensive assortment of 
HARDWARD & CUTLHrr, 
QU~SWARE, 
FRISH CJROCEUI!S, 
particularly COFFE, direct from Havana, 
Writing and Wrapping paper, 
Window Glass, 8 by 10, & 10 by 12, 
Hollow Glaaa ware, 
Outings, Nails, and Salt, 
Spanish Segars by the box, &c. 
And have also on hand or their own 
MANUFACTURL AND PRODUCTIONS, 
A Large Assortment ot 
Superfine, Fine and common Woolen Cloths, 
Cassimera, Oassinetts, Flannels & Linsey, 
Domestic Cottone, as 
Plaida, Stripes, Chambrays Checks, 
165John A. Bole, "Harmony Society," p. 417. 
.. 87 .. 
Brown & Bleached Shireing & Sheeting• 
Dedticlt, Diaper & Counterpins, 
White & blue Cotton Yarn1 
Wool & cotton Stock1ncs a Socks, 
Buckskin Gloves, 
Fur.- Merino, and common Wool Hats, 
.Boots and Shoee, 
Saddles and Bridles, 
Spanish and country sole Leather, 
Saddlera • - - do. 
Upper - - • do. 
Calf Skins, 
Red and wh! te Wine, 
Whiskey, Gin, Persico, 
Peach Brandy, and Strong Bear, 
Flour, Flaxseed 011, Soap, Candles, &c. 
All which they otter by wholesale and 
retail, at reduced price for Cash, at their 
storehouse in Harmonie., Indiana. FRIDk. Rapp.166 
HARMONIE 
WOOL lt1ACTORY 
The subscribm. .. informs his .f'rienda and 
the public in general, that he cannot receive 
any more wool to be manufactured, but still 
continues to full cloths and cord wool tor the 
country as usual. 
Persons having dressed cloths etc. w1 th 
Mr. J. D. Hay and Mr. A. Petterson at Vincennes 
are requested tot ake thau away, u I cannot 
be respofg?ble to thEID tor motheatinga or other 
damages. 
J x D. HAY• 
Respectfully informs his trienda and 
the public 1n general, that he has received 
from HARHONI E, in this state, a 
LARGE & GDH!RAL ASSORT'MBJT 
of 
Suoer Fine 
Fine and-Coarse !1oths, 
and Ii11annels, 
1
~e,tern §pn '2d Gepera1 Advetttiser (Vincennes. 
Indiana), ttly 12, 1~3, P• 3. 
167western Su~ff!: Gfer11 Ad.yert1s@' (Vincennes.-
Indiana), May 181 S 2, l, p. 2. 
168 
p. 3. 
.. ea ... 
well adapted to the present &: approa1Jhing season. 
These goods are of superior quality, and will be 
sold for Cash, 
By Wholesale or Retail, 
he has also received from the same place 
A Quantity of 
Old Wh.i.skey, Merino Hats, 
end Wool en Socks. i 66 
M1DICIU1S 
The subscriber in.forms hereby the 
PHYSICIANS in the Western Countryt_ at the 
public at lattge, that the HARMON! l!; SOCIE.I'Y 
have just received n very good and general 
assortment of 
DRUGS AND MIDI CI NLS 
and offer to sell them at reasonable prices 
.for cast1i6l}t their DRUGGIST SHOP in Harmonie. 
Indiana. 
NOTICE 
The season of' the ripe Grapes commences 
about the .first or September and lasts f'rom 
four to six weeks. Those persona who may 
wish to purchase some or the production of 
the Vine cultivated on the Wabash may be 
supplied at 12} cents per pounfA by apply• 
ing at the Tavern in Harmonie. ,o 
SHEJP 1 SHEI,P 1 
The Subscriber offers for sale 1n the 
town of Harmonie a number of 
MERINO SHEliP 
consisting of rams. Weuhers and hrs,. 
which can be had on moderate terms.lrl 
Wests:n Sup (Vincennes, Indiana), November 22, 1817. 
169western Sun ~d Ge.peral Advertiser (Vincennes, 
Indiana), June 21, l~3, p. 3. 
l70western Sun f._ld Gen9ra1 Adyertiss:, (Vincennes, 
Indiana), September~ 1821, p. 3. 
171westepp Sun (Vincennes, Indiana) August 21, 1824, 
P• 2. 
In thE>ir business activities, the Rapp:t tes only accepted 
specie or United States Bank: notes.172 Since the Harmony 
Society accumulated a gr('a.t deal of specie in the commercial 
transactions, they often provided a service of: discounting 
banlt notes of eastern cities for people who desired CTOld or 
silver.173 
For their agricultural and forest products (corn, wheat, 
oats, hops, hemp, nrur: seed, tobacco, eiugar linen, wax, horses, 
cattle, cheese, butter, hides, fur, and shingles) in 1818, 
they received $13,141.83 and in 1819, 1:12,441.83. In addition, 
other products sold between 1817 and 1820 1.ncluded: barley, 
rye, sheep, venison, porlt, hog fat, bacon, tall.ow, bristl&i 
geese, feathers, quills, og;_;s, honey, baskets, bags, cloth, 
wool, nax, thread, yarn, powdetr., tar, grass seed, apples, 
eider, ci:1airs, hog skins, wolf' skins, bear skins, horsehides, 
muskrats, raccoons, rabbits, otters, minx, ru1d beavers. Seven 
hundred and twenty-two skins were sold in 181'1 and six hundred 
and forty-five skins in 1819.174 The following is an example 
or a cargo of merchandise sent by the Harmony Society to New 
Orleans in 1823: "39 1tegs of la.rd, 100 kegs of butter, 680 
bushels of oats, 88 barrels of flour, 103 barrels or pork, 
32 oxen, 16 hogs, and 40 barrels of whiskey. nl 75 
172William Newnham Blaneyl An E.xcuraion D}rough the 
United. Sta,teg p,nd Ctp,ep., P• 2ti9. 
l 7Jw1111am Herbert, A Vis:;.t to tn& Cplonv Q4 Harmony, p. lJI... 
l74John A. Bole, "The Harmony Society," p. 417. 
17$John A. Bole, "The Harmony Society," pp, 417-418. 
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In an ef'fort to expand their commercial interests, the 
Rappitee established a mercantile store in Shawneetown. 
Illinois. Shawneetown was southwest ot Harmony on the Ohio 
River and by using the water route of the Wabash and Ohio 
Rivers, it was only fifty-one miles i'rom Harmony. Before 
John Caldwell became the agent for the Harmony Society in 
Sha11neetown, Captain Chris Hobson and Joseph Hayes held the 
agency.176 On January 1, 1824, a contract or agreement was 
made between Frederick Rapp and John Caldwell which made 
the latter the clerlt or storekeeper of the "Harmonie Store. nl77 
Caldwell was to operate the "Harmon! e Store" and also to be 
in charge ot: tl1e warehouse in which Frederick Rapp stored 
goods .for shipment to other sect:lons of' the country. The 
warehouse as a repository f'or goods was maintained at Shawnee-
town due to the transportation outlet on the Ohio River. 
Caldwell was given the right to employ another young man to 
assist him on the approval of F~ederick Rapp who paid for his 
services. Caldwell was required to keep a daily account of 
tL1e Goods sold and at the end of each week to deposit the 
receipts in the Bank of Illinois at Shawneetown. He was only 
to accept cash or r.iarlcetable produce for the merchandise he 
sold. In return for his serv:tces, Frederick Rapp paid him 
1761Teder1ek T .. Wessel, 11 Shawneetown and the Harmony 
Society, n Paper read be.fore the Illinois State Historical 
Society, Shawneetown, Illinois, July 3~ 1960. MSS, Indiana 
State Historical Society, Library, Indianapolis, Indiana, p. 4. 
l77contract between Frederick Rapp and John Caldwell. 
MSS, John Cal.dwell Collection, Indiana State Historical 
Society Library, Indianapolis, Indiana. See appendix number 
six for a copy of the contract between Frederick Rapp and 
John Caldwell. 
five hundred dollars a year. The agreement remained in et.feet 
until 1828 -- even after the Rappites returned to Pennsylvania. 
However, in 1826 there were two alterations to the original 
contract: the warehouse was discontinued relieving Caldwell 
of that responsibility, and t~e pay ror Caldwell's assistant 
was to be shared jointly. On April 11, 1828, Fredericlt 
Rapp wrote to John Caldwell stating that the Harmony Sooiety 
had decided to discontinue the nHarmonie Store." 
••• As we cannot thinl.{ of continuing the 
store any longer under existing circumstances, 
there is altoeether to much Riak on our Side, 
and by far to much Responsibility, trouble & 
anxiety on the part of the Superintendant 
( Caldwell) in Season of IiiGh water where sev-
eral removals are Ilf~€ssary, as it has been 
the case this year. f 
During the i'i ve years that the Rappi tes maintained a store at 
Shawneetown, they sold $60,336.14i of merchandise. 
In another Illinois town, Albion, the Rappites carried 
on a very lucrative business. George Flower, one of the 
founders of Albion, Illinois, which was an l!h3lish settle-
ment twenty-five miles west of Harmony, stated that in the 
first three years of their community they purchased many 
supplies !'rom the Rappites. ~"'1.ower's first bill came to 
eleven thousand dollars and later he paid them s.ddi tional 
large sums. Between the years of 1818 and 1824 the people of 
Albion purchased one hundred and f'ii.'ty thousand dollars of 
l76tetter i'rom Frederick Rapp, Economy, Pennsylvania, 
to John Caldwell, Shawneetown, I1l1no1s1 April 11, 1828. 
MSS, John Caldwell Collection, Indiana :;tate Historical 
Society Library, Indianapolis~ Indiana. 
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merohandise from the Harmony Society.179 It was through 
their commercial activities that the Rappites were able to 
sell the surplus of their community and to acquire great 
wealth. Harmony developed into a very important business 
center in the midwest. 
Due to the commercial interests of the Harmony Society, 
Frederick Rapp took an active interest in the tari.ff and 
money issues of the day. Frederick Rapp favored a high pro-
tective tariff in order to protect their manufacturing. He 
telt that a high tariff would provide an 1ncent1 ve to en-
courage domestic manufacturing. He also believed that the 
revenue sources of the tariff should be used to dev-elop in-
ternal improvements which would help to open new markets. In 
a letter written by Prederick Rapp to Samuel Patterson on 
February 12. 1824 he statedi 
It is very desirable that the efforts of 
those patriotic members now in Congress. should 
meet with success in their endeavors to lay heavy 
duties on all such foreign 00tr1r.1odi tiea, which 
could be manufactured in our own country if the 
undertalcers were better supported by the government. 
Where else may the now lansuiahing farmer look for 
a market with any certainty to sell his surplus 
products• but to numberous ana extensive menu• 
facturing establishments within our own country? 
While the latter are forsaken• the !'armer 
a!'ter- toils and perils in quest of e. market 
for the fruits of his industry, arrives at 
his journey's end• where the great influx from 
every direction has glutted the stores and ware-
houses with superabundance. has the misfortune or 
seeing his last hope vanishing and himself' 
doomed to sacrifice his cargo· and return home 
with an almost empty purse and broken heart to 
. 
179George Flower t g\stop §f tb.e fhg1ish Sett1emmt in 
Edwargs County, Illinois, P• 27. 
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his needy and disappointed .family. Such are the 
pictures daily witnessed, and we regret that the 
means to better their condition ia seaningly 
denied to thfll'.I. May a 'Wise pol.icy govern in 
future our ledslators to promote the welfare of 
the country.180 
The other issue o:f sound money was important to the 
Rappites in their commercial transactions. An attempt was 
made by the Indiana state legislature to establish a sound 
banking system in 1817. The Vincennes Bank in that year was 
made a state banking institution with a capital stock of one 
and one-half million dollars and 1 t was to have fourteen 
branch banks located throughout the state. The thirteenth 
branch was to be organized. by Frederick Rapp, Thomas E. 
Castleberry, and Thomas Gibson in Posey Oounty with a capi-
ta1 stock of ten thousand dollars. However, this branch ot 
the Vincennes Bank was never formed and sound currency was 
still acarce.181 In a letter written by Frederick Rapp in 
1819, he stated1 "Worse than robbery is yet the depreciation 
of state paper currency. "182 Due to the weal.th and commercial 
activities of the Harmony Society, Frederick Rapp was elected 
on March 24. 1821 as a member of the board of directors of 
the Vincennes Bank. Within a short time, the Vincennes Bank 
became insolvent and the state banking system or Indiana 
l80John Samuel Dusa, George Rapp and His Aasqqiates, 
pp. 20-21. 
181tog8l'l &aarey, "State Banking Indiana, 1814-1873," 
Ipd!ana Un1yersitff Studies, I, No. 15 (April 15, 1912), 
Pu\i 1shed by the n1 versi ty of Indiana, Bloomington, Indiana, 
1913, p. 227. 
l82John Samuel Duss, Ge91Be Rapp and Bia Associates, 
p. 20. 
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collapsed.18.3 When the Harmony Society left Indiana. in 1825, 
no solution had been devised to remedy the depreciation of 
state bank notes and to establish a sound currency systE!D. 
In affairs of state and local government the Harmony 
Society, through Frederick Rapp, played a significant role. 
Harmony with a population around seven hundred people could 
not be overlooked. The population of Posey county in 1815 
was one thousand six hundred and nineteen and of this number 
three hundred and twenty were white males over the art,e or 
twenty-one.184 When Indiana was ad.mi tted into the Union, a 
constitution was drawn up at Ooeydon. M811lbers to the state 
constitutional convention were elected on May 13, 1816, 
according to the proportion of population of each county in 
18t' the Territory or Indiana. ;, There were thirteen counties 
which elected forty-three delegates to attend the constitu-
tional convention that lasted f'rom June 10 to June 29.186 
~1:'ederick Rapp was listed as a delegate trom Gibson county 
along with David Robb, James Smith, and Alexander Devin.187 
l83Logan Esarey, "The First Indiana Ban.le~, tt Indiana 
Magazine of History, VI (December• 1910), p • .147. 
18J1 . 
""'W. w. Thornton, 
Re ort of the Sixteenth 
ation of n an.a, nd 
1912), P• 16?. 
185w111iam Monroe Cockrum, Pioneer Hist~r;y of I1iam&, 
(Oakland City, Indiana: Press of Oakland c! y Journa ' 
1907), p. 390. 
186-william Wesley Woollen, Daniel Wait Howe and Jacob 
Piatt Dunn, (editors), "Eucecutive Journal or Ind!e.na. Terri-
tory, 1800•18161 11 Indiffi Historioa4 So,1ety Pybl1catjJ.yns, 
III, No. 3 (Indianapoi s: Bobbs-Herr11: Company, 1900, P• 87. 
187All accounts list Frederick Rapp as a delegate rrom 
:in order for the convention to meet its operating expenses, 
., 
!Fred.ericlt Rapp loaned the state of Indiana ten thousand 
I 
idollars.188 On June 12. 1816, committees were formed to 
i 
bite the constitution and .r'rederiok Re.pp was a membEJI' of the 
executive department committee. The issue which caused the 
greatest debate in the convention was slavery. However, the 
pro-slavery delegates were outnumbered by thirty-four to 
eight. Jlreder1ck Rapp was one of the thirty-four who opposed 
the existence of slavery under the constitution.189 
Again in 1820, Fredericlt Rapp was called upon to perform 
another service for the state of Indiana. The state lc31s• 
ls.ture decided to select a new cap:!. tnl site which was more 
geographically centered in the state than was Corydon. On 
May 23. 1820, Frederick Rapp became a member oi: the commission 
to select the new state ca.pi tal site. l90 The chairman of the 
commission was George Hunt, the secretary was John Gilleland, 
) Gibson County; howev81" 1 it is the writer's opinion that this 
· is an error. Gibson County is directly north of Posey County 
, and when the village of Harmony was .first established it was 
located in Gibson. But on December 18, 181,5, a section of 
Gibson County which included H&l·mony, was amde a pert of 
Posey County. Fredericlt Rapp should have been listed as a 
delegate fioom Posey County along w1 th David Lynn. William 
Monroe Cockrum, Pioneer History Qf Ip¢U.AJ11, P• 390. 
188Loean Esarey, "Organizing a State, n Proceedings oi' the 
Tenth Annual Meeting oi' the Ohio Valley Historical Associa• 
tion (Indianapolis, Indiana, 1916}, Ipd1~a Historical Society Publ.tcations, VI, No. 1 (Indianapolis: obba-Merrill Company, 
1919, p. 100. 
189w. w. Thornton, "Constitutional Convention of 1816," 
PP• 127•128. 
190'l.1te Jolm T3,ptop Papers, Compiled by Glen A. Blackford, (Indianapolisl Indiana Ristorical Bureau, 1942). p. 221. 
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and the other members were Joseph Bartholomew, John Conner. 
Jesse B. Durham, Thomas Emerson, Stephen Ludlow, William 
Prince, and John Tipton.191 The capital site which the com-
mission selected is the present day capital of Indiana, 
Indianapolis. 
The wealth of the Harmony Society was becoming well known 
and on January 25, 1824, Samuel Merrill, state treasurer ot 
Indiana, 'tfisi ted Harmony in order to secure a loan for the 
state of Indiana which was havinG financial d:tff:i.culties.192 
Frederick Rapp responded by loaning the state of Indiana :N.ve 
thousand tio'.'l.lars. It was to be repaid in four years e.t six 
per cent interest. The payment was to consist of $3,805 in 
snccie and the remaining balance in treasury notes.193 
Also on the local government level, Frederick Rapp was 
important in the Posey County government. When the county 
seat of Posey was moved .from Blaclt:ford to Springfield in May 
of 1817, Frederick Rapp was made county agent. The site ot 
one hundred acres for the new county seat at Springfield was 
donated by Frederick Rapp.194 As county agent, Frederick Rapp 
l9lHilliam Wesley Woollen, Biosraphicf and W:ato~1c&J. 
Sketches of Eer&Ipd1ana (Indianapoi!s:s.mmon~andompany, 
1883), PP• 168.. • 
l92 Jolm c. Andressohn, editor, "Three Additional Rappite 
Letters," Ind1.ena Magpine pt fY:s;!rp£Y, XLV (June, 1949), p. 18.5. 
l93Logan l!earey, editor, "Governors 1 Messa.goo and Letters 
of Jonathan Jennings, Ratliff Boon, and William Hendericks; 
1816-1825," Indiana !!1stor1caJ. Co1r;ections.1 III (Indianapolis: 
Indiana Historical Commission, 192 ), pp. 490-491. 
194Historz of Posey County Indiana, P• 335. 
was to lay out the town. advertise lots for sale, and take 
bids for building a courthouse and jail. The bricl.t court 
house which was built at Springfield cost $4,500 and was 
forty ay forty feet. The carpentering work for the court-
house was contracted by Frederick Rapp. However, after having 
assisted the county, Fltederick'. Rapp resigned as county agent 
in 1818.195 T:.1e Rappites had s:1own not only interest in 
building their own settlement but 1n g1.ving a.id and assistance 
to PosC"J County and to the state of Indiana. 
In a few years the Rappl tes had converted a large tre.ct 
of :frontier wilderness into prooperous, productive, usefUl 
land. They had utilized. thetr resources 1n agricultul'e and 
industry to supply the necessary products of' daily life for 
themselves as well as for their neighbors; they had provided 
examples for their neighbors of scientific farming methods 
and advanced industrial techniques; they had participated 
in the development of the state of Indiana yet had never used 
the votes of Harmony for political gain; they had shown what 
could be accomplished through communitarian e.ffort and through 
combined ability. This united accomplishment was o.chlcved 
not only by diligence and hard work but through a harmonious 
spirit which was the outstanding characteristic of their 
Society--a spirit which !">ervaded their labor. religion and 
daily life. 
195r;U.story ot Posey CQunty Indiana. P• 336. 
COMMUNAL LI FE AND REL! GI OUS 
FOUIDATI OHS OF THE HARMONY SOCI El'Y 
One ot the reasons tor the auooeaa of the Harmony Society 
was their united and collect! ve e.t'.tol't in all of their 
activities. In the Rappite oommun1tar1an colony the 1ndi• 
vldual was aeconduy to the group; individual preferences 
secondary to the general welf'are. The various a"ldeayora 
o:t the Rappitea were characterized by a standardization and 
eimllarity due to their belief in equality and harmony among 
the members. Thia waa found not onl7 in their daily act1vi• 
ties but also in their spiritual belie.ta. Lite in the 
oommuni ty vu ge&l"ed to a set pattern 1n Which eaoh indi-
vidual with h1a particular taaka and ab1l:lt1ea contributed 
to the bane.tit of all. 
A typical day 1n the Harmony Society atarted. at dawn. 
Since the Rapp1tea did not have alarm clooka, they were 
awakened with the sound ot French horns between five ancl 
1 au o'clock. Arter having break.fut between aix and 
seven o'clock (the aingle ad.ult malee and t'emalea who lived 
in the dormitories ate in the community dining ball whereu 
1Riohard Plover. Lftttr• tram LgJngton and the Illipgil, 
Thwa1 tea, x, 13. 
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the various fam111ea or household ull1ts prepared their own 
food and dined together)• the Rapp! tea went to their 
different aaaigned task•• working 1n the factoriea or fields. 
In mid-morning they stopped their won to have a small luneb 
at nine o • clock and at noon they had their third meal of the 
day. Before the day was over, the Rapp1 tea had tvo more 
meala, a light lunch at three o'clock and their aupper 
between aix and a even o'clock. 2 
The food was obtained in part from each household'• 
garden, cow. and chickens, but additional f"ood such aa 
coffee, spices, and .tlour were aeoured by a1mply going to 
the community store or to the nour mill, Twice a wedc the 
village butcher alaughtered. the neoeasaz,y nwnber of hoga, 
cattle, and aheep to supply the community with meat. He 
then made his rounds to the various homea and rapped on the 
vindowa to call each woman to cm• and get her meat al.lot-
ment.l It was not unusual tor the Sooiet,.•a agent in Hew 
Orleans to ship citrus fruits occuionall7 to the Rappitea. 
As one author oommentedc "It 1a ob'rioua that the Harmoniata 
(Rapp1tee) were not ascetic• in the realm or 41etet1ca. 
Their recipe books testify to the tact that their food 
1 tana vwe prepared w1 th a pleuing degree ot culinary 
2oeorge B. LookVoo4, '!'hi In H,nom; Moyan111t (Hew Yost 
D. Appleton and Oompan7, 190 >. P• 22. 
)John Smauel Duaa, Gtpl"ge Rapp and JU.a Asaoeiatea, 
P• Sl. 
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fl'ill."4 In short, the Rapp1tea did not have to worry about 
an adequate aupply of toodstui't"s and they were fortunate to 
have a variety ot foods. However, according to William N. 
Blaney, there was an apparent dist1nct1on in the qual.!ty and 
quantity or tood between that or the .families of Father 
Rapp and the various auperintendenta in the community and 
that or the other m1111bers ot the Society. He stated that 
the other mf!IDbers or the community were "limited to eoarae, 
though wholesome tood, are deb&.Pred the uae ot groceJ.'iea &c •• 
have a leaa quantity or meat, and are even obliged to make 
use or an interior kind or tlour. n> 
Aside tl'om having the necessary amount of food, the 
Rappitea were never limited 1n the other neoesaitiea of life. 
The ta!lora, dressmakers, and cobblfJltl made .U. l the clothes 
and ahoaa tor the people ot the community. The dreaa ot the 
Rappitea was characteriatic or the old world. There waa no 
univeraal uniform adopted but all of the Rappitea dreaaed 
similarly and veey plainly. William Fauz, a traveler who 
visited Harmony in 1819, described their dress u "••• rather 
6 
shabby, just as working folk in ~enaral look.• During the 
week the men wore dark green trouaera ot homespun material, 
waist jack eta or a blue cotton fabric, and broad•bl'immed 
4John William Larner, Jr., "Nails and Sundrie Med.1e1nea,• 
P• 211. 
Sw11uam Newnham Blaney, An Igcu;raion 'lb£oush, the un1tt0, 
statea and Canada, P• 289. 
6w1111am Faux, Me;porgble PR• in Am111qa, P• 2so. 
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straw hats w1 th a ateeple-orown. The wome.n' • apparel oonaiated 
ot tull dresaea or ak1rts which were dark, dull blue, heavy, 
and tun. Over the ac:1rta and dreaaea they- alao wore a looae 
. 
coat ot White linen. To cover their heada they w01'e stitt 
blue Norman cap•• 1 Aa the Society proap8l'ed1 the membera 
were able to have more of their clothes made .from linen, 
cashmere, a111c, and cotton. For personal hygiene the undeJl-
clothing of the Rapp1 tea was made ot nannel which was eaa7 
to vaah. Thia vaa important tor one o:t the common probl .. 
on the f'rontier vu the 1 toh vhioh was caused b7 laelc of 
bathing and unclean undergarmen.ta. 8 The ahoea and boots 
made by the village oobble.r were watel'proof •... by coating 
than with a heated m1xtu:Pe ot one pint of drying oil, 
two ounces of ap1r1ta of yellow wax, two ouno• of ap1r1ta 
of turpentine, and one hall" an ounce of Burgundy pi toh. 119 
On Sunday the men wore long black ooata and the women dreased 
in gowns and bo:nneta.10 However, at no tillle clid the Rapp1tea 
use jewelry.ll Although the Rappite dreaa vu plain d 
simple 1 t vu more than adequate tor the trcmtier. 
7Katharine Evana Blake, H•V, 'I Hays (Ind1anapolle& 
Bobbs-Merrill Company• 190.51, P• • 
8Jobn Willian Larner• Jr., •wa11a and Sundr1e Med1o1nea,• 
PP• 212•213. 
9John W:tllimn Larner. Jr., "Hails and Sundr1e Me41c1nea,• 
P• 213. 
lOTh.e Harmony Society 1n Permaylvania, P• 32. 
UOharlea lordhott, The 9nrnaplat1o Soo1 et1ea ot United. 
Stat ea, P• 88. 
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The wearing apparel of the Rappites does not completely 
describe the physical appearance or the people. William 
Faux, described the women as being •1ntentionally disfigured 
12 
and made aa ugly as it is possible by art to make th•••••" 
Ad.lard Welby, another traveler, alao concurred. with Faux 
when he saids "The women. to use the phrase o£ a polite man, 
are the least handsome I ever beheldJ the colony theret'ore 
may possibly not be muoh disturbed by female intrigues, a 
cause of embroilment among mankind.•13 William N. Blaney, 
1n 1822, atateds "They are VfJl!y grave and aer1ous. During 
the whole time I vaa at Hamony, I never aa:w one of' them 
laugh ••••• 14 The lack of gaiety and dullness which mane,-
observed was a1ao noted. by Ad1ard Welby but in a more 
understanding and sympathetic attitude. 
There was, I must conteaa after all, a dull same-
ness pervading the place, which I am willing to 
attribute rather to the phlegmatic German character 
than to their inati tutione. There is too, a de-
preae1on of spirit which hangs about every man. ta:r 
removed .t'rom the county which gave him birth, from 
those ealy scenea or childhood upon which his eye 
.f11'8t rested vith delight, and from those f':riends 
he ne'er shall see again. .&:patl'iated commun1 tiea• 
like plants removed from the seed bed, tor awhile 
l2w1111am Faux. Mgnorable Da.va in America, p • 2.$0. 
13Adlard Welby, Visit to North Amel'ic&, P• 266. 
14w1111am Newnham Blaney, An ]zcura1on Tb,rough J;h,t 
Un11f ed Statea and Canadt, p. 290. 
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aickenJ but it planted in a genial soil they in 
time take t1r;i..,root. again spread their leave•, 
and flouriah.:L> 
Robert Dole Owen described the Rappi tes by aaying that their 
f'acea showed the aigna of hard work and were often sad. 
However, "they looked well ted• W&Z'fflly clothed, and seemed 
tree from andety.al6 Since the Rappitea d14 not have to 
be concerned With aeour1ng the eaaent1ala ot lite, th"J' 
could direct their attention to other matt era• 
The Rappitea were not solely Sntereated 1n the neceasitiea 
ot lite as shelter, tood• and clothing• but also in education. 
Dr. Muller vho vas the community doctor was also the school• 
master. The children of the community were required to go 
to school i'l'ca the ages ot six to tourteen.17 The aubjeota 
taught were writing, arithmet1o1 geography, reading, 
history. and F.b.gliah. German, the language ot the Rapp1tee, 
was used in conducting the claasee.18 The school waa 1n 
session onl7 in the morning and the aft81'noon vaa set aside 
for the students t;o learn one or the tradea in the com• 
mun! ty •19 Bea idea teuhing the fundamental• of education• 
l.SAdlard Welby. v1a1t to North America, p. 266. 
16Robert Oven, 3:'brftO.Jpg M,: Wa.v. P• 243. 
17w1111. Al.tl'ed Binds. American comp1p1t1ea, P• 75. 
18Jobn Samuel Duse•. tpe Harmopiat1, P• 29. 
19John Meltah, hayela ThJ'pugh the United Stat11, P• 9. 
the Rapp! tea encouraged the children to learn a vocation or 
trade or their own choosing. Above all• the aohool a treas ed 
the importance of collective endeavor tor the community an4 
its w el:f'are. 
Another vocation ot Dr. Muller was the operation of the 
20 
community printing preaa. The first publication waa in 
1824 entitled .Elne Kleine Samm;Lyng H@rmQJlifQB!t Lieder whioh 
was a book ot poana.21 The poems were written by several 
members of the Society and were or a religious nature. 
Another publication consisted of a book of hymns which they 
used in their church services. 1'he most important publi• 
cation was a book entitled the Thoughts of j;he Dest1m; Rt 
Mfll, Part1cu1ar1:y with Reference to the Present 1'1mea. Thia 
was published in 1824 and consisted. ot a philosophical 
d1aousa1on of religion based on the ideas of Herder• a 
22 German philosopher. 
The H81"1Tlony Society also had a library due primarily 
to Frederick Rapp'a influence. One ot the noted books in 
the oommunity library was Megi!!. written by a German poet, 
Friedrich Gottlieb Klopstook. In 1821, when John L. Baker 
20 
"A Rapp1te, Harmoil'f, Song•Book," Indiana Magazip..e 
pt History• V (June, 1909), P• 76. 
2licar1 J. Arndt, "The First Wabash Song," ~f:iana. 
Maga;ine of Hiator:,;, xxxvr11 (March, 1942), P• ~~ 
22John Samuel Duaa, !rhe Harmoniata• P • 54. 
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and J. Reichert went to Germllll'1 to collect inheritances ot 
the mE!Dbers, 23 Frederick: Rapp had than buy 1t ••• books, a 
smal1, telescope, a nev kind of instrument called the Jubel 
horn, a camera obscure, and astronomical charts. n24 
Another cultural aspect of the Rappitea was their 
appreo1at1on for music. Besides the eommuni ty band they 
also had a chanber orchestra consisting ot three 'Violins, a 
bass, a clarinet, a flute, and two Freneh horns. ZS In 
addition, they alao bad a grand pianoforte. 26 Once a week 
on Sunday they bad a concert and played both aeoular and 
sacred musio.27 In addition to instrumental music the 
Rapp1 tea were fond of a1ng1ng. The songs eung by the Rappi tea 
were usually religious and spirited. "ibese German aonga 
extol, sometime• in not unpoet1c measures, the beauty of the 
Harmony community, the love and passion of Christ, and the 
28 beauty of heavenly vi.rtuea." The moat popular song vaa 
written by George and Frederick Rapp which was "Harmony, thou 
Brother State." The following is the first and twelfth verse. 
23John A. Bole, "'lbe Harmony Society," P• 281. J. L. 
Baker and J. Reichert were able to get 201 706 Gulden ( approximately $8,300) in 1nhel."1tancea tor the mE1Dbera or 
the Harmony Society. 
24John Samuel Duss, Tue HVIJlopiats, P• 53. 
2
.SJohn Samuel nJsa, The .ggmpn1at1, P• ,30. 
26 Adlard Welby, v1p1 t to North Amet1c1, p. 266. 
27~1as Pym Fol'dham, Personl,1. Narrative ot +irave11. 
p. 207. 
28chr1•topher B. Colunan, •sane Religious Developments 
in Indiana," Indian&; M&gazine ot Ripton:, v (June. 1909). P• 61. 
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Barmony. thou Brother State, 
Peace unto thee ever. 
God be w1 th thee soon and lat•• 
Foea affright thee neva. 
For 1 t doeth now appear 
ibou are ateadtaat, HolJ' • 
God unto Hia tlook 1a near 
And He will extol thee. 
God,._ we pra,. Thee. w1 th Thine eye 
watch o'er and protect uat 
Thou, alone, canst aatiar,, 
Guide ua and perfect ua: 
Thine, with heart and aoul, are we 
Let ua grow in measure. 
That• Imme.nu el, in Th••• 29 
We may tlnd our pleasure. 
The tollOld.ng 1a another populu song ot the Rapp1tea vhioh 
was sung 1n the1r religious aenice and vu entitled "Children 
of Fr1endah1p and. Love.• 
Children o.t f1'1111dab.1p and love, 11.tt :rour TOicea. 
Sing the aveet bond that upl1.tta and rejo1o•. 
Jo7tully aounding divine tnendah1p•a pra1••• 
Join the great hymn the angelic host raiaea 1 
In grateful homage to heavenly loTe 
Swing your glad heai-ta to the other above. 
Loi from the throne there the bright .fountain guaheeJ 
'llu'ough the wide heavens the crystal tloo4 l'U&bee-
Pure holy frienclah.tp• f'1'om aun to aun beaing• 
Filling all apaoe With its b1eaaed mild beaming& 
Love rules the universe; through it alone 
Can real blesaedn•• ever be knovnl 
In bond.a of friendship the apherea are uni tedJ 
Seraph& and angels 1n friendship are plighted.. 
Patient and loving• it meeta n 1ry tl'ialJ 
Freely forgive•• wtth divine aelf'-denial.. · 
Were 1ta pure rq into bell to deaeen.4• 
Hell at that moment would om• to an end. 
Fr1endahip ts shield against arrow• of mal1o•, 
Holds to the au.t.t•rer the l1te-g1Ting ohal1ca, 
29Chr1at1ana F. Knoedle!', The Hgom; S0c1m, P• 79. 
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G:l ves to the atan1ng tr1 md toocl to restore him• 
Warns and protects him wen danger hangs o'er him• 
B)!lings to the dying couoh heavenly !9eat. 
Polda the poor erring one close to the breast. 
Angel ot .fr1endah1p, abide with ua everJ 
Comfort and guide u•J abandon ua never. 
Fill n 1ry apirit with good will to othert1J 
Grant ua in tl'1endah1p and love to be brothers. 
Hate and auap1o1on, depart fltom 011r way• I 30 Angel ot f'riendahip, we bring thee our praiael 
In these two aongs the idea of hamony and tl'iendahip waa 
prevelantJ these ideas VEll'e cardinal prinoiplea of the Rapp1tea. 
The musical abilities of the Rappitea were not used 
solely in religious services but alao in their holidays. ~. 
Rappl tea celebrated the toll.OIiing eight holidays t Harmon1e1'eat, 
Harvest Home, Chr1atmaa 1 Good Friday, Bister, Ascension Day. 
Love Feast, and Pentecost Day. The first two holidays were 
secular celebrationa and the othw six were holy dqa. Each 
holiday started in the morning uround n.ve o'clock when the 
band pla:,ed mua1o t'rnm the otmroh steeple. 3l On all ot the 
occaa1ona the community assembled 1n the churoh for ainging 
and an addr•a delivered by Father Rapp. No wol'k vaa requiJ.'ed. 
during the holld8JS and there waa a large f'eaat.32 fiarYNt 
Home waa celebrated in ealy August and oorreaponded to at1• 
33 present day Thankag1v1ng• The other aeoular holiday vaa 
JOPaul G. Breweate.r. "Three So~ from Hew Harmony•• 
Ipdift' -yS,pe 9,t Hiaton;• XLVII (September, 19.$1) • 
PP• 2 3-2 • 
31 Chr1at1ana P. Knoedler, The HgmQDY Soci!\1:, P• J.24. 
32Charlea Bordhoft, a'ht 0pmmn1at11 §Acd,tlea o( UJd.t!G Statg, P• 87. 
33D>,e Hvmonx SocJeu ot flPDfYlvu11, P• 18. 
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Harmonieteat which eommemorated the organization ot the 
Harmony Society and waa on FebruU'J' 15. W111S.am oven who 
waa at Harmony in 182S deacribed the Harmonieteat in tb.e 
following manner. 
They began with music between tive and siz 
o•clook and at 9 they vent to otmrohJ at 12 the, 
dined and remained together with a short interval 
unt11 near f'i ve o I clock J and at 6 they supped and 
remained together till a.ttel' 9 o'cloolc. Part of' 
the day was probably anploye4 in gettillg a know• 
ledge of the state ot their atf'a1ra. They have 
now been united 20 years. They tranaaete4 no 
bua1neaa at the atore but many peraona arr1vecl on 
buaineaa and were disappointed u they- ha4 not given 
8ZlJ' notice ot the intended holiday before. Tb.1.a 
the .Americana thought th91 should have done. But 
they ••• to 111.ah to throw a veil ot aecreay ovo 
all their proceedings. Before breaking up at S 
o • olook,, they' marched out of the olm•eb. in olos ell 
ranks preceded by their musie., all singing. The, 
halted berore Mr. Rapp'• bi,uae and sang a piece or 
muaio and then d1aperae4.lll, 
or the holy holidays, the Love Feast was held 1n Ootob• 
and was the equivalent to the Lord'• Supp81'.3S At thie time 
all the member• were required to .torg!ve any m•ber who had 
done an unjust act and to have a spirit o~ ha.l'mOll'Y' toward 
all manbera. Pentecost Day was o.t special s!gnitioance to 
the Harmony Society. It corresponded to our Memorial Day 
when they honored the deceased manbera ot the Society; on 
.34"D18l'y ot William Owen." PP• 116-117. 
35Cb.arlea Nordho.tt, 7,he Qqmmumat1q Soeietiea Qf' Upitd 
Stgea, P• 87. 
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this day the ban4 led a proceaaion to the caneter.r where 
Father Rapp delivered a aermon.36 
The Rapp1 te oemetery cona1ated of two acrea and wu 
located at the vest end of Granary Street • .37 The 14ea o:t 
perf'ect equality 1n the Harmony Society even 8ld.ated in their 
burial. Whenever a member ot the commani ty died, there waa 
no public funeral nor did they adhere to a period ot mourning. 
The deceased. wu buried at midnight on the dq ot death. fll.e 
only persons attending the funeral were Father Rapp end the 
elder• ot the cburoh. 'l'b.e grave wu leveled• sodded over, and 
left without a 11811cer or tcmbatone. Howevezt, a diagram ot 
the burial aitea was kept by Fathe Rapp~ When the Rapp1tea 
lett Indiana, they had buried two hundred and thirty maaben 
ot the Harmon,- Soolety in their canet..,-.39 
Although aev8l'a1 of the Rappites died in Indiana, the 
Harmony Society vas able to secure new mE1Dbera. In October 
ot 1817 the Society was enl.arged when they accepted one 
hundred. and thirty 1mm1granta from Wurtanberg, Germany. 40 
36Cb.riat1ana F. Knoedler, The Kai,gom: Soaietz, P• 124. 
3? J. S0bneo1t, The B.istorx o( •• llaNom, P• s. 
38 Arthur H. liatabrook• •The Family Rietory or Robert 
Owen,• iP4iN3f MagaBine of lg.atorz, XIX (March, 1923), 
P• 66. 
39:trene Haoy Str1eby, "Old Number i3 and Some o~ ita 
Occupants at Hew Hazimony on the Wabuh, Mss, Indiana State 
Library, Indianapolis, Indiana, P• 4. 
40w1111am Al.t'red Hinds, Amel1,can Cqppumt1a, P• 76. 
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In that same year there waa a crop failure in Wurtemberg and 
many Germana left to settle in Russia and America. The 
immigrant• vho joined the Society wae either friends a, 
relatives ot the Rappites. Many of' the immigrants who join-
ed the Society were families w1 th children. 41 With the 
addi t1onal manben that they aoquired, there were seven 
hundred and :f'orty ... one people in the Harmony Society in 
1820.42 
In order to become a manber o:t the H8.l"mony Society an 
individual had to meet certain requirements. An applicant 
had to have good moral oharacta, agree to obey the regulations 
of the Society, and be willing to do hie aha.re of' the work 
in the community. Before a person could beoome a member. he 
was placed on probation tor one year. However. before the 
applicant waa even plaoed on probation, he had to make a 
complete conf'eaaion o:r all his past aina to one of the elder• 
4lrtarl J. Arndt, "World War II and the Russian Co-
Religionista or the Ha.rmon1sts," P• 10. 
42John A. Bole, "The Harmony Society," P• 306. The 
following chart g1vea a break down of the agea and rmmber 
or mal.es and females in the Harmony Society in 1820. 
Age ten or below 
Age eleven to sixteen 
Age soventeen to eighteen 
Age nineteen to twenty-au 
Age twenty-seven to forty-five 
Age :forty-au and over 
See Appendix seven £or a oomplete 








list ot the adult member• 
of the Society and express a desire to live according to the 
teachings of Jesus Obrist. 43 
During the probationaPy period the 1ndi Vi.dual worked 
for the Society and in return the Society provided him with 
l'oom. board• and necessary clothing. During thia period 
if the p eraon decided not to join the 3oc1 ety or if the 
Society .felt that the individual. was not suitable• either 
party coulo. disoontinua. In addition, before the applicant 
became a manber or the Sooiety by signing the Articles o.t 
Association• he had to give all of his property to the 
community and learn the German language.44 
The Rapp1tea made no et.tort to seoure maobera who were 
not of Gel'man or1.g1n. In 1822 a Chester Chadwick• an American, 
sought to gain maubership in the Sooiety but was refused. 
Although Cheater Ch.adwiok waa a native ot the countz-y, thia 
was not the ao1e reason that he wu denied membership. In 
a letter wr1 tten by Fredwick Rapp to Cheater Chadwick one 
oan see the prinoiplea on which the Rappites accepted new 
members. 
Your letter ot the 15th ult. came to hand1 
in which we discover you desire to be admitted 
into our Society, with :rour f'amily., in ordeJ" to 
get rid ot the trouble and care which is requiei te 
to support and procure an honest living f'or your-
self' and :f'amilyJ which 1a a good meaning so tar., 
yet we doubt veey much whether you could aubmi t 
43Charles Nordhot't, aht Qpjmgup1pt1o Soc1 eti ea ot: Uni ts 
sicatea, P• 87. 
44John A. Bole, aThe Hal'mony Society," p. 307. 
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to our regulations and manner of 11 ving, tor no 
person here poss eases anything as his own, nor can 
anybody act or do according to hi• own will, ever, 
member or the community must be obedient to the 
ordained superintendents, vhi ch 1a very hal'd for 
people• who have not the kingdom or God for their 
chief object. For the fundamental principle•, 
whereupon our community la established.:, are alto-
gether religious. 'l'he religion or Jeaue ia 
practised here in fact, no unrighteous man om 
abide here, tu l esa a daring sinner, who 11 vea 
yet in Yicea; the!"~tore one haa to bethink him-
self better betore joining our Society than you 
perb.apa are aware of. We advise you not to do it. 
We have not admitted any person this long time, 
haY1ng been so otten deceived by people who lived 
here one or two years, and finding the path to 
tollow Jeaua too nan-ow, they break ott and calumni-
ate uaJ then all our trouble spent to make them 
better was lost. The German language ia alao the 
only one spoken here. which you do not understand, 
and in oonsequenoe could derive no benefit from 
church or aohool. 
Content 7ouraelt for a while yet, the beat way 
you can• a greater plan will develop 1tsel.t perhapa 
before long, when all the honeat and upright which 
are now scattered hae and there through the world 
may be relieved tram their bul'dai. 
Your well wisher, 
FRED .f.RI CK RAPP. 4S 
In some instances membera ot the Harmony Soa1ety were 
expelled; others left on their own accord. Manbera who wei-e 
guilty of idleness, intoxication, or disobedience to the 
regulationa of the community were admonished by Father Rapp 
and shunned b,- the other manbere • However, if a member 
were incorrigible, he waa asked to leave the Society. 46 The 
45Jobn A. Bole, "The Harmony Society," PP• 346-.347. 
46w1111am Al.!'red Hinds, American cqmqpn1t1es, P• 74. 
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young people when they reached the age of twenty-one wee 
given the choice ot beooming full mflllbers or leaving the 
Society.4? 
In order to promcte greater equality and harmony between 
the original members and those who joined the Society, 
particularly the one hundred and thirty immigrants in 1817, 
the Rappitea decided by unanimoua eonaent 1n 1818 to destroy 
the records oontainillg the amount of money and property each 
manbw had con.tributect..48 With the aboliabment of' these 
records and the add1 tion of new members the Rapp! tee decided 
to require all new members to sign the f'ollow1ng addition to 
the Articles ot Aaeoeiat1on on January 20, 1821. 
Be it hereby known that to-day, 120th January, 
18211 , in the ye~ of our Lord, one thousand eight 
hundred and twenty-one, the present agreement, treaty 
and alliance was made and ooncluded between ua, the 
f'olloving persona to wit: N. N., etc • ., ot the one 
part and George Rapp and h1a aaaooiates of the other 
part. 
Af'tcr the aforesaid persona beoame sufficiently 
acquainted with the pr1no1plea • rule• and regulations 
of the community ot George Rapp and his asaooiatea, 
by virtue of their religious 1)2'1no1plea, they have. 
af'tcr long and mature renect1on, out ot theit- own 
tree Will, detezimined to join the connuni ty of aa14 
George Rapp and his aaaoc1atea • 1n Harmony Posey 
County• State ot IndianaJ to that puztpoee the at'ore-
said pereon11 bind themaelves and promise aolemnly 
by these presents, to comply with the ordinances,. 
rules and regulat1ona ot the oommuni ty • and rend• 
due obedience to the aupeJitintendcta ordained ~ 
the community and to perform aa meh aa poaaible all 
4?W1lliam Alfred Hinda, Americum C9JWWJPd,t1tJh P• 80. 
48Charlea Nordhoff,. 1b.e OommuJl111iic Sooietiea ot Up1t!4, 
StateAt P• 76• 
all occupations and labor• to which they a.re ordered, 
and help to promote the benefit• happineas and 
prosperity- ot the oommunity. And 1t the oaae should 
happen that the aforesaid persona, jointly or singly, 
af'ter a abort or long period of time, leave the 
communl ty for M17 cause whatever, they hereby bind 
themselves jointly and eaoh tor bimael.1' separately, 
never and in no case to bring arq aocount 11 nor make 
any claim, e1 ther againat the association or any 
1nd1vidual mGDber thereot, tor the.tr labor and 
aen1cea rendered; also, never to make any demand, 
ask or claim ar"" o i::her p~ent, under any name 
and description whatsoever. but vill do and have done 
all things out ot Cbz,lat1an love, tor the good and 
benefit ot the oommun1ty• or else take 1t as a gi:rt, 
it George Rapp and h1a aaeociatea willingly give 
them something. 
However, George Rapp arm his aaaoo1atea, 1n 
return, adopt the atoreaaid persona into the 
community, vheraby ther obtain prePOgati ve to partake 
ot all meetings tor divine aenicea by wh1oh th8J' 
receive in church and school the neoeaau,y 1.natrue-
tio?U!, requ1a1te 8l'ld neecU\21 tor their tenporal 
benerit and happineaa and eternal. tel1c1ty. George 
Rapp and his aaaoc1atea bind thaaaelvea .further to 
supply the aror eaaid peraona w1 th all the wants and 
necesaariee of life, to wits Meat. d.1'11lk and oloth-
ing, etc., and indeed not only during their healthful 
da7a, but also if all or 1UQ' of than get a1ok or 
otherwise inf'il'ID and unable to wol'k, they shall, aa 
long aa they rflm81n membera or the ocmmmni t7, reoei ve 
and enjoy the aame 8l1ppol't u beto:re du:ring their 
better days, or aa theil' oircumstanoea require. 
In oonf1rmat1on of these presents, we. both 
partiea, have hereunto aet our handa and seal.a. 49 Done in Hal'mony, the day and year above stated. 
As stated 1n the Articles of Association no member who 
left the Society could claim any monetary return tor aervioea 
he had contr1bUted to the Hal'mon.J' Society. In 1821, ltagen• 
Hiller, who left the Soo1et,., brought a court case against 
the Rappl tea to r eoover wages for labor and the court stated 
49John A. Bole, "The Harmony Society••· PP• 282-284• 
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that since he had signed "••• the Art1clee of Asaoc1at1on he 
had formally renounced all claim of wages. ttSO Nevertheleaa, 
the Rappitea usually gave a memb81' Who with.drew a small sum 
of money to help him get established outside. When members 
had given money or property and then decided to withdraw. 
they could reelaim their contributiona.Sl However. since 
the destruction of the records stating the contribution of 
each manber when he joined the Society. it became almo•t 
impossible tor the individual to have his property a:nd/or 
money returned.SI The withdrawal of manbera tl'om the Society 
between 1815 and 182.5 was never of great concern •1noe only 
thirteen people le.ft the Soc1ety.S3 
One of the otten quoted reasons vby mQ!lbers lett the 
Society waa due to celibacy. Ae stated in chapter two 
celibacy was adopted in 1807 during a religious revival 
in the Society. Thei-e bas been a great deal of confusion 
and apeoulation as to the adoption end practice of celibacy 
by the Rapp1 tea. The various reasons g1 ven tor the adoption 
of celibacy uea in the first years of the Society, the 
members !'aced depr1vat1ona and dec1de4 voluntarily to forgo 
50w1111am A1tred Hinds, American Commu;o1pi,ea, p. as. 
SJ.John Willian Lal'ner, Jr., r.!iaila and Sundrie 
Med1c1nea," P• 121. 
S&rn 1836 the Rappltea decided to abrogate the sixth 
article of the Artiolea of Aasooiation. From that time on 
whenever any manbe left 1he Society,, he oould not regain 
any ot the money or property he had oontl'ibuted to the So01ety. 
53John A. Bole, "The Harmony Society," P• 282. 
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the bearing of children since 1 t would add hardahipa to the 
community; the restrictions against having children allowed 
the women to do the same amount ot wol'k as the men and allowed 
the community to expand and pz.osper; Father Rapp instigated 
celibacy in ordv to prevent the colony .from expanding and 
thereby threatan1ng hia authority. However. the most common 
explanation for th.e adoption ot celibacy was due to religioua 
motivation. 
The religious rev1 val in 1807, occurred when many of the 
manbers had fallen 1n thei:r religious oonvictiona and were 
beeoming worldly 1n their daily life. The renval had the 
ettect that the m mbers became dedicated to the teaohinga of 
Christ. The dec1s1on to practice cel1baoy was urged by the 
younger members ot the Society and not b'y' Father Rapp. It 
was f'elt that celibacy would be more "••. oonaiatent with 
that purity ot heart and isolation rrom the world which they 
desired to cultivate.•54 When the Society decided to adopt 
celibacy, Father Rapp cautioned the mEl!bers that 1t wu a. 
serious decision to make and to think carefully on the matter. 
However, Father Rapp aoon gave his support to this doctrine 
and encour~ed this ascetic way of' 11te.s:s 
In time Father Rapp justified celibacy according to the 
Scriptures of the Bible. The practice ot celibacy according 
54Aaron W1111sma, 'l'he ;a.mom SoclreJiX- P• 57 • 
SScharlea Nordhot't, 3:1\e ComIJllUllliiA S211et1ea et Units 
S'\jaty, P• 73. 
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to the Rapp! tee correap onded vi th the ideal.a ot the pr1m1 t1 ve 
Ob:ristiana. fbe tollow1ng paasagea tram the Bible supported 
the rel1g1oua juatitication tor the establishment ot cel1bU7 
among the maubera ot the Harmony Soc1ety.S6 
Hi• diseiplea aaid unto him, If the cue ot tbf man 
be ao with hie wite, 1 t is not good to lllll'rJ'•5 
But he said unto them• All men cannot ~aoetve tb1a 
8Q'ing• a ave they to Whom 1 t 1 a g1 ven.50 
FOJ1 there are some euwcha. wbich were so born from 
their mother's womb, and there are eome eunuoha• 
which were made eunuchs ot mens and there be eunuchs• 
which have made themselvea eunuchs tor the k1ngdoa 
ot heaven's •*•• Ht that is able to receive 1t, 
let him receive 1t • .59 
For in the resurrection th91 neither many, nor are 
given in_marriage, but are aa the angel.a ot God 1n 
heaven.bO 
For I would that all men were even as I myself• &t 
every man bath bia proper gift if God, one attar thia 
manner, and another atter that. 
I aay therefore to the unmarried and widow, It 1a 
good tor than it th~ abide ev.-i as I. 62 





~ Corinthians 7•7. 
621 Corinthians 7t8. 
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Now concerning virgins I have no commandment of the 
Lorda yet I give my judgement, aa one tha!_,bath 
obtained mercy of the Lord to be faithful. ~ 
I suppose there1'ore that th1a 1a good for the present. 
d1atreaa, I say, that it 1a good tor a man so to be.t14 
.But this I aay, brethren, the time 1• aborts 1t re-
maineth• that bath they that have wives be aa though 
they had none.~ 
But l woul.d have you w1 thout care1'ulnea1. He that 11 
unmarried careth tor th1ngs61hat be1ong to the Lord, how be may please the Lord. 
But he that ia married oareth for the thiMS that are 
ot the world, how he mav plea.aehS.a wire.67 
There 1a difference also between a w1te and a virgin. 
The unmal'l'ied wman oareth tor the things of the Lord., 
that ahe may be holy both in body and in spirits but 
ahe that 1a married careth tor the things ot the world, 
how she may pleas• her husband.. 6U 
But they which shall be aooountecl worthy to obtain 
that world, and the resurrection f'Jlcm the~ea4, 
neither many, nor are given in marl'iage.~ 
And they- sung ae it were a new song berGl'e the thl'on•• 
and before the rour beasts, and the eldera: and no 
man oould le8l'll that song but the bulldred and f'or'7 





661 Corinthiana 7:32. 
67I Oorinthiana 7:33. 




Tb.ese are they which were not defiled with womenJ 
for they are Virgins. Thea e are they which tollaw 
the Lamb wbitheraoever he goeth. These were re-
deemed fPOm among meQ. being the first 1'1'u1 ts unto 
God and to the Lamb.Jl. 
The other juatitication for celibacy waa int he doetP.tne 
of the dual nature of man. According to the teachings of 
Father Rapp, Adam waa a dual being containing within h1mael.t 
both sexes. To substantiate this doc~ne, Father Rapp 
referred to Geneaia 1126 and 27.72 
And God said, Let us make man in our imaze, after our 
likenesac and let them have dominion over the .tisb 
of the sea, and over the tovl of the air• and ova 
the cattle, and over all the earth, and over every 
creeping thing that ereepeth upon the earth. 
So God created man 1n his own image, in the image of 
God created he him; male and female cJ."eated he them. 
In addition, the Rapp1 tea b elined that Adam was a rein• 
carnation of God not only in likeneaa but 1n knowledge, 
l'ighteouaneae, and holiness. Adam having a theanthztopio 
nature (haring both divine and human qua11t1u) and containing 
both aexee would have been able to propogate ott"spring with-
out the assistance ot a female. 73 However, Adam became 
discontented when he observed the lowff animal.a were in paira, 
male and f'anale. Henoe dea1P1.ng oompanionship, Adam became 
restless which caused a physical strain that made him f'all 
71Revelat1on l.414. 
72Aaron w1111ams, The Hampmr Sogitt,;, P• 99. 
13Aaron Williama. ihe Ha,mom; Soc1et:,, p. 98. 
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into a deep sleep. Adam had abused the treedan that God gave 
him by succumbing to an irregular desire of the feminine 
element of his kind. God observed the loneliness o:f Adam and 
in his sleep separated the f Emale e1anent tram his body• 
thereby creating Eve. When Bte offered the forbidden fru1 t• 
Adam no longer resisted the temptation and aubmi tted to hie 
f aninine deairea. The tru1 t whioh Adam and ~e ah.are wu o~ 
a "poisonous quality whioh introduced the seeds of disease 
and death into the human .fitan•• and induoed the unholy sexual. 
paaaion which is implied in the discovay or their nakedneaa 
and the awakening of the sense of shame. •74 
To answer the commandment of God to "be fruitful and 
multiply.'' the Rappites believed that Ood would have provided 
the merging of the male and female elaiunta within man•• 
being so that a new individual would have been created with-
out physical pain. The off'apring would have been not onl7 
the son of man but the son of God as Jesus was the aon ot 
Mary. Thia myatical conception ot Adam and the origin ot 
sin contributed to the acceptance ot celibacy by the Rapp1tes. 
It was their belief that 1n order to have a theanthl-oplc 
nature auoh as Adam possessed 1n the beginning• one must 
restrain from intercourse. The tirst aon ot Adam was ot hia 
own 11keneaa and not ot the likeneaa of God. 'rb.eretore, the 
74Aaron w1111ams. The Harmony Societx, P• 100. 
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Rappites believed that the practice of celibacy waa in 
accordance with God's original dea1gn. 7S 
However., this theological explanation or the virtues or 
adhering to a c elebate lite was not made mandatory tor all 
members of the Harmorq 8oo1ety. Celibacy beeame a voluntal"J' 
custom and not a oompulaory- rule. fhe manbera of the Sooiet:Y 
realized that oalibaoy waa not au1ted to nerycn-only to 
those who had the deaire and vocation tor aueh a life. 
Father Rapp reoognizecl tbia when he atatedl "!l.'b1s narrow 
way 1s not for everyone, I have already united eevffal 
couples and ezpeot to unite aev81'al more. •76 !he tollowing 
oommant by Richard Plower gave a good 1na1ght into the 
practice of celibacy by the Rappit•. 
They- do not :torbid marl'iage, as aome haTe 
repraaentedJ but 1 t 1a one of theil' teneta that 
the in.cumbranoe CJ'eatec! bJ' fam111.ea ia an hindrance 
to the ap1ritual1'7 ot chr1st1an•, and 1t !a th!' 
opinion whioh d1s•ouragea mar1age amongst them. 7 
In addition, Dr. Mull61' told William <>wen 1n 182.S that marriage 
waa not prohibited in the Harmony Society. 76 
The voluntU'Y' nature ot pract1c1ng cellb&el' was apparent 
when familiee eont1nue4 to live togethe11. Tb.we were no Nles 
7SAal'on Will1ema, !'ht Hpmgn_y Spc1etY, p. 101. 
76John Samel Duaa, !'he Haneonlata, P• 27. 
77 Richard Plower• J«!Sitera :rrom L!51 ngton and the 
1111no1a. P• 11. 
7S"Df4I'Y of William Owen," P• 1.32. 
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or precautiona taken to oheck on celibacy. 79 When Adlard 
Welby visited Harmony in J.819, he observed that there were 
many children in the community. 80 M8.l'r1agea continued to 
81 
occur among the Rappl tea and children w8%'e born eveey year. 
The married couples who practiced celibacy oontinued to live 
together but restrained .from a conjugal relationship. If' 
celibacy had been a precept ot the lial'mony Society, there 
would have been no need tor a school tor the children. It 
thwe were l"equ1rements to adhere to cel1baoy, these would 
have been included in the Articles of Aaaooiation. Although 
oel1baoy was voluntary among the manbera, Father Rapp always 
exalted it as a high ideal, pure, holy, and more acceptable 
to God. The ei'.fect ot Father Rapp'a reverence f'or celibaey 
did not completely eliminate marriage among the Rappitea, but 
the di.scountenance tor it nearly amounted to a prohibition 
on religious grounda.82 
The idea or celibacy as enunoiated by Father Rapp waa 
consistent with his position as the religious and aeculu 
head of the Society. Father Rapp u the leader of the 
community had otten been described aa an autocrat. W'1111am 
~11 s~:' 1~1im· 1l~~ 0'-\i!:ffle J~~!~1~"!!'~!. 
8oAdlard Welby, V1fit to NQEtQ gaer1ga, P• 262. 
8lw1111am ~lish Papers, MSS, Indiana State Historical 
Sooiety Library, fnd1anapo11a, Indiana. 
6
~11111am Herbert, A Visit to the Colom: gt Hgmom, 
P• 330e 
Tell Harris who visited Harmony in 1818 made the following 
comments on Father Rapp• a au tbor1 ty as the leader of the 
Harmony Society. 
Here ta a large body of people, active• 
indust:l'ioua, possessed of much physical strength, 
:vet unanimously resigned all their indi vidua.1 
energies to the despotic contJIIOl and government 
of one man, whose word and nod are as the mandate 
ot the Russian autocrat; yet he haa no lite-
guarda, no armed force, no bastile, no executioner, 
to give et"ticacy to bia command. Mr. Rapp is, w1 th 
them, all things ecoles1ast1cal .. e1vil, polit1caJ., 
commercial, supreme. The general appearance of 
health and content in the people, provea the wisdom 
w1 th which he order• the diet, cerc1s•, and 
uaoo1ationJ while the astonishing abundance ot 
produce, and of the vaious article& ot manu.taotui-e, 
equally manifests his skill 1n arran9a!g and guiding 
the physical powers of the cormauni ty. 
As far as the government ot the Harmony Society waa 
concerned Father Rapp decreed 1 ts rulea and regulations an4 
arbitrated any questiona that ai-oae. In his position u 
supreme authority he vaa assisted by Frederick Rapp, the 
church elders. and the various superintendents in the 
community but in essence hia word wu law. 
8lw1111am Tell Harris, R9PIQ'1'I made P.YrJ.ng a ~og ~ugh 
the umted St1tea, P• 1.34. Hf1111'y'owe Sihoolcraf't, :ave 
1n the dentra1l9rt1or. ot tp.e ,>t1ss11a1pp1 VaJ.ln, states on 
page 166 that ther app vu the pontifical authority ot 
the Harmony S0oiet7. William Herbert, A Visit to th.e CoJ.om: 
ot H6£P!~P on page 331 stateat "•• Rapp is alike their 
spiri tuteacher and temporal directer, who is as muoh 
accustomed to superintend their operations in the ti elds and 
factoriea, aa to leoture them on their duty..... He is their 
alpha and omega- w1 thou t whom the, do nothing,. and p,erhapa 
would have been nothing.• Charles B. Stuart, "Notea on a 
Journf11 to the Western Sta.tea in Campany with Captain R. N. 
Desha, 1819.• Mss. I11ino1a State H1ator1cal Society Library, 
Spring.tield• lllinota1 on page 27 deacl'ibea Father Rapp u 
ruling his tollowera with a rod ot iron.• 
All this power .. however, was adminiatered, not 
selfishly or tyrannically, but in a truly patriarchal 
spirit, and with a aingle eye to the tanporal an4 
spi:r,1 tual weltare ot hie people, who loved an4 
reverenced him as a rather, and never thought ot 
qu eation:S ng hie right to all the authority vh1eh 
he claimed. It is not to be wondered at that he be-
came impatient ot contl'adiotion or opposition., and 
had a reputation for harshneaa and severity among 
outsiders and exoommun1oated members. He did not 
hea1 tate to fulminate apiri tual thunders against 
bold tranagreaaora • whom he regarded aa ottending · 
not only against the accepted ?9Ulet ot the Society, 
but also against t.he authority ot God, vhioh waa 
claimed as aanot10D1~ the pr1no1plea on whioh the 
S0ciet7 waa tounded.oq. 
The authority wh!ob Father Rapp held was not ueed u a political 
despot but rather aa a patriareh who aought to guide hia 
followers according to the teaobings ot the Bible. 
However, Father Rapp was not pretat1oua and alcof' with 
his people but mingled w1th than freely. Re was opposed to 
idleneaa and "believed much in WOl'kJ tho!Jght hll'd tiel4•WOJ.'k 
a good cure tor epil'itual as well as bodily d1aeue.•8S 
He was very receptive to his followers and talked freely and 
cheerfully w1 th than. His character was of' a fatherly nature 
in that he S}Dlpathized and counseled the mE1mbera Who had 
perplexing probles and trials. In the oonvel'aationa with 
hia t'ollowera he uaually spoke on the subject of' religion u4 
the conduot of' daily lite. He taught that love of one'• 
84Aa.ron Williama, Tat .Hanaom Spc!etJ, PP• 40-41. 
850harlee :tlordhott, The Ogmmun11ttc Soe1et1ea ot t1n1t9A 
stata. P• 91. 
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fellowum. should be aupraae and the rule of daily lif'e. The 
duty of eaoh member was to live a sincere and religious lite 
and to put aside eelt1ahnesa. Father Rapp stressed the 
importance of leading a lit'e of' si111Plio1t'f• bum111t:,. aeJ.1'-
86 
saoritic•• self-examination, indust17, love, and prayer. 
Father Rapp's theology waa of' the old aposto11o tradition. 
The Bible waa his aole guide tor spiritual matters. He did 
not adhere to spiritualism vhioh vu the belief' that deceased 
persona could communicate with mortals, but he did believe 
that he could communicate directly With God and his followers 
regarded him aa a prophet. 87 It waa thia aspect of thia 
theology that prompted the Rappitea to be millenariana. fhe;r 
believed that the second coming of Jesus Christ was near at 
hand. Father Rapp believed that he would live long enough 
88 
to aee the appearance of the Sarlour in the heavens. The 
millenarian v1ewa of' the Rappitea were acccrcU.ng to the 
following Scriptures: 
Which alao aaid, Ye men of Galilee, why atand ye gazing 
up into heaven? this same Jeaua, which is taken up f'liom 
you into heaven, . ahall so comt in like marmer u ye 
have aeen him go into heaven.69 
86 Charles Nordhot:t, !p,e Cgppqnn1st1c SocietJff pt Uld,ted 
State!., P• 87. 
87J. Schneck, The m.atPn of !few Hanom;, P• 6. 
88miar1ea Bordhotr, !b• commu~i:10 soci~!I ot un1t94 
SJ;atea. P• 86. The Rapp1tea upeot tbe aeo eoming ot 
the Lord in the ,ear or 1829. Karl J. Arndtf 11 The Harmoniat 
and the Mormons, AJgqiqan Gpan Rffiew, X June, 1944), 
p. 6. 
89 Acta llll. 
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And he shall aend Jesus Christ, which before was 
preaohed unto you. 90 
Whom the heaven must receive until the times o'E 
restitution ot all things, vbich God hath spoken by 
the mogih of all bia holy prophets aince the world 
began. "'I 
Because the creature itself alao shall be del1vere4 
from the bondage of corruption 11to the glor1oua 
liberty of the children of God. 9 
For we know that the whole creation groaneth and 
ti-availeth in pain together until now. 93 
And not only thSJ, but ourselves also, which haTe the 
tirst tl'Uita of the Spir1 t, even we ourselvee g19oan 
within ouraelvea, wciting tor the adoption, to wit• 
the reel emption of our body. 94 
Father Rapp and his followers believed that the millt!llmium vu 
to be the start or Obriat•s one thousandth year.rule on earth. 
Thia was oontrary to most Omtistians who believed. that the 
mill.mnium preceeded the judgment day. 1'b.e Rappl tee alao 
believed that man would be restored to the dual nature ot 
Adam aa in the beginning during Cbr1at•a rule on the earth. 9S 





'14itomana 8123. Other Biblical paaaagea which the Rappitea 
referred to ooncening the aeoond eom1ng of the Lord weres 
II Peter 3•13J lcdtiel 37:21; Amoa 91ll•lSJ Jer•iah J013J 
Zechariah 12:lOJ Romana 9&12•32J I Thesaalon1ana 4•13•18J 
Revelation 2014•$; and Isaiah 6(U21. Auon Wllltama, .ll\l 
Hpmony Soc1ett, PP• 107 .. 108. 
95Aaron Williama. '&ht Harmpnv Soqiep, P• 108. 
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contributed to the1P voluntary acceptance of celibacy .tor ther 
felt that it waa unreal.1stic to bear ohildren !n a world of 
sin and to be occupied with sensual pleasure• when the aeoon4 
coming of the Lord was imr:d.nent. 96 When Father Rapp waa 
dying, he atill strongly believed that he would w1 tness the 
appearance ot Jews Christ in the heavens tbat he aaid1 "I~ 
I did not know that the dear Lord meant I ahould pJteeent you 
all to him• I should think my last moment• oome.n97 One ot 
the reasons that the Rappl tea had aooumulated veal th was to 
have auffioient money to go to Palestine if need be when 
Chl'iat returned to earth.98 
Father Rapp also taught that whenever an ind! v1dual 
sinned he disturbed the harmony of the universe and •1n order 
to restore it again we 111.1st either do something• or it that 
was not posa1ble we mat auf'ter something. w99 However, the 
Rapp:ttea did not believe in everlaat1ng pun1ehment. Father 
Rapp felt that the spirit of harmQDJ' and good will among 
men had been distorted and diseased With the tall ot Adam. 
But in the end God would eliminate a1n and autter1ng 1n the 
world and restore 1 t to 1 ts original nature ot hal'mon;r, 
9"9D1ary ot William Owen,• P• 132. 
97charlea Nordhoff• Da,e Omm,am,at1c Sqsd:&1•• ot United 
S~at!!., P• 86. Father Rapp died at th& age ot e1ghtJ•n1ne 
on August 7, 1847 at ~ODCIDJ', Pennsylvania. Christiana F. 
Knoedler, ihe Hgplon,y S005=et;z, P• 33• 
9SChal'lea Nordho.t1", .he Qgpppu'llat1c Sqgiet1 ea of Unit@a 
State§, P• 9.Se 
99nD1ary o.t William Owen," P• S4. 
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beauty, and happineaa.100 The desire or the Rappitea to 
live 0£ harmony contributed to their beliet in pac11'1em end 
refusal to serve in the state militia.101 The idea ot the 
spirit of hai-mony among the Ra.ppites was seen in the :tollO"'t1• 
ing account. 
Unless the human mind be pure and enlightened 
the principle• ot a Fraternity can neither be under-
stood nor appreciated... o, preaumptuous man I You 
view the treasures ot Heaven as a oommon stock; why 
not consider then the treaaurea ot :Earth in the 
aame light? It 1a reasonable to suppose that he 
who cannot learn to share with hie bJ!IOther in this 
lite will not easily do ao in the World to Come and 
that no ane need expect to 1'1.nd happineaa in a 
heavenly society ot men unless he first learn and 
practice thi,2 aoc1al 'lrl.rtu es here among bia rellow 
ereaturea.J.O, 
The Rappites believed that when people were united tor 
the welf'are of all, the most noble state a:iated. They telt 
that d1aputea among men should not be settled by political 
methods but ratbc,r according to the teaohinga of Jeaua 
Christ. Life at Harmon7 was conducted accox-ding to this 
principle as described by Adlard Welbyt "Nothing short or 
a pure religious principle, certainly net worldly interest. 
lOOoeorge B. LoolcWood• '£he New Hai,nony QQMlllnitiea. P• 22. 
lOlRicharc.1 Flower• Letters t.gn Lexingtgn ,md the I111no1J, 
P• 17. In the state of Indiana each wb!te male between the 
ages ot eighteen and tor'J-tive waa required to aerve in the 
state militia f1ve days of each year. Charles Kettl.eborough, 
Constitution Making in Ind1ana1 l78o-1815• Volume I (III 
Volumea, Indtanapoliat Indiana Hlatorical Oommisa1on• 1916), 
P• 109. Rovner, the Rappites refused to serve and paid a 
fine of seventy-five cents for each required day thereby 
releasing them of' the militia obligation. "Diary of William 
Owen.," P• · 93. 
102Thoughts PD j;he De,stiny ~ Mane pa,ticularly w1r 
J;lete~enqe n& thC? Pr,eaent 'l'imw, ( e Harmony Society in ndiana, 
l8fili , P• • 
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could keep such a community united in hal"mo:o:yJ that here ta 
an example of 1 ts doing so is at tirst view highly grat11'y1ngJ 
it gives prcnise that the time may arrive when mankind may 
generally adopt it.•103 The Rappitea did not claim to be a 
distinct religious sect and had no of'r1c1a! writto.n creed. 
Furthermore they made no attElllpt to convert outsider& to 
their belieta. Many inquiries were made by interested 
outsiders as to the operation and principles of the Harmony 
Society. The 1"ollow1ng lettel's written by Frederick Rapp 
to Samuel Worcester in 1822 and Samuel Patterson in 1823 
gave a cleu and accurate pioture or the Harmony Society. 
We can not refer you to any book nor send you 
a pamphlet informing you of our pr1no1plea and 
management.••• Tb.ere is nothing written or print• 
eel. • • except a sort of agreement. We • • • see how 
everyth1?J8 1a aha.ken in lts baae by the present 
period; how all kingdana and states tranble and 
totter; also all religious sooietiea, sects and 
parties have no solid hold upon their old systema 
and tol'ms ••• how moral oorrupt1on baa universally 
crept into a11 ramca, so that most ot the people 
are lawless and unconae1one.ble and regard ne1the 
civil order nor care to exercise true Christian 
religion •• •• Of a1l these evils and calami tiea 
Harmonie knows nothingJ eighteen years all she 
laid the foundation to a new period •• indeed• 
after the original pattern o.t the pr1m1t1ve 
church described in Acta of Apostles, chapters 
2 and 4... e..nd nov our Conmruni ty stands proo.t 
firm and immovable upon this rock of truth ••• 
al though unknown and disdained, we have lived. 1n 
happinea1 and peace, hence our unity, temporal as 
well as sp11'1 tual1 baa increased tram yea, to 
year.... Since the mo:L-al worth ot right and 
wrong is already implanted into the heart of 
each man s.t h1a creation, there remains nothing 
103Adlard Welby, A Visit to North America, P• 261. 
to do but to open the inwa.rd f'eel1ng and keep it opm. 
Then it t'ollows or course, that those susceptible ot 
Light exE>l't themselves to lead a v1rtuoua and godly 
course or 11te, and When they inadvertently act 
againat the truth and commit sins or errors they 
are ashamed of it, come and reveal it thmiselves to 
the superintendent ••• • No hypocrite can exist here, 
there:tore thesr withdraw t'rom the Community, sooner 
or la.tel" and nee to the wol'ld at large.•• and in 
this manne our Community remaina pure without using 
constraint or rigor •••• We also believe tor certain 
that the nigh approaching Kingdom ot Jesus Christ 
will be governed and conducted in the same manner aa 
well here upon earth as in the Realm ot Sp1r1 ta.••. 
For in the Kingdon of God no person poasessea aught 
of' &n1thing ot his ovn, but all things in oommon, 
and there:tore we all have only one Social interest 
hee1 and Brotherly love ~!INI eu1"t1cie.nt impulse ••• 
tl'eeJ.y without compulsion.104 
We live in peace and unity• which gradually binds 
us taster and taater into one bod7 • whweor one manber 
renders to anothei- the necel!ISaJ."1 aasietanoe, which 
facilitates the toils of llte 1n great measure. 
One cannot expect to csommne with God Who can 
not get on W1 th his tallow men. On1y in social lite 
can mankind attain 1ts desti.ny. Only in such a society 
is life tJ'Uly rree. There political and religious 
1nat1tut1ona are united. There is no tear of alav1ah 
laws and penaltiea; tor the good man 1s also the 
truly ;tree man. for he obeys the law or nature. aa 
well u of truth, :ti,c,m a a mse of love. When he 
recognizes what 1s tl'Ue, good and us~l. be doea :lt 
without oompulaion, entirely because it is good and 
true. This freedom prevails in the Harmony Society. 
In the common household of this brotherhood, the 
greatest order. 8lc111 and diligence are observed 1n 
the moat m1mte as well as the most extensive trana-
aotlona. Here wealth 1a possessed in abundance. and 
all oares ror sustenance are rattoved and rorgotten. 
No aluggard oan lite in tbJ.a amicable confederation• 
tor p erm1aa1on is never g1 ven to &n7one to eat hie 
bread in aintul indolenoe. Male and female, ol~- and 
young• are uaetully employed according to their 
powera ot mind and bocly; all oontl'ibute to the w•l• 
fa,ae ot the whole• and .fltom the common stock a.re 
aupp11ed with a11 the neeeaaar1ea of 11te. 
The var1ou s branches of the economic common• 
wealth, regularly conducted and united, tom one 
great machine, the principal wheel or which, when 
in motion, put• all the rest in motion for the in-
terest of the whole. In their mutual enjoj1lllents all 
the members are contented and happyJ none is rich or 
poor; the causes ot distress and clamor in the world 
are not experienced or even known here. Hov oould 1t 
be othel'Wiae? In eatine, dJri.titing and clothing• 
everything ia plain and simple, like nature herseU' 
in her household• wh1. ch we nec&a8ar11y take ae an 
example tor imitation in our eoonomical regulationa 
for the restoration of a happier age. Here er,, 
possessed suttioient means tor oonvenia:ic•• and a 
competent knowledge for their application to the 
rational and uset'ul purposes ot lite. Where so many 
useful, a.otive persons are harmon1ooal'1 united• 
there must be, and evidently ia, a tl"Ue kingdom of 
God. 
Thoae who choose sueh a life are such as are 
oonaoioua or their 1mper:tect1ona and diaaatisfied 
with themselves and have not perverted their moral 
tacultiea. 
In thia mann§r the whole human race will eventually 
he ameliorated.105 , 
In the Rappi te religious meetings "the true kingdom ot 
Godft which .Frederick Rapp described was emphasized. There 
were two church services on Sunday and a Sunday school for 
the children. During the week there was also a clmrch 
service on Tb.ursdaey evening.106 On Sunday the religious 
services started with Sunday school at nine o'clock. The 
adult members obs81'Ved. the childl'en as they exhibited their 
religious knowledge and this usually lasted tor tvo hour•• 
lOSFrancis Victor Calverton. !Jjlere AngelJLDff!Sl to 
IJ.) .. oad (Indianapolis z Bobbs-Merrill Company, 1941, PP• 79.ao. 
l06George Be Lockwood, 'l'he, ,New Harmony C9DIP)Un1ti ea, 
P• 34• 
At noon the church service began and contimied for approximately 
one and one-halt" houra.107 After the congregation vas seated 
with the men on the right hand side of the podium and the 
women on the le.ft side, Father Rapp entered the church. On 
the podium was a table where Father Rapp sat while delivering 
his sermon.108 Behind Father Rapp in an enclosed space vaa 
the choir and the elders of the chUrch. l09 Since the Rapp1tea 
were previously Lutherans in Germany, their church service 
wae somewhat similar. However. Father Rapp waa opposed to 
ostentation and eliminated needless forms and cera,,oniea in 
the church service.110 The church service started with a 
hymn .followed by a prayer. Atter this Father Rapp delivered 
his sermon in a bold and figurative style using many gestures. 
After the sermon a few songs were sung. The church service 
ended w1 th the congregation repeating a prayer after Father 
Rapp.111 The other Sunday service started in the evening 
around six o'clock and lasted until eight o'clock. Thomas 
l07John Melish• Trayela Through the Unite;g States, P• 9. 
108 Ma,dm111an Prince of Wied's, Travels 1g the In,ker1or 
N th e 8 • 8 in Reubon Gold Thwaites, editor, 
W at a. 8 (XXXII Vols.; Cleveland: 
Arthur H. Clark Company, 190 • 1. 142. Herea..tter cited 
aa Maximilian, Tfayels in North America. 
109 
Charles Nordhoff, The Communistic Societiee of Uptted 
Statea, P• 87. 
110Cb.arlea Nordhott, Tp.e Copgun1at1c Socitties or United 
States, p. 92. 
lllMaxim111an, Travels 1n N9tth ~,rig&, P• l.42. It 
Father Rapp oould not be in eburoh on unday, Frederick Rapp 
or one or the elders gave the sermon. 
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Hulme who vis1 ted Harmony in 1818 described the Rappl tea aa 
going to church on Sunday "nearly the whole time trom getting 
up to going to bed. • 112 The mid.wedt church sel"Vice held at 
six o • cloak on Thu1'8day wu ot a different nature than the 
Sunday service. It was similar to a Quaker meeting where 
the various members gave short talks and many prayers were 
sald.113 Usua117 strangers or outsidws were not allowed to 
attend the various church meet1nga.114 
In addition. other religious meetings occurred during the 
week. The manbers were divided into five groups oonaisting 
ot old men. old women, young men. young women and children 
or both sues. During the wet'k these groups met to diaousa 
Lgious matters.115 Each person brought some matertal aa 
at was best in religion and morals for man•s temporal 
116 
eternal welfare." Fathw Rapp v1a1 ted these varioua 
tings and encouraged his followers to live a Christian 
e. A.fter the meetings the manbers returned to their 
ea betore nine o'clock which was the currew time.117 
112Thomas Hulme Ji rn of 
R eu bon Gold Thwa.1. { e.:.s-., ~ed=-::.=i~t·o...llr:C,.::'l,:-..;_;i...:_:-.¥~ a...;.~_ ~::.Au.~-~ ru-:a ._..'Jt. r--:... . ;,~:..:.'/:,, U!i.:r.::'rJ-. -:::-.:-""_ ::.;.,.~....,.·-
. 6 (XXXII Vols. J Cleveland: Arthul" H. 
>4. Hereatter cited as Thomas Hulme, 
, West. 
113w1111am Cobbett, ~ Years' Reaidence 1Q j;he United 
~ P• 51$. 
114w1111am Faux, Mggorable Days in Amer101, P• 249. 
llS John Samu el Duaa, 'I'he Harmon1stg, P• 30. 
116John A. Bo1e, "The Harmony Society," P• 348. 
117Franc1s Victor Calverton, WQere Angela Dared tg 
~ p. 82. 
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When the Rappites went to bed at night, the nightwateh• 
men made their rounds. There were two nightwatchmen and each 
adult male per:f'ormed this duty .fourteen nights eaoh year. At 
ten and eleven o'clock the nightwatchmen called out: "Again 
a day is past, and step made nearer to our end; our time 
118 l"Uns away, and the joys of Heaven are our rewal'ds." At 
mid-night they called outs "List unto me all ye people, 
twelve strokes aound :f'rom out the steepJ.e, twelve gates 
119 has the e!ty of gold, blest is he Who entera the :f'old.• 
At three o'clock the la.st call was made which wass 
a night 1a past, and the morning is come; our time runa 
away, and the- joya of Heaven are our reward. 11120 With the 
passing or the night, the Rappl tea arose again in the moming 
between five and six o'clock to start their daily tasks. 
The Rapp!tes were dedicated to living a 11:re guided 
by the spirit o:f' harmony and according to the principles ot 
the primitive Ohl-istiana. They had a unity or purpose to 
serve the welrae or their community. No attempt vu made 
to change or alt er the soc! ety of their neighbors• The 
only way in which the members or the Harmony Society sought 
to in.tluence the outside world waa by living a rel1g1oua, 
ll8John Melish, Travels Through the United States, P• 6. 
ll9 John Samuel Duaa, The Hagoniats, P• 30. 
120 John Melish, 1';:ayel,a Tb,rough the United States. P• 6. 
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unselfish, and industrious life in aooordance w1 th the 
principles they possea•ed• The daily lite or the community 
was not subjected aolaly to laborious taaka and sel:t• 
denial but to a lite that recognized human virtues and 
eapab111 ti••• Ignorance and prejudicea had no place in the 
Harmony Society but equality and forgiveness were paramount. 
The religious concepts were not ot a superf'icial nature to 
provide personal gain tor Fathw Rapp or :tor any member 
of the Harmony Society but were tenets of the entire goup 
and ingrained in their daily 11te. 
THL DEPARTURE OF THE HARMONY SOCIErY FROM Il;D!ANA 
The people in the sunounding area who visited Harmol'lJ' 
either out of curiosity or to obtain goods or services 
observed a society which was the oomplete anti thesis of' 
their otm. The Rapp1te neighbors. who were of a r.t-ontier 
disposition stressing the value of individualism and competi• 
tion, were skeptical of any systan Which dictated religioul 
beliefs or daily aetivities. When they viewed the Rappite 
settlement which had acqufred wealth through eollective 
effort, they cwld not help but envy their accomplisl:mlents. 
Richard Flower rEmarlted on the attitude or the Rappite 
neighbors s "He could not fai 1 to contrast the comforts 
and conveniences surrounding the dwellings of the Harmoniata 
With the dirt, desolation, and disoomforts of his own log• 
hut. It opened to hia mind a new train of thought ••• 'I 
studies and I studies on it. •01 
The regimental 11:fe in the Harmony Sooi ety was oontrary 
to p crsonal treedan which the :f'ronti ersman enjoyed. The 
Rappites were, said one observer,"••• pities by their 
American neighbours, for the implicit obedience they pa,., 
l George Flower, HistP.lY of the lbglish Settlement, 
p. 281. 
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and the absolute subjection they are under, to their 
leader. "2 Thomas Hulme descl'ibed the viewa of the surrounding 
inhabitants toward the Rappitea by stating that their n ••• 
le.hour is concomitant to slavery or ignoranoe. Instead ot 
their improvements, and their success and prosperity alto-
gether• producing admiration, 1:r not envy, they had a social 
discipline, the thought of which reduces these feelings to 
ridicule and contempt."3 
These opinions were based usual.ly on little information 
or no understanding or the principles of the Harmony Society. 
The Rappitea spoke on1y German thereby' restricting 
communication w1 th outsiders and made no attanpt to explain 
or proselyte the fundamaital principlea of their Society. 
What 11 ttle contact the Rappi tes had w1 th their neighbo!'a 
was through their business superintendents of the tavel"l11 
store, mills, and various rus1nesa agents. However, the 
jealousy and dislike of th«lr neighbors towed them waa 
due pl'imal"ily to their commercial activities. 
The antipathy ot the1.r neighbors was aroused bP.Cause 
the Rappites were more then willing to sell their own 
products but had no interest tn buying the pl"Oducta or the 
area in return. Since the products of the Humony Society 
2 
William Tell Hal':r1s. Rapa,kp made Dur:lpg_ A Tour Through 
\be United States, P• 13S. 
>rhomas Hulme, ~ 1ii Tfr 1~ ~e We=~· P• 60. Taias ~ Fordham• l lt Jt e oayel states on 
paGe 208 that the people in the nearby ooontr"yaide hated the 
Rappi tea since they would not a1lov dl'umenness in their 
tavern. 
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were vaztied and o:f good quality, the trade or other merchants 
was stifled, allowing t:he Rappi tes to take most 01' the 
business in the area.4 In ad.di t'ton. the Rappites woold not 
extend eredi t, accepted only specie money or at times 
marketable goods such as .t'urs, and this tended to cause ill 
feeling toward the Society since specie money was scarce and 
the people needed credit. Added to th'-s, the money wh1ch 
the Rappitea accumulated. was seldom spent and thua decreased 
the amount of curl'eney in circulation 1n the suITounding 
reg:ton.5 
The agitation of the flwont1ersman against the Harmony 
Society possibly contributed to Father Rapp•s decision to 
sell their sett1Elnent in Indiana 1n 1825 and return to 
Pennsylvania. However, it is impossible to cite one 
pal'ticular reason to explain why the Rapp1tes decided to sell 
thei!' community. 'l"here are• nevei-theless, several possible 
factors which could have contributed to the!?' decision to 
retnl"l'l to Pennaylvan1al Father Rapp was concerned that hia 
followers would become lax and object to the demands ot 
communitarian living, since they had adequately established 
their community and were comfortably situated; Father Rapp 
was also :rea.rtul that his followers would usurp his author! ty 
unless kept busy and confronted with the taaka of constant 
4John Woods, '.&Ho Yevs Residmoe in I1l1no1Jh P• .316. 
Sw1111am Newnham Blaney, .ftn &.cyraion Through the United 
states and Canada, P• 290. 
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work; they desired a more healthy climate f'l'ee from malaria 
infestation; and they were interested in securing more 
lucrative markets tor their products. 
With the exception of' thG last motive none of these 
reasons seemed vill.d and significant enough to prompt the 
selling ot Harmony and the mov.tng to Pa:msylvania. The 
neighbor's views could not have been al.l derogat.oey s:tnce 
the Hamony Soc! ety provided many products which would not 
he.ve othei-wise been available and b"oauae Prederiok Rapp bacl 
s.ided both a tat e and local govwnments. The claim that Fathei-
Rapp feared hia followers would beoome lackadaisical i• not 
justified since the Society as stated in the Articles ot 
Association wns concerned w1 th providing the neceaa1 ties o~ 
life tor all manbere and promoting general wel1'1ll'e, and to 
do this eveyone had to do his share. The 1d• that the 
members voul.d usurp the authority of Father Rapp was incon• 
sistent w1 th their religious dedication toward the principlea 
of the "primi t1ve• Cbztistians and the benevolence ot Father 
Rapp. The reason regal9ding unhealthy conditions pertaining 
to mal81'1a 1s doubtful since there had been no reoccurrence 
of the malaria epida1d.e since the .tirat years ot eatabl:tsh. 
ment. 6 
The explanation which app81"ently has the most weight vu 
6rn 1822 there were only n. ve death• and 1n 1823 there 
were only tvo deaths in the Harm~ Socd. ¢7. Dona1d 
McDonald, "The Diarlee, 1824-1826., P• 26o. 
the distance and the availability of markets tor the aurplua 
products of the Rappl tea. 7 In connection vi th thia was the 
depreciation ot state bank notes and the laok of apeoie 
money 1n oiroulation.8 Since the Rapp1tea had developed 
their industries to the point where they produoed a large 
quantity o.t goods to aell, it wu important that they- had a 
greater outlet tor these goods. Howev8l', the surrounding 
area d14 not pi-oride suitable markets. By mo'Ying to 
Pennsylvania the Rappites would be ~thin a poximity ot 
available markets due to a larg&l' population and where apeoie 
money was in great• circulation. S1noe no olear cut 
explanation was ever ot.tered by the Rapp1tea .tor leari.ng 
Indiana, it is d.1:tn.oult to substantiate their motive or 
moti vea and 1 eaves only the realm o.t apeoulation to explain 
their deciaion. 9 
Before the Rappitea could depart from Indiana certain 
preparations had to be made auch aa selecting a location 1n 
Pennsylvania, making the necesaay arrangemanta tor the sale 
ot Harmony, and securing means to tranapon the poaseuiona 
7.Edward E. Moore, A Oo'ftur,; pf IpdilJll (Nev Yorks 
.American Book Comp8JJ1', 1910 • P• 273. 
B~e HVJDOm: Society in P!P1JlxlV@P11, P• 12. 
9When Father Rapp was asked wh7 he le.tt Indiana, "He 
replied in rather a w~ to a'f0!.4 the question, tbat thia wu 
thelr third aettleent, that they had oompleted a good town 
and cleared & well cul ti vat eel a luge tract ot land whi oh 
they bad tound 1n a state or nature, they had leas now to 
do at H8l'lllon7, wanted a new aituation to work upon, and he 
added halt amiliny• That it had been foretold to h1m tba t he 
should remove to th1a last settlement & die here." Donal.4 
McDonald, 11!he Diaries• 1824-1826, • P• 2.31. 
and members to Pennsylvania. The third location ot the 
Harmony Society waa aelected by Fltedm.olc Rapp, eighteen 
m11ee north of Pittsburgh on the Ohio River and consisted 
of three thousand acres. After the purohue vaa made in 
April of 1824, Father Rapp and one hundl'ed members left 
Indiana to ata11t the constPUction of the nar home tor the 
Harmony Sooiety vhioh vaa ca1led Fconomy.1o 
Before the Rappites oould move to F.conomy, lll'ranganenta 
had to be made to aell their holdings 1n Indiana. In Ol'dep 
to :fac111 tate the aa1e of Harmony, the member• deoided by 
unanimous conaent to grant to Frederiolc Rapp the power ot 
attorney for d1apoa1ng ot their property• The document 
g1 ving Frederick Rapp the power of attorney was aigned bJ' 
ti ve hundred and one adult members (24$ men and 2.$6 women) 
on March 2, 1825.11 Having the author! ty to a ell the 
Rappite settlement 1n Indiana, Frederick Rapp ooad.aa1oned 
Richard. F.lower to act as his agent in diape>11ing ot the 
property of the Harmony Sooiety.12 
The reasons wb.'y' Riobard Flower waa oboaen u the ag•t 
to sell Harmony were1 he had been one ot the foundera ot 
10 John Samuel Dusa. aiie Hqmoniata, P• 57. 
llneed Recor« ~de D, Recorder'• Office, Posey County, 
Indiana, PP• ll9•12~Bee Appendix :rmmber seven tor a 
cop,- of' the dooummt granting Frederick Rapp power ot 
attorney for the Harmony Sooiety. 
12George Flower, Hiaton; o.t j;he .§1sliah Sett;i_apent, 
P• 279. 
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Albion. Illinois, which waa only twenty acne miles tram 
Harmony, and since he had had dealings with the Rapp1tea, 
he had first hand knovl.edge of the.tr aettlementJ in addition, 
he was in the prooeaa ot mm:1ng plam to return to EcJglan4 
where he OQJld poaaibly locate a bu7•• Riohard Flower'• 
trip to l!hgland waa the moat iDlportant r aotor a1noe Fathea, 
Rapp had received a letter ot inquiry in 1620 concerning the 
nature and operation of the Harmony Societ7 .tl'mll another 
CODD111nitarian leader, Robert Owen.13 When Riobard. Plow• 
arrived in England, he had the following advei-t1a•ent 
printed deacr1b1ng the property ot the HaJ.lmony Soo1 et7. 
This advertis anent provided a good deaC1'1pt1on of the HumoD7 
Sooi et:,- in 1a2s. 
TOWN OF HARNONY, 
POSEX' COUNTY, STATE OF INDIANA 
NORTH AMER[ CA. 
TO BE SOLD BY PRIVATE OONTRAC'l', 
The Highly msteemed and :Much Celebrated town and 
SErTLlM.ENT OF HARMONY, 
The Universal Admiration of Travellers• 
THE PROP .ERTY OF FRID.EB! at RAPP, ESQ. 
Situated Tbirty~eJ.ght Degreea North Latitude, 
ON THE EMT BANK OF THE WABASH 
13oeorge Flower, Hiatorv; ot the 9l1tb Sett1agg, 
P• 372. 
Navigable About Two Hundred and Fifty 
Miles North, Towards Lake Miohingan 
PECULIARLY ADVANTAGEOUS FOR TRADE TO VINC»fflES 
AND ADJAC:EET COUNTRYJ 
RAPIDLY I NCRFASING IN POPULATION: 
ALSO, TO THE OHIO AND MISSISSIPI RIVIRS SOUTHWARDS. 
THE ESTATE CONSISTS OF 
TWDlTY THOUSAND ACRES 
Of Rich Fertile Patented 
FREl!HOLD LAND, 
Sui table tor the Growth of Indian Corn Cotton and 
every description of Grain, THREE THou!AND ACRm ot whioh 
are under Fence, and in a High State of Cult1 vat1onJ 
TWELVE ACRES are Vineyardat oovering the hills, adding 
beauty to the surrounding seen_,., and produoing a 
lattge quantity ot Win~ and are a source of considerable 
proti t to the Owner1 nuRTY-FIVE ACRES of ORCHARD 
planted w1 th Fourteen Hundred Apple and Pear Titeea, 
with sundry Peaoh Ol'ohards, in tull bearing, pro-
duoing many Thousand aJahels of the ohoioest Fru1tJ 
a due proportion aet w1 th Orassea, and Pasture 
Grounds conveniently interwoven vi th, and adjacent 
to the Farming Buildings. 
THE HOME.STALL, 
Consists ot 
THREE PRAM E BARNS• 
One Hundred by Fifty Feet eaoh; a THRASHING MACHINE, 
capable of thrashing Five Hundred Bushels per Day; 
Stables, Cow Houses, HAY BARNS, and FARM YARDS, 
sufficient f~ the size of the Eatablisbment. 
THE TOWN• 
Cona1ata ot 
TWEBTY-ONE SUBS TANT! AL BR! QC.BUI LT HOUSES, 
Four of wh1 ch are Sixty Feet by S.ghtyJ ~ee Stories 
high, with attaohed and detached Oft1ces, Stables, 
Gardena, well planted. w1 th a variety ot Fruit 
'l'reea, a handsome Orangery and Green-house. 
A GARDDl OF FIVE ACRES, 
Well planted with Medicinal Herbs, Flowering Shrubs, 
and Dwarf Fruit !l'reea, with a RURAL ROTUNDA 1n the 
centre, aunounded with a Labyrinth. One House sixty 
teet by aixtyJ One ditto th1rty•a1x by titty. FIFT.l!.EN 
Two-story Brick Dwelling Houses or different sizes. 
TW.EJ:JTY.FIVE good weather-boarded Housea, substantially 
built and well painted, with suitable Ofi"ices, Stables, 
Yards, and Gardena attached and detached. 
~GHTY-SIX Log and Dwelling Houses, 
with garden to each. 
A LARGE THREE STORY FRAME OR WEATH:ER-BOARDE:> 
MERCHANT MILL• 
With Three run of Stones on a Boye.rd, on the Backwater 
of the GREAT WABASH, convenient to Navigation. 
ONE THREF-STORY GRIST MILL, 
Wol'k ed by Steam libgine. 
ONE STONE AND ONE BOARDED GRANERY, 
Sixty Feet by Forty eaoh• 
Three Stories high. 
ONE LARGE BRI Q{ STORE AND WAR&iOUSE, 
With adjoining Roams. where an extensive ~aineas 18 
al.ready- establiahedc One Tavern, with convenient Rooms, 
extensive Oellars and Stabling for upwards ot Twenty 
Horses, with Carl'iage Houses, and other Oonveniencea. 
ONE LARGE TWO.STORY FRAME FACTORY, 
With all neoeasary and convenient Buildings tor 
manuracturing WOOL and COTTON into YARN and CLOTH. 
ON.E OIL and HlMP MILL, and a SAW 1"1ILL, all by Water 
power. 
A TAN YARD, (with FIFTY VATS, BABR: MILL, and SHEDS• 
For holding a large quantity of Bark 
and Leather, w1 th OFFICES for currying. 
A BR.I CX FI ELD I 
With Sundry Sheds and Coverings for the making a large 
quantity of Bricks; a Coarse Pottery adjoining. 
A BREWHlY and MALT-HOUSE. 
and TWO SMALL DI ST'!LLERI ES• 
TWO CHURCHES• 
One or wh1ch is FRAME BUILT, t1f"ty-1'1ve :reet by f'itty• 
Steeple, and well painted; the other rlRIEIC-BUILt. with 
substantial Stone Foundation, one hundred and twenty• 
five by one hundred and thirty teet. 
The Town is abundantly supplied 
with Spring Water or the finest quality. 
'l'HI S CONCIBN is well worthy the attention of' 
CAP! TALISTS, who lfiah to invest a large PropertyJ and 
is highly advantageoua tor c8.l"l'y1.ng on the Manuraotu:rea 
of Broad Cloth, Caaaineta, and other GoodaLplain and 
coloured; or tor an excellent MERCANTILE D..t.1110T tor the 
supply of W.EBTERN AMLRI CA1 also peculiarly adapted 
tor large R:ELIGIOUS COMMUNITIES who may be deairoua 
to form a settlement. 
THE 'l'OWN is capable or accommodation& 
tor upwards of' ONE THOUSAND INHAmTANTS. 
THE W:IOLE W'I LL BE SOLD IN ONE LOT• 
And the Purchaser may be accommodated by hal.1' the money11,. 
remaining on the Security or the Premises, at Interest. 
At"ter Richard Flower visited Robert <>wen and described 
the property or the Harmony Society I Robert Owen decided to 
to to the United States and discuss the possible purcha.Se of' 
14nPart1culars of the Settlement and Tmtn of Harmony." 
Harmony, Ind! ana with Fred8l'1clt Rapp. Robert Owen arrived at 
Harmony, Indiana on December 16, 1825. lS Arter Robert Owen 
examined the Rappite settlement and talked with Frederick 
Rapp, they arranged a meeting to discuss terms tor the 
purchase of Harmony at Richard Flower's home in Albion on 
December 28. However, no agreement was reached at that time. 
It was not until January .3, 1825' that the papers were signed 
by Robert Owen and Frederick Rapp for the sale ot Iiamony, 
Indiana.16 
The agreEl'!lent for the sale ot the Rapp1 te aettlanent on 
January 3 1 1825, was a binding contract but all of the terma 
were not completely settled. The agreane.nt or JanuarJ 3 
involved a payment of t'l.251 000 payable in installments. 
However, on April 21, 1825, the terms of pa._'VlUent were re-
duced to 1951 000 payable in ca.sh ror a1l real property.17 
20.097.13 acres, With al.l buildings and 
improvements, expressly including the i'own Clock 
and Bell•, al.l the furniture o~ every description 
1S 
"Diary of William Owen," p. 71. 
16nonald McDonald• "The Diaries, 1824-1826-" p. 26$. 
Richard Flower received five thousand dollars for h.is serrtcea 
in promoting the sale of Hal'mony to Robert Owen from the 
Hal'mony Society. John c. Leffel, H1atoJ.'!1 ot Posey C9un:t,, 
Indiana, P• 102. 
17 Arthur lbgene Beator, Jr., Backwqpds Utriys 
S t 1 d Ow te tar! 
e - Philadelphias University ot Pennsylvania 
resa, 19 0 , footnote 74, P• 180. Moat likely the Harmony 
Socie,;y eut.tered a losa in the sale of their settlement. In 
1821, the estimated value of the Rappite cODUlllnity was two 
hundred and twenty thousand dolla:ra. However, the Rappitee 
were fortunate to aell auoh a la:rge eatate to one person and 
in a aingl.e cash pa~ait. Western !µn tpd Gener@J. :'\4vert1as (Vincennes, Indiana), June 2, 18211 p. • 
in the Tavern, the Copper Drew K attle, nine Dye 
.Kettles, some of which are Iron and Copper, 
thirty luge & tan small Stoves & Pi pea, the 
~;t:~~!!e~~tw~~l~~~.~;:~:inn-4 
n addition, Robert Owen also purchased other chattles such 
ts livestock• implGDents, and store goods for forty thousand 
lollai-s payable in two equal installments on the tirst ot 
1ay in 1827 and 1828. The deed tor the trans:rer of land to 
Robert OWan was reoOl'ded on Decsnber 10, 1825. Att€2' Owan 
aa.d purchased the property of the Hal'mony Soc1et,-. he wrote 
the following lettm.- to his psrtnel', William Allen, in New 
Lanark, Scotland.a 
I have bought the nocks & herds & 1mplElllents 
of husbandry & stock of store goods & alto-
gether as ruch in value including one yeara 
stock of provisions for a thousand people• 
as in England would have cost a princely 
i'ortune, !"or these art1elea I get 2 & 3 
years credit if I do not find it more ad-
vantages (sic} to pay tor than at t1. .. 1J end 
of this year.19 
Be.fore and during the time that negotiations were being 
made, the Rappi tea were malting preparations to move to Economy. 
18 Arthur Eb gene Bestor, Jr., B1~91da Utopias. footnote 74, P• 180. The remaining acres of the ep pi tes were sold 
at a later date to various individuals a.ft61' the Harmo~ 
Society had returned to Pennsylvania. William Maclure, one 
of the mEl!lbers Qf Owen's colony, purchaaed seven thousand 
and four hundred acres on March 1, 1830 ror eleven thou sand 
dollars. E:l.tri eda Lang, "The Irihabi tents of New Harmony 
Accol'ding to the Federal Censua of 18.50, n P• 361. 
19Arthur Eugene Bestor, Jr., Baokwoods Utop1aa, footnote 
74, P• 180. 
In order to transport the m anbers and some of their possessions 
to Eoon0t:1y, the Rappites built e steamboat. The boat waa 
launched on November 27, 1824 and was christened the William 
20 !'enn. In Decmber it was towed up to Pittsburgh. to have 
21 1 ts steam engines installed. Before the William P§M 
returned from Pittsburgh, some or the Rappites embarked on 
22 
the steamboat Indiap.g on January 7, 182.$. On March 4, 182S, 
the steamboat Phpe:pi2t left Harmony with about forty Rapp1tea 
bound for Eoononcy-. 23 On Harch 17, 182S, the W1111am fmm 
returned to Harm0l17. William Owen described it as a tine 
boat of about one hundred and .f1tty tons burden. T"ne 
William Penn lef't the next day with around sixty Rapp!tes.24 
The Wi111g Penn returned again and departed on March 28 with 
one hundred and thirty mE:tnbers.2$ By May 17, 182.S, allot 
26 
the members of the Harmony Society had arrived in F.con®iy. 
20 
John Samuel Duss, (i;99;rge Rapp and ffl.• Associates, 
P• 2$. 
21 
"Diary of William Owen," P• 52. 
22 Prederick T. Weasel, "Shawneetown and the Harmony 
Society;• P• 12. John Caldwell, the Rappite business agent 
in Shawneetown, and Captain Beckwith of the IndiftPI had 
agreed to tl'anaport a group ot the Rappitee and a load 
o~ cargo from Shawneetown to l:Qoncany for one thousand 
dollars. 
23
"D1ary of William Owen," P• 123. 
24"D1ary ot William Owen," p. 127. 
2S"Dial"'J ot Willian Owen," P• 131. 
26 
'lbe Ha,monv Society in Penpf;;y;;J.yanip., P• 1$. 
It is interesting to point out that one of the Rappites, J. 
Scheel, wrote in chalk underneath the wooden stail'Way in 
dormitoi-y Humber Two the following inscription when the 
Harmony Society decided to move to :Ebonomy1 "In the 24th 
of May, 1824, we have departed, Lord, w1 th thy great help 
an6 goodness in body and soul protect us.n27 
During the time the Harmony Society was in Indiana 
i'l'om 1815 to 1825 they had accumulated a great deal of wealth. 
The economic success ot the Re.ppltes was rernal'kable. In 
1825 the estimated per capita wealth ot each member (mant 
woman and child) was two thousand dollars whereas in 1804 
it did not exceed twenty • .ttve dollars. When oompaed with 
the nat1ona1 average o.f per capita wealth in 1825, it waa 
ten times higher and compared with the average in Indiana, 
it was nearly fourteen times higher. In addition, when 
compared w1 th Massachusetts which had the highest average 
per capita wealth of any state. it was seventeen hundred 
dollars higher. 28 Before Robe~ Owen paid .Frederick Rapp 
n1nety-n.ve thousand dollars in 1825, Father Rapp deposited 
27Nora c. Fretagoet, "Rappite Rooming House number 2, 
Later Known as the Fretagoet Bui1ding1 New Harmony• Indiana•" 
Speech g1 Vfll by Nora Fretagoet to the Posey- County 
Historical Society at Mount Vernon, Indiana, Janu81"1 ,30• 
1928. MSS, Mount Vernon Public LibraJty, Mount Vernon, 
I nd.1 ana, p • 3. 
28Rob ert Owen, TJareadipg Ny Wg, p • 240 • 
one hundred and fifty thousand dolla.N in a Pittsburgh bank 
29 
in 1824 when he led the first detachment to Economy• 
Not only hs.d the Harmony Society served as an example o~ 
what could be gained economically from a collective effort 
but also what could be provided f'or the individual manber. 
The members had all the necessities of life, the services 
of a doctor, tree ed.ucat1on, cultural advantages with a 
library and musical groups, ca.re for orphans and the aged, 
equal rights for all,- sell' sufficiency, absence of relig1oua 
discord, and unity of spiritual matters. rtie Rappites had 
a lite f'B.1' in advance of their time and fa%' superior to the 
typical frontier conditions. It was no wonder that the 
frontiersman was astonished and amazed and 1'ound it hard to 
comprehend this unorthodox settlGnent and way of life. 
As one views the a.ccompllshmenta and operation ot the 
Harmony Society, he can not help but wonder why this 
particular communitarian society was ao aucceas1'ul. No 
s1n1le reason can be attributed to its auocess tor man.7 
factors were interwoven and fused together to produce a 
hal'monious and productive community. Suceeaa was acquired 
from an integration of leadership, the people themselves• 
common German hentage, and religia.us ties. Had any i'actor 
been eliminated perhaps the Rappitea vru ld not have been as 
auccesstul. 
29 Donald McDonald, "The D18.1'1os, 1824-1826," P• 232. 
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Father Rapp'• divinely inspired leadership wna honest 
and benevolent. He was ably assisted by Frederick Rapp who 
had a good ltnowledge of' bus1.nesa and initiated many o-£ the 
industrial activities of the community Which were profitable 
and allowed the Rappitea to be sel.1"-suf'ttcient. The maab81'8 
of the colony were obedient to and believed in the leader• 
ship or the Society. This in tum was due in part to their 
German background which was devoid of individual liberty 
common to the Un!t;ed States and in part to their :ra:t th in 
the goals or the Society. Since the Rappi tes spoke only 
German• contact by them wi tn the outside world was limited 
thereby prohibiting undesirable outside influences. The 
members knew a variety of skills and were dilii,;ent workers. 
again the German infiuenoe of ,.ndustry and hard work. The 
ma.nbersh1p was homogeneous and the Rapp1tes shared the same 
religious views. Their religion was a cohesive force whioh 
accounted for their belief' in equality and the wel:fare ot 
the Society as the primal'y objective. The non-mater1al1atio 
attitude of the mflllbership eliminated greed, individualism• 
and competition which could have promoted d1saonanoe and 
oontlict. The net result of these elements was one o:f the 
most prosperous and noteworthy co?l'mllnitarian colonies 1n the 
United States• When the Rappi tes l e.tt Indiana. they had le.tt 
an indelible mark which wu never completely erased. 
APP.Ui'DIX ONE 
ARTI CLl:S OF ASSOCIA'l'ION 
Whereas, by the tavor of Divine Providence, an assoc-
iation or col'llil'lln1 ty has been rormed by George Rapp and 
many others, upon the basis of Christian fellowship, the 
principles of which, being faithfully derived from the sacred 
Scriptures, include the government of the patr1archa1 age, 
united to the community of property, adopted in the days of 
the apostles, and wherein the simple object sought• is to ap-
proximate, so far as human imperfections may allow, to the 
fulfilment of the will of God, by the exercise of those affec-
tions, and the practice of those virtues which are essential 
to the happiness or man in time and thl'oughout eternity; 
And, whereas, it is necessary to the good order and well 
being of the said association, that the conditions of mem-
bership should be clearly understood, and that the rights, 
privileges and duties of every individual therein should be 
so def'ined as to prevent mistake or disappointment on the 
one hand, and contention or diaagreanent on the other; 
Therefore, be it known to all whom it may concern, that 
we, the undersigned, citizens of the county of Beaver, in the 
Commonwealth of Pennsylvania, do severally and distinctly, 
each for himself• covenant, grant and agree, to and with the 
said ~eorge Rapp and hia aasooiates, as follows, vizi 
Article lat. We, the undersigned, for ourselves, our 
heirs, executors and administrators, do hereby give, grant, 
and forever convey to the said George Rapp and hia associ-
ates, and to their heirs and assigns, all our property, real, 
personal and mixed., whether it be landa and tenements, 
goods and chattels, money or debts due to ua, jointly or sev-
era1ly in poaseaaion, in remainder, or in reversion or expect-
ancy, whatsoever and wheresoever, without evasion qua11:f'i-
cat1on or reserve, aa a tree gift or donation, ror the bene-
fit and use ot the said aasociation, or community, and we do 
hereby bind ourselves, our heirs, executors and administra• 
tors, to do all such other aots as may be necessary to vest 
a ptn·ect title to the same in the said association, and to 
place the said property at the full disposal of the superin• 
tendent of the said community without delay. 
Article 2d. We do further covenant and agree to and 
w1 th the said George Rapp and his associates, that we will 
se'.:erally submit faithfully to the laws and regulations 
ot :::aid community, and will at all times manifest a read7 
and cheerful obedience toward those who are or may be ap• 
pointed aa superintendents thereof, holding ourselves bound 
to promote the interest and welfare or the said community, 
not only by the labor or our own hands, but also by that of 
our children, our families, and all together who now are, or 
hereafter may be, under our control. 
Article )d. Ii' rontrary to our expectation it should so 
happen that we could not render tb.e fa:1 thiul obedience a:fore-
said, and ehould be induced from that, or eny other cause, to 
withdraw :f'rom the said association, then and in such case 
we do expressly covenant and agree to and with the said 
Jeor~e Rapp and his associates, that we never w1.ll claim or 
demand, either for ourselves, our children, or tor any one 
belonging to us, directly or indirectly• any compensation, 
wages or reward whatever for our or their labor o~ services 
rendered to the said comrnuni ty, or to any manber thereof, 
but whatever we or our f'amiliea jointly or severally shall 
or may do, all shall be held and considered as a voluntary 
service .for our brethren. 
Article 4th. In consideration of the premises, the said 
George Rapp and his associate& do, by these presents, adopt 
the undersigned jointly and aeverall.,-, as members of the 
said commun1 ty, whereby each of them obtains the pr1 vi1ege 
of' being present at every religious meeting, and of Feceiving 
not only for themselves but also f'or their children and 
families, all such inatruetiona in church and school, as may 
be reasonably required, both for their temporal good, and 
for their eternal felicity. 
Axtticle 5th. The said George Rapp and his associates 
further agree to supply the undersigned severally with all 
the necessaries of lite, as clothing, meat. drink, lodging, 
&o., for themselves and their families. And this provision 
is not limited to their days or health and strength; but when 
any of them shall become aick, infirm, or otherwise unf'1 t for 
labor, the same support and maintenance shall be allowed as 
before, together with such medicine, care, attendance, and 
consolation, as their situation may reasonably demand. And 
if at any time after. they have become manbers ot: the associ-
ation, the father or mother of a tamily ehould die or be 
otherwise separated from the community, and should leave their 
family behind, such family ahall not be left orphans or dea• 
titute, but shall partake of the same rights and maintenance 
as before, ao long as they remain the association, as well 
in sickness aa in health, and to such extent as their circum-
stances may require. 
Article 6th. And if 1 t should ao happen as above men-
tioned, that any of the undersigned should violate his or 
their agreement, and would or could not submit to the laws 
•3• 
and regulations of the church or the coUIDUni ty, and for 
that or any other chance should withdraw rrom the associ-
ation, then the said George Rapp and his associates agree to 
refund to him or them, the value of all such property aa he 
or they may have brought into the community, in compliance 
with the first article of' this agreezQent, the said value to 
be ref'unded without interest, in one, two, or three annual 
installments, as the said G-eorge Rapp and b!a associates 
shal.1 determine. And if the person or persons so withdrawing 
thE1121selvea were poor, and brought nothing into the com-
munity, notwithstanding they depart openly and regularly, 
they shall r&ee1 ve a dona.ti on in money, accordj.ng to the 
length or their stay, and to their conduct., and to such 
amount ae their necessities may requ1re1 in the judement of 
the superintendents of the association. 
1Aaron Williama, Tp.e Harmony Society, pp. 129-13. 
APPEIIDIX TWO 
MEMORIAL TO THE PRllSIDlffl.' BY THE soar E1'Y OP 
HARMONY 
TO Ill3 1XC:ELLil{CY THOMAS JI!FF:ERSON, ESQUIRE PRI:SIDllJ'r OF THE 
Uli"ITED S 1l'AT.i.S OF AMilUCA. 
The Memorial of George Rapp & Society of Harmony in 
Butler County Respectfully sheweth: 
First tlle Reason of their l:migration to America, Second, 
their oonce:rns in that place where they live presently, and 
~ird, their purpose of purchassing a quantity ot Land of' 
the United States. 
Your Memor1al.1sta are natives of the Electorate or 
Wurtemberg in Germany, and have bem thore incorporated to 
the uitheran Religion af'ter the Law or the Country yonder: 
having become acquainted through the Grace of God & ih-
lighten:tng of the holy Spirit with the decline of the 
Chriatianism since ltghteen Years, so they vaa going the Way 
of Piety, af'ter the Sense of Jesus, and formed a proper Com-, 
rouni ty, the Number ot which now amount to about Two thousand 
men; having been persecuted & punished in many manner ror 
sak:e of the Truth wldch they perdue and confessed, they 
was necessitated to look for a place, where is liberty of 
Conscience, & where they may exercise u:nprevented the Religion 
ot the Spirit of Jesus. Your Memorialiats understanding by 
the History of the United States, America would be such a 
place,. the whole Society was unanimously resolved to send 
their Leader George Rapp accompanied with some brethern before 
them, to inquire about the Country; atte.r whose Uotice are 
alreac.y in Phil & Baltimore arrived about Fourteen hundred 
rien, which body of PtiOple consists ot Tradesmen, Farmers and 
chiefly cultevatora or the Vine, which last occupation they 
contemplate as their primary Object,. and wilst they know to 
plant and prepair Henp & Flax, having good w1.1avers among 
them; so they are intentE:.d to ereot too a Linen Nanut'actory. 
Whereas the Culture 01.' Vine requires a peculiar climate & 
Soil, Your Memorial.1st George Rapp baa 1!4.ghteen month ago 
been travelling 1n the Western part or this Country. on the 
North side or the River Ohio, in quest of a suitable situation 
for this body ot People & their purposes; where he had f'ound 
a piece of Land, thirty Miles north ot the Ohio, & about 
Ellghty miles west of Pl ttsburgh, which Land he understood 11 
the property of' the United States, and which he had .flattern 
Reasons to believe will answer to the objects in view of his 
fellow Country men, however when he was travelling be.clt to 
Philadelphia to expect the ships with his Friends, another 
bought the best Section out of said Land which he had 
choosen--and 1f they were gone further back into the Woods, 
they would have put themselves in a Distance of 60-80 miles 
from all settlements about, which they would not venture 
out of Warning and Counsel of many experienced men; thereof 
they bought f'our thousand .five hundred acres ot Land in 
Butler County in a Distance of 26. Miles of Pittsburgh, for 
two Dollars a half' pr. Acre. 
The Society en.greases de.yly, and a.tter the Letters Your 
Memoralists have got lately from Germany, they expect as 
much men more as are here already. The Land where they live 
presently is too small, too brocken & to cold for to raise 
Vine. Your Memoralists can not whether h1 t to their aim in 
cultivating Vineyards nor extend themselves; On Account ot 
this Your Memora11sts Respectfully sol1cits from the Govern-
ment to grant them a Quantity ot about Thirty thousand Acres 
of Land {more or less, as the Government will deem it) 1n the 
western Country• where Your Memoralists will choose a suit-
able piece of Land for their purposes, if' the Government 
will grant. 
Your Memoralists beg to represent, that when they was 
selling their Houses and Properties 1n Germany, they got 
scarce half the value o;f it; that they had large expences ot 
Travel by Land & Sea., having a good deal unwealthy People 
among them for which they paid Fright, that they bought their 
Lands above mentioned by Cash, that they spended much Mony 
by regulating of their Households after the 3reetest bti-
gence, that they bought Oattles for two tholfeand Dollars, & 
that they had a whole Year to buy Victuals f'or about nine 
hundred men. in that manner their Estate has been diminished 
they can not pay directly the Land for wh1cl-:. they supplicate, 
they therefore Respectfully Solicit from the Government To 
allow them a Terms of four, eight and twelt Years. After 
three or tour Years Your Memoralists will be able to pay 
thereon about, twelf or rifteen thousand Dollars. The whole 
Society does bind themselves as long as there shall be exry 
property among them. Your MEllloral1sts hope that the Govern-
ment will deem 1 t good policey, and be dosposed to encourage 
an l:migration so valuable, as they flatters themselves, this 
will prove to this country. 
Finally, Your Memoralist deem it incumbent on him further 
to represent, that he left a cood Deal. Members of his Society 
in Germany, desiring support o.f the Society, to be brought 
too to America, but finding it impossible to undertake too 
unwealthy a Charge• most ot them being indigent Circumstances, 
he found it necessary to decline such Overture, but he deem 
1 t his duty to represent the Case to the Govfil'nment, and ii' 
it should sie Cause to engage the needed but no.neat and in-
dustrious People on their arival in this Country, That Your 
Manoralist with all those associated with h1m are willing to 
be bound to the United States for any advance 1t may juge 
right to make than. 
A11 · of which is Respectfully Subm1tt 1d. 
Geo:rg Rapp 











Fri ederi ck Hurtz 




Jacob Friederich Braun 




J Ch Wuld 
*Joseph Katznan 
Thomas W8hrle 






Joh Gorg Frffh. 
Christian Barohel. 
David Lentz. 
Joh: Michael Schanbacher 
Michael Pris. 
Diets Knodel. 
Joh: Georg B8hr1nger, 
Joh: lberhardt Zundel, 
Georg Veater 
Johannes Seiber 

















Johann Georg Velte 
Christian Stroheck ~ 
Johannes Bauer & cet. 










*Sebastian Vaihiner 3 Ju(n)g Matheus Reiff 
Bern.hard Dttrw'11'!hter 
Ludwig Werner 
ihan Vi ehmai er 
J oharmes Mu schler 
Wilh. Schreiber. 
Jak. Schreiber. 
F. Wilhelm Schmid. 
G. Hurlebanna. 
Alt Jacob ihrman. 
Carl Frdt Mtfller. 
1Hans j!,rg, familiar .term of Johann.ea Geora. 
2Weber, or weaver. 
)Jung, or junior. 
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J. Adam Leibbrandt 
Jae. Zimmermann 
Mihael Dien 
Hs Jorg Keppeler 
Gottlieb Scherle 








Georg l eible 
Jacob Llupele. 
Johannes Bluerle. 
Joh. Georg Bbln>in..~er 





Brudr. Hock & cet.;;;) 
TO rrrs i:XCELL1'NCY THOMAS JEB1F~RSON, lSQUIRI:: PH1SIDll~ OF THE 
UNITID S'.L'ATES OF AMl:RICA. 
Your Supplicants, which are lately joined to the Society 
of Harmony in Butler County have not been present when the 
Memorial. of George Rapp and his Associates was made & de-
livered; Whereas they Solicit from the Government & agree with 




4Alt, or senior. 
SBrother Hock and family. 
Johanes Widmann 
Michel Zundel Ju. l:.ekenspe:iger. 
•5• 
Joh Jakob: Laffpple 
Matth!fus Seidel~ 
Johan. Stephan Henz 
Christoph Mohl 
Jacob Friederich Soh1el 
Johannes Meier 
Christoph Mohl jun. 
Joh Georg Keppler 
Christoph .fri edrioh Weeber 




Joharm Georg Kandel. 
Jacob Kandel.6 
Johann David K.'b:M.g 
Johann Gottlieb Henning. 








Jacob Geisel Schw1lle 
Balthas Bertsch 
Johan Georg Heid 
Johann Casper CJ&tz 
Johannes Kappel 
Math'lus Hining 
Georg Friedl Schmid 









Jaoob Spengltll' 7 Jgs Georg Sohmid. 
7c1ar'!e l:dwin Carter, editor, r.e ~gr1tor1a1 ransa 
of the Uni~ SJ;ates, VII• PP• 330•33 • 
APPENDIX THREE 
CHART OF THE LAND PURCHASES OF '.l.'JflE RAPPITFS IN POSE{ COUNTY, I11DIANA 
GRANTOR GRANTEE DATE OF DEE) DESCRIPTION SLCTION TOWNSHIP RANGE ACRES DATE RiX:'D 
Thomas Rogers G, Rapp 5•9-1814 NW 1 t 14 160 3-21-1815 P1•esident of u.s. o. Rapp 12-1-1814 NE 31 13 160 2-1-1820 
President ot u.s. G, Rapp 4-1-1815 SE 29 4 ~ 160 11-18-1819 President of u.s. 0, Rapp 4-6-1815 Frac. 25 t i~.69 2-2-1820 President of U .s. G. Rapp 5-24-1815 SW 20 1.3 2-2-1820 
President ot u.s. G. Rapp >-itl815 SE 31 ~ i~ 160 2-2-1820 President ot u.s. G, Rapp a-1 ·1815 S! 1 320 2-2-1820 President ot U .s. G, Rapp 8-16-1815 Frac. fi·35 14 253.88 2-.3-1820 
President or u.s. G, Rapp 8-16-1815 Frac. ~ 14 568 • .32 2-2-1820 Preaident ~ u.s. o. Rapp 8-16-1815 F:rae. 11 14 6o7.93 2-3-1820 
President or u.s. G, Rapp 8-16-1815 Si- 6 5 13 .320 2-3-1820 
President or U .s. G, Rapp 8-16-1815 NE 6 5 u 16o 2-3-1820 President ot U .s. G. Rapp S-16-1815 2 
ft 
640 2-3-1820 
President ot U .s. G, Rapp 8-16-1815 Frac. 19 13 776.05 2-3-1820 
President of u.s. G. Rapp e-16-181.S SW i 13 . 160 2-.3-1820 President ot u.s. G, Rapp 8-16-1815 NL tt 13 160 2-3-1820 President of u.s. G. Rapp 8-16-181$ NW .31 l.3 288.75 2-3-1820 
Pr eaident of U .s. G, Rapp 8-16-1815 Frac. .30 tt 13 895.83 2-21-1820 President o:t U .s. G. Rapp 8-16-1815 SE 20 13 16o 2-24-1820 
President ot u.s. o. Rapp 12-23-1815 Ni 29 4 13 320 2-3-1820 
President ot u.s. G. Rapp 7.30.1816 NE 18 s 13 160 11-18-1819 
President of u.s. o. Rapp 2•6-1817 1'~ae. 22 5 14 50 11-18-1819 
President ot u.s. o. Rapp 2-6-1817 Frac. 27 5 14 416.71 11-18-1819 
-2.: 
GRANTOR GRANTEE DATE OF DEE> D:ESCRIPT!OM SEC'l'ION T0Wl1SHIP RANGE, ACRES DATE REC'D 
Isham Fuller G. Rapp 10-31-1817 SW !Z § 13 160 12-13-1817 Thomas Toggle G. Rapp 10-.31-1817 NW 13 160 12-13-181.7 
Thomas Toggle G. Rapp 10-31-1817 SW 18 5 1.3 160 12-13-1817 
President of u.s. F. Rapp i:iti~iA Si 33 5 13 320 2-19.1820 President of u.s. G. Rapp SW 29 4 13 160 2-26-1820 
President of u.s. G. Rapp 9-15-1818 SW ~ 5 14 160 11-24-1819 President of u.s. .J. Rapp 9-1$-1818 5 i~ 640 2-19-1820 President of u.s. G. Rapp 9-15-1818 Mk 13 5 320 2-19-1820 
President of u.s. G. Rapp 9-15-1818 SW 13 5 1.3 160 2-19-1820 
President of u.s. a. Rapp 9-1.5-1818 Frac. 8 5 14 199.)0 2-19-1820 
President of u.s. G. Rapp 9•1$-1818 9 5 13 640 2-19-1820 
President of u.s. G. Rapp 9-15-1818 Fttac. 9 5 14 371.73 2-24-1820 
~esident of u.s, G. Rapp 9-15-1818 Frac. ~ ft 
14 .$21.28 2-24-1820 
President of U .s. G. Rapp 9-15-1818 Frac. 13 320 2-24-1820 
President or u.s. G. Rapp 9-1.5-1818 NE G2 13 160 2-24-1820 President of u.s. G. Rapp 9-15-1818 5 il 640 2~25-1820 President of u.s. a. Rapp 9-15-1818 12 5 640 ·2-25-1820 
President of u.s. G. Rapp 9-15-1618 7 § 13 6l#O 2-25-1820 President of u.s. G. Rapp 9-15-1818 5 13 
~· 
2-2$-1820 
Prea1dent of u.s. G. Rapp 9•15-1818 NE 20 4 1.3 2-26-1820 
President of U. s. G. Rapp 9-15-1818 Frac. 17 5 14 470.93 2-26-1820 
President of u.s. G. Rapp 9-15-1818 33 ~ ~ 640 2-26-1820 President or u.s. G. Rapp 9-lS-1818 Frac. 10 526.78 2-26-1820 
President of U. s. G. Rapp 9-15-1818 Frac. 15 5 14 40.19 2-26-1820 
President of u.s. G. Rapp 9-15-1818 Si .32 4 13 320 2-24-1820 
President of u.s. G. Rapp 9-15-1818 Frae. 3 5 14 460 11-22-1BB 
President or u.s. G. Rapp 11-.3-1818 SE 18 5 13 l6o 11-22-1819 
-3-
GRAHTOR GRAlrrLE DATE OF DhID DLSCRIPrI'ION SECTION Tmms1uP RA:iG.E ACR!:.S ,.:ATE RlX'D 
President ot u.s. G. Rapp 12-23-1818 SW 21 44 13 16o ll-24-1819 
President of u.s. G. Rapp 12-23-1818 Wi 18 ~ i,! .320 2-1-1820 President ot u.s. G. Rapp 4-12-1819 :F~ac. 
~G 570.94 11 ... 19-1819 President ot u.s. a. Rapp 4-12-1819 NW 5 14 16o 11-22-1819 
John Gale F. Rapp 4-29-1819 Pt. SL 1 Ji iG 6 A· 8-3-1819 ''1' President of u,s. G. Rapp 4-.30-1819 Frac. lO ,ll,J I 1,15 11 511.93 11-22.1819 -, 
Samuel Jones G. Rapp 5-5-1819 SW 3 !; 13 160 1-11-1820 
President of u.s. G. Rapp .5.29-1819 J~, 19 ,_, 1.3 ,320 11-18-1819 .._ 
st .... President of u.s. o. Ranp 5-29-1819 ll 5 13 320 11-18-1819 
"' President of u.s. G. Rapp 5-29-1819 NE 20 5 13 160 11-19-1819 
President of u.s. G. Rapp 5-29-1819 Hi 17 5 13 320 11-22-1819 
President of u.s. G. Rapp 5-29-1819 1~ ~ 5 13 320 11. ... 23~1n19 .... President of u.s. G. Ro.pp 5-29-1819 s :c. 4 13 160' 11-26-1819 
President of u.s. G. Rapp 5.29-1819 SE 17 5 13 160 U-26-1819 
President of u.s. G. Rapp 5-29-1819 i 20 s 13 320 11..-26-.1819 President or u.s. G. Rapp 5-29-1819 4 ~ 1.3 320 u-26-1819 President ot u.s. G. Rapp 7•21-1819 F 2 13 .320 l-29-1820 President or u.s. G. Rapp 7-21-1819 27 4 13 320 1-21 .... 1820 
President of u.s. G. Rapp 1-21-1819 SW 24 4 13 160 7ji:1820 
President of u.s. G. Rapp 1-21-1819 SW 30 3 12 160 1-2 1820 
President ot u.s. G. Rapp 7•2$-1819 26 h 13 640 7-21-1820 
President or u.s. If'. Rapp u-2-1c19 ~ 22 2 13 320 l-26-l82Q ;_) 
President of u.s. F. Rapp 11-2-1819 :uw 27 ~ iE 160 1-26-1820 .,,, President of U. S • G. Rap) u-2-1819 N'E ~ 5 16o 6-20-1820 President ot u.s. G·. Rapp 11-2-1819 !rw 5 14 160 7.23-1820 
President of u.s. F • Rapp 11.2-1819 SE 21 5 13 160 7-23-1820 
President of u.s. G. Rap:_, 11-2-1819 uw 8 1 7 l6o 1-21+-1820 
President of u.s. G. Rapp 11-2 .. 1819 SE 6 6 13 16o 7-24-1820 
President or u.s~ F. Rapp 11-2-1019 w~ 23 5 13 .320 7-24-1820 
.. 4 .. 
3RAUTOR JRAUTL'E LATl:. OF DE]}) Dl.SCHIYflON SECTION TOWHS:iilP RAJ-;GE ACRES DATE R.EC'D 
President of u.s. F .• Rapp 11-2-1819 SW 22 5 13 160 7•25-1820 
President of u.s. F,. Rapp 11-2-1819 SE 22 5 13 16o 7-25-1820 
!}resident of u .• s. !• Happ 11-2-1819 NW 33 5 13 160 7-25-1820 
President of u.s. ...,. Rapp 7•2-1819 Si 14 5 13 .320 7-26-1820 
John D. Hay F. Rapp 5-10•1821 } Pt.Frae. 7 & 8 6 14 651.94 5•28-1822 l 
Puley Hughes F1. Rapp 2-12-1824 h1i 20 5 13 160 11-1.5-1826 
1 :.reneral lnciex of Deeds in Pos!Y County, Indiana; Grantee to Grap.tor. :1ecorder' s Office. 
Posey ~ounty, Indiana. pp. 1-7. 
APPE.i.1'DIX FOUR 
Ml:MORAf4'DUM OF 1'1ISCR.LANEOU8 'l'HINGS WHICH WERE 





























barrels ot .nour 
" ot potatoes 
" ot aau erkrau t 
n or apples 
Barrel ot apples tor Geo. Rapp 
" ot oil 34i lba. 
barrels ot eggs packed in nour 
barrel of peaa tor Geo. Rapp 
" ot beef.au et 
" ot vinegar 
11 of peaohea .33t lbs. 
barrels ot old hay-wine 132! 
barrel of old brandy .34-i 
bar:i:el.s of common brandy 101 
barrel of currant wine 33! 
burel ot beana 
barrels ot dried peaches 
barrel ot rye and apple seeds 
boxes of window framee 
small barrel ot flower bulbs 
potter' a turning benchea 
chest of cloth 
barrel ot tar 
saw tor sawmill 
crank tor sawmill 
gear t•on ror sawmill 
small tuba ot butter 
small box tor Geo. Rapp 
b&l*:rel or peas 
The following articles are in Box No. l 
2 dozen German oalendara 
2 " libglieh calendars 34t yards of half •linen 
lj hanks o:r thread 
l dozen leath8?' aprons 
22 leather trousers 
2 dozen calth.idea 
2 " pig bides l " dog hidea 
t1 yards flannel t:or lining 
6 small sacks with seed.a 
l box containing ~2050 
l pair of boots tor father 
l bag with dried fruit tor father 
l bundle 0£ oakum tor William 
l piece of ? f'or Ziegler 
l piece of' cloth for 0 









Bill of Goods 
pieces or plain drab 241 & 24·~· 48 3/4 yds. 
piece of brown broadcloth 19 5/S " 
piece of 11 " 19 1/4 11 
piece of black broadcloth J.8 1/2 " 
piece of blue " 21 1/2 " 
piece blaclt 11 7 1/4 n 
pieces of red flannel 59 i/4 " 








Box l dozen German almanacs per dozen 100 





dozen magazine 100 1 dozen common 50 
barrel of oottee 160 lbs. 12 36} cents a lb. 
bar1~e1 o:r pepp81' 119 " .5.3 cents 
11 of allspice 68 " 57 
4 11 of copperas 1.$1 " 20 cents cwt 8 (0uertars) bundle or nail rods 12.so per 
bUndlea o:f spike rod.a 12.50 " 
cwt. 
" 2 
l keg of einger 41 lbs. 47 cents 
November l: Herewith I am sending the :tollow1ng 
additional articles to :till up the ships. 
They weigh 1n all 21 
@*120 per ton 
Iiittra on 162 pi eeea 
4 Large tea lcettles 
2 medium " " 
2 sma11 " 11 




l roll o:t cordar_;e 70 lbs. @ 20 cents 
l roll 8 cwt, 2 (quarters). 5 lba. ot iron 
1«tra on 12 wings 
4 7 gallons pots 
5 .? " fl 
10 4 " " 
12 3 " " 




~·o~ $i .9 
82.95 
1.00 
20 medium ovens ( probably Dutch oven) with 20 lids 
20 small ovena with 20 lids 
5 large spiders with 5 l1da 
6 medium spiders with 6 llda 
•.3• 
l pair large ) 
l pa1r medium) andironal 
1 pair small ) 
1John c. Andreasohn, "The Arrival of the RappS.tea at New 
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FIGURE 2. MAP OF HARMONY, INDIANA* 
1. Pottery Ovens 23. Barns 
24. Hay Shed 
25. Church 
2. Corn Yard 
3. Malt House 
4. Brewery 26. Old Church 
5. Wash House 27. Hotel and Tavern 
28. Bru<lcrhaus No. 3 
29. Shoemaker's Shop 
30. Cotton Gin 
6. Pig Sties 
7. Grave Yard 
8. Orchard 
31. Bruderhaus No. 1 
32. School 
33. Blacksmith's Shop 
34. Wagon Shop 
35. Store 
9. Distillery 
10. Corn Cribs 
11. Stables · 
12. Granary and Fort 
13. Greenhouse 
36. Tailor's Shop 
37. Slaughter House 
38. Apothecary 
39. Hospital· 
40. -Machinery Barn 
41. Food House 
14. Wine and Cider Press 
15. Garden 
16. George Rapp's Residence 
17. Bruderhaus No. 2 (Dormitory) 
18. Saddler's Shop 
19. Carpenter's Shop 
42. Granary 
43. Ropemaker's Shop 
44. Garden 
20. Cooper's Shop 
21. Carpenter'-s Shop 
22. Bruderhaus No. 4 
Y---E 
45. Stable 
46. Hatmaker's Shop 
47. Hatmaker's Sho? 
48. Wash House 
49. Corn Yard 
50. Granary 
.S.l. Weaver's Shop 
52. Steam House 
53. Lime Storage 
54. Dycr'-s Shop 
55. Grist Mill 
56. Wash House 
.S.7 • .Soapmaker's Shop 
58. Tannery 
59. Nursery (horticulture) 
60. Stable 
61. Barn 
62. Corn Yard 
63. Sheep Stable 
64. Sheep Stable 
65. Brick Yard 
1John William Lal'ner. h •• "Nails and Sundrie Medicines," 
PP• 128•129. 
APP Ft1)IX SIX 
AGREEM.tNT BlTWEl!N PRIDmI CK RAPP AND JOHIT CALDWELL 
FOR CONDUCTING TIU, HARMON! :E STORE IN SHAWNLRrOWN 
Articles o-:f agreement made and concluded upon, this 
first day of' January in the year or our Lord one thousand 
eight hundred and twenty four. Between Frederick Rapp of 
Harmonie in the State or Indiana 0£ the one part, and John 
Caldwell of Shawneetown in the State of Illinois of the 
other pa.rt, Witnetatha That the said Frederick Rapp hath 
employed the said John Caldwell as n clerk or Store Keeper 
who is to take charge, of said Rapp's mercantile establish-
ment called the "Harmonie Store," in Shawneetown aforesaid 
(as soon as the mercb.andiae in said store are invoiced tor 
that purpose) to be subject in all cases to the order & 
control of' said Rapp, who impowers & authorizes the said 
Caldwell, to sell& dispose of any and all articles ot 
merchandise, which said Rapp may have or hereai"ter furnish 
said F.41tablishment, other tor cash or such country Produce, 
as the said Rapp may from time to time direct. The said 
Caldwell also Agrees to attend to the Warehouse, which is 
connected with a aid Fatablisbment, and to receive in Store, 
.from time to time, all such Boxes, Ba1es &c. of goods & 
articles which may be consigned to the agency thereof', and 
hold or f'orward the Same as may be directed, of which he is 
to Rapp Keep a regular Storage Book with requisite accounts 
of payments thereon, or charges thereof', the Benefit of 
which is also to be applied solely to the use of said F. 
Rapp. The said Caldwell 1a to contract no Debts nor make 
any contracts which Shall be obligatory on a aid Rapp except 
such as Shall be neoef'aary to be made in the transactions 
of the aforesaid establishment, and those contracts to inure 
to the sole benefit of said Rapp. The said Caldwell shall 
daily set down in the Cash Book, the amount or Cash received, 
and deposit the same weekly or oftener in the Bank of 
Illinois at Shawneetown aforesaid, to the credit of oaid 
Rapp, or other wise pay the Same over agreable to tho In• 
struotions of said Rapp. The said Caldwell further e.g!'ees 
tor ecord in Books ltept for that purpose, all transactions 
& keep such accounts as may be necesfsary to ( endentif'y ? ) 
the transe.ctiona of said Establishments, and to admit the 
said Rapp or hia agent (legally authorized) at all times to 
have free accera to the Books & Stock or Merchandise in {s.) 
Mercantile Eetablishments. And the a aid Rapp on bis part 
in consideration ot the a!'oreaaid services, agrees to pay 
the said Caldwell at the Rate of Five hundred. Dollars per 
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annum, quarter yearly in law.t'ull money ot' United 3tatess 
and the said Caldwell is authorized to precure a Boy or 
Young Man to a..fsist him in carrying on the but'sineas o:r 
said lstablisbments { to be approved by said Rapp) which Boy 
or Young Man when so employed. shall. have suitable boarding 
& Clothing a.t the sole expense of said Rapp. In Witnefs 
whereof the aforesaid parties have interchangeably set their 
hands and a.f'fixed their seals the day &: yeu above written. 
Sealed & delivered. 
In presence of 
R. L. Beker 
to the signature of 
John Caldwell 
Fredk Rapp (Seal) 
Memorandum, It is hereby mutually agreed & conc.luded upon 
between tho within named Fredk Rapp and John Caldwell to 
continue the within agreement, in every pa:ot, matter! 
thing, whatsoever therein contuined as .fully and complete, 
as if the same was herein, specially & particularly set 
forth• for the term of one yefll! fltom the let January last 1825. 
In Wi tnei"s whereof the aforesaid parties have here unto 
set their hands & affixed their seals this 24th February 182.S. 
Sealed & delivered 
In presence of 
R. L. Baker 
Fredk Rapp ( Sea1) 
(.Seal) 
Memorandum. It is hereby mutually agreed and concluded upon 
between the within named lil'edk Rapp and John Caldwell• to 
continue the written ag1teement. in every pa.l"t matter and thing 
whatsoever therein contained fully & complete, as it the 
Same was herein Spec1a1ly & particularly set forth, ror this 
term of one year from the 1st January next 1826. 
In Witners whereof' the aforesaid parties have unto set 
their Rands and arr1xed their Seals the 2$th November 182$. 
Sealed & delivered 
In presence ot 
Ralph Hall 
F'J:tederick Rapp ( Seal) 
by R. L. Balter 
J. W. Caldwell 
Memorandum, It le hereby, mutually agreed and concluded upon, 
between the written named Frederick Rapp and Jolm Caldwell, 
to continue the wri ttc agreement. in every part matter and 
thing, whatsoever therein contained, as .fully & complete. 
as i.t' the Same was herein Specially and pa:rtioularly set 
.forth for the term ot one year from the first January 1827. 
liatcept the part which relates to the Receipt & Storage of 
Consignments, as the oontr.e.cting parties have mutually a.greed 
to deoline all Such Butsinset • from the date hereof, other 
than Such Goods as the Said Frederick Rapp niay from time to 
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time consign for hia different mercantile Iatabliahment, and 
it is moreover agreed by and between the said contracting 
parties., that the l;gpanses incident to employing a person to 
afsist 1n the Store is to be born equally by both, Share & 
Share alike, .from the date of these present. 
In Wi tnefs, whereof' the aforesaid parties have herainto 
set their hands & ai'f'ixed their Seals the 24th November 1826. 
Sealed & delivered Frederica: Rapp ( Sea1) 
In presenoe of by R. L. Balter 
Ralph Hall J. w. Caldwell (Seal)1 
1 John Caldwell Collection, MSS, Indiana State Historical 
Society Library, Indianapolis, Indiana. 
APP lilIDI X $ bVF.N 
POWIR OF ATTORNIX GRANTID TO FRID.FRICK RAPP 
To all to whom these presents may come, Be it known that 
whereas the undersigned porsons., membera of an association at 
Harmonie, Indiana commonly lrnown by the name oi' George Rapp 
& Associates, are siezed and possessed of' & en certain mes-
suB.;3es, lands, tennements, & heredi taments & real estate & 
also of certain goods chattels & other personal property 
situate in the States of Indiana & Illinois & especially in 
the County of Posey & State of Indiana which said real and 
personal property is of ,::;rate value. 
Now know ye that we the subscribers wishing to sell all 
our real and personal property in the State of Indiana & 
Illinois by whatsoever title or in whatsoever name or names 
the same or any other part may be held and reposing intire 
confidence in our worthy friend lt"'rede.rick Rapp of Harmonie 
aforesaid have and each of us hath made Constituted and ap-
pointed and by these presents do and each of us doth, make 
constitute and appoint the said Frederick Rapp our true end 
lawful Attorney of and for each and every one o.f use, for us 
and .for each of us and in our or any of our names or in the 
name of George Rapp & associates to take possession of all 
the real and personal property situ ate in Indiana and Illinois 
of which we or any or either of us are possessed or by any 
means entitled or interested in either in severalty or jointly 
or in common with any other person or persons. 
And also for us and for each of us in our or any of our 
Names or in the name of George Rapp & associates to grant 
bargain and sell the real and peztsonal estate situ ate as 
a.f'orement b Glong to us to any or to either of us• or ru:1y part 
share or proportion thereof, o:r us of any or of either of 
us and all our and each o:r our right title and interest 
therein for such price and upon such terms as he in hla de-
scription may think proper end to t aka in his own name any 
notes. bonds, mortgages or other securities for payment of 
the purchase money or any part thereof end also for us and 
for each of us and in our or any of our names or in the name 
of George Rapp and associates to execute and deliver con• 
veyancea to the purchasers of such real property with such 
covenants and agreements as said attorney may deem adviseable 
binding upon us and each of us our and each of our heirs & 
upon all persons claiming or to claim from or under us or 
either of ua. 
Untill the sale of the real and personal property ai'ore-
said, the said F~ederick Rapp is hereby authorized by us 
and by each of u a in our or any of our anmea or in the name 
ot George Rapp & associates to Lease let and demise for any 
term whatever or in his own name to use occupy and Employ 
the unsold property real or personal or any part share or 
proportion thereof, or to mai(e any description whatever of the 
same And to receive sue for and recover the rents issues 
proi'ti ts and proceeds ther- eof or to take in his own name 
there for any assurance obligations or other securities for-
ever and each of our use according to his discretion. 
By these presents we and each of' ua whose signatures and 
seals are affixed to this point and several power of' Attorney 
authorize the a aid Frederick Rapp generally to demand sue for 
and receive for us and for each of u a all sums of money or 
property which shall become due us or any of us by virute of 
any bargains in sales leases or other transactions herein 
authorized end also to compremise ubetrate and agree f'or the 
same or any part thereof and acquittanoes or other sufficient 
discharges therefor to make seal and delivered for us and f'or 
each of us and in our or any of our names or in the name of 
George Rapp end associates generally to execute and perform 
any thing that may be necessary in and about the premises u 
completely in every respect as we ourselves or any of us 
might or could do it personally present and an attorney or 
attornies under him for all or any of the purposes aforesaid 
to make and substituted and at his pleasure to i-evoke hereby 
rattifying and oon1'1rm1ng all and whatsoever our said Attorney 
shall do or cause to be done in and about the premises by 
virilla.e of these presents. 
In Testimony whereof, we have hereunto set our hands and 
seals this twenty first day of May in the year ot our Lord 















































Mi cha el W ein8artner 
1,achael Forstuer 


















































































I• Ohr• Muller 
Johana Muller 















Jacob .Bau er 
Christian Autrich 




Jacob l~ederieh Ifiel 
1'1ar0aretha I!'eil 
Christian Aigner 
Earl ah A:t gner 
Jacob lb.nan 
l:va 1'.brn an 
M:i. chael Star...l. 
Catharine Stahl 
George Fink 







liar:dal ena V or.-t 1,. • C rnmich Knapper 
Dorothy Knapperii-





















Johanna Wou lhaf 
Johannes Diclt 
David Lenz 


















Christ ooh er Bau el' 
Jacob Diem 

















Conrod Knod.l e 









































Mari a Prank:* 
Dorothea. Spaeth 
Catharina Schanbacher 
Lli sab eth Geiger 
Jacob rlelrer · 
Rosina Bek er 
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Christina Bau er 
.Eaisabeth Veie;ner 
Lli zab eth Dein* 
Dorothy lt):auh* 






















Jacob 8hri ver 




Conrod JJenzin :er 













Mar c1>r eth JunG 
Regina Klinr~enstein 




David Kraut er 





Tobias ;-!au.fl er 
Ror,:!.na llau.i'lor 
l''l•ederica Goetzino 
""f • u 
,;,,arr-roth hohlP'CMUth 
rva .. ,1;,rur... .. ,. -· 




Jo:1.onnea 0cau er 
Ludwi:" l:~nle 





























Anna n oau er 
lecrse Beut~ 
JeorGe Conzolrnan 
Chr 1st i an ~ii ohlr: emu th 
Christian Woehrle 
Jacob Zimmerman 










Chri a ti an Ri esh 
Catharina Ri esh 































Jilridora Leu cht* 
Johannes Viehr.:ia:tr 
Jncob Vaihc.nbercer 
Jacob Sehenkenber0 es 











































Siened sealed and delivered by the undersi.gnod this 
second day of March A.D. htphteen hundred e..~d twenty five 
Peter Schreiber 
,John Schreiber 




Harmonie Indiana--This certifies that the within 
rower of Attorney was signed, sealed and deliverod end 
acknowledged by the rive hundred & one persons within 
named on the twenty 1'1rst & twenty second days of May 
eighteen hundred & twmty four in our presence. 
* Those unable to sign their names. 
Jolm Schnee 
Isaac Blackford1 
H He was a judge o:f the Indiana Stnte Supreme Court. 
1Deeg Reef~ BoQ}t D, Recorder's Office, Posey County, 
Indiana, PP• l · 127. 
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